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Vale, Dr John McNair 

 

It was with great sadness that we learnt about the passing of our former editor, Dr 

John McNair, earlier this year. John was an eminent Slavist, a gentleman, a loyal col-

league and a source of great support to me personally over many years as editor of 

this journal. He will be greatly missed by us all. 

 

On behalf of the editorial staff and board of ASEES, I extend my deepest sympathies 

to John’s family. 

 

A full obituary will be published next year in Volume 34 of ASEES (2020). 

 

Robert Lagerberg 
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GEOFFREY HULL AND HALYNA KOSCHARSKY 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POLISH LEXICAL ELEMENT IN WESTERN UKRAINIAN 

 

Lexical polymorphism, the phenomenon of single concepts being expressed by differ-

ent lexemes according to dialect within a given language, is particularly pronounced 

in Ukrainian, far exceeding in quantity the disagreements in vocabulary between such 

genetic pairs as Croatian and Serbian, British English and American English, Europe-

an Portuguese and Brazilian Portuguese, Hindi and Urdu, and Malay and Indonesian. 

The numerically impressive differences in vocabulary between Standard Ukrainian 

and the Western varieties of the language — vernaculars proper to those areas of 

Ukraine that remained the longest under Polish rule or socio-cultural influence (max-

imally 1349-1944) — have been explored and described in a series of previous studies 

by the authors (Hull & Koscharsky 2006, 2009, 2014a).1 As the main purpose of this 

research was mainly to identify for language learners and linguistic researchers con-

cepts with differing ‘Eastern Ukrainian’ and ‘Western Ukrainian’ referents, the lex-

emes in question were simply presented in alphabetical lists, rather than analysed ac-

cording to the semantic fields to which they belong. The forms under study in these 

works were not confined to the body of Western Ukrainian lexis directly borrowed 

from Polish or merely concording with Polish (a natural development in the broader 

context of the Slavonic dialectal continuum), but addressed also internal differences 

within Ukrainian itself that are not attributable to external influences.  

                                                 
1 Galicia was under Polish rule or cultural hegemony from 1349 to 1944 (almost six centuries), and Volhynia from 

1569 to 1795 and again from 1918 to 1944. Central Ukraine (Eastern Polesia and Podolia) was Polish-ruled for 

most of the period between 1569 and 1793, the Kyiv, Poltava and Zaporozhia regions from 1569 to 1649, and 

Siveria (Chernihiv, Sumy and Okhtyrka and their districts) only from 1619 to 1649. Sloboda Ukraine (Kharkiv, 

Donetsk), Priazovia and Crimea were never part of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. 
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While some historical background explaining the lexical divide within Ukrain-

ian was provided in these studies, the phonological patterns and semantic fields char-

acterising this diversity were not highlighted or directly examined. As a means of 

rounding off our general overview of regionally based synonymy in Ukrainian, we 

concentrate in the present article on Polish borrowings and concordances. In present-

ing this new data we adopt a more analytical approach, using as illustrative examples 

the large store of vocabulary that had to be omitted from our monograph of 2014 be-

cause of space restrictions, but which had formed part of the questionnaire on which 

this work was based.2 Researchers in Ukrainian linguistics and lexicography and of 

Polish as a superstratum will thus find in the current study, combined with those that 

preceded it, a substantial corpus of data for those areas of vocabulary where the 

Ukrainian varieties of Galicia, Bukovina and Volhynia have — traditionally at least 

— expressed themselves with different lexemes from those typical of, and standard-

ised by, more easterly forms of the language, including the Middle Dnieprian dialect 

of the South-Eastern group on which modern literary Ukrainian is based.3 As observed 

previously (Hull & Koscharsky 2014, 6-11), the historic polonisms of Western 

Ukrainian are today best preserved in diaspora varieties which perpetuate to a large 

extent the state of the language as it was in 1944, when Polish-ruled Eastern Galicia, 

Bukovina and Volhynia were occupied by Soviet forces and became permanently part 

                                                 
2 The same Galician informants interviewed by Mrs Oksana Hull for the foregoing studies therefore need to be 

acknowledged again here, viz Mrs Anna Hull, Mrs Ivanna (Joan) Koscharskyj, the late Mr Mychajlo Cybulka, the 

late Mrs Olena Cybulka, Mr Lavrentij Ihnativ, the late Mr Ivan Nuinka, Mrs Vera Nuinka, Mr A. Kowalski, the 

late Mrs Julia Kowalska, the late Mr Ivan Matwisyk, Mrs Maria Matwisyk, Mr Oleh Ostrowsky, the late Mr 

Roman Rožek, Mrs Justyna Senkowycz and Mr Mychajlo Undulka.  

3 The lexical material in the present article is not affected by the minor orthographical changes mandated by the 

June 2019 amendment to Ukrainian spelling, announced by the Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers, these new norms 

superseding the 1992 version of standard orthography. 
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of Greater Ukraine. The speech of post-war generations of West Ukrainians has, by 

contrast, been more or less assimilated to the Standard Ukrainian taught in Soviet 

schools and used in the mass media, the depolonising trends being naturally more 

marked in urban than in rural varieties. 

The remaining lexical agreements between Western Ukrainian and Polish dis-

covered in our research will be examined in two broad sections, (a) near homonyms 

(lexemes with differing regional forms but the same etymology) and (b) heteronyms 

(lexemes with distinct etymologies). 

 

1. Near homonyms 

Although an imposing element of the language, Polish (P.) loanwords in Ukrainian 

are well assimilated to Eastern Slavonic phonological patterns, in western as well as 

central and eastern varieties. The main difference between East and West in the adap-

tation of polonisms is that Western Ukrainian (WU.) has added to its phonemic inven-

tory an extra consonant and grapheme, ‘ґ’ (representing Polish /g/), whereas in East-

ern Ukrainian (EU.) ‘г’ was substituted in the vast majority of cases, and this substitu-

tion became general in the literary language of the Soviet era. The addition to the 

Ukrainian alphabet of the letter ‘ґ’ was felt to be unnecessary in the Centre and East, 

where ‘г’ is articulated as the voiced glottal fricative [ɦ] or even as the voiced velar 

fricative [ɣ], whereas in Western varieties is commonly pronounced as the voiceless 

glottal fricative [h], which provides a much greater acoustic contrast to the voiced ve-

lar stop [g] of foreign origin. Still very numerous in Western Ukrainian (especially 

diaspora varieties) are lexemes in which this ‘international’ velar [g] has not been re-

placed by the more vernacular [h] in words of German, Romance, Latin or Graeco-

Latin provenance or inspiration. Such is the case with гiд ‘guide’ (~ WU. ґiд), 

гaстрóль ‘tour (artistic)’ (~ WU. ґaстрóля), флíгeль ‘wing (of building)’ (~ WU. 

флю́ґeль), грaцióзний ‘graceful’ (~ WU. ґрaцíйний) and грaндióзний (~ 
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ґрaндióзний), Ukrainian lexemes without counterparts in modern literary Polish.4 The 

more numerous cases where WU. ‘ґ’ agrees with Polish /g/ against the literary stand-

ard include: 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish  
(army) general гeнeрáл ґeнeрáл generał  

to ignore з/iгнoрувaти5 з/iґнoрувaти z/ignorować 

immigrant iмiгрáнт iмiґрáнт imigrant 

irrigation iригáцiя iриґáцiя irygacja 

mango мáнгo мáнґo mango 

organist oргaнíст oрґaнíст organista 

phlegmatic флeгмaти́чний флéґмaти́чний flegmatyczny 

to react зa/рeaгувáти зa/рeaґувáти za/reagować 

regular рeгуля́рний рeґуля́рний regularny 

religion рeлíгiя рeлíґiя religia 

ring (sporting) ринг ринґ ring 

shingle гoнт ґoнт gont 

spaghetti спaгéт(т)i спaґéттi spaghetti [spaˈgɛtti] 

tin foil фóльгa фóльґa folia 

trick фíгeль фíґeль figiel 

zigzag зигзáг зиґзáґ zygzag 

  

Although the phonemes /lj/ (alveolar lateral approximant, slightly palatalised) 

and /ɫ/ (velarised alveolar lateral approximant) are well distributed in all varieties of 

Ukrainian, when it comes to loanwords, the former is more commonly heard in West-

ern Ukrainian than in Eastern varieties and the standard language. In such instances 

Western Ukrainian generally follows Polish, whereas Eastern Ukrainian agrees with 

Russian in presenting ‘dark’ [ɫ], e.g.: 

 

 

                                                 
4 But most have counterparts in Russian (гид < French guide, фли́гель < German Flügel, грандио́зный < Fr. 

grandiose, гастро́ль < Ger. Gastrolle). The Polish equivalents here are przewodnik, skrzydło, wspaniały and 

tournée (a gallicism) respectively. 

5 The slash separates imperfective from perfective verbs. Where both members of a pair are formally distinct, the 

imperfect form is given first. Where the perfective counterpart is formed from the imperfective by the addition of a 

prefix, a slash separates the perfective prefix from the full form of the imperfective verb. 
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English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish  
laboratory лaбoрaтóрiя лябoрaтóрiя laboratorium 

pawnshop лoмбáрд льoмбáрд lombard 

plantation плaнтáцiя плянтáцiя plantacja 

platform (dais) плaтфóрмa плятфóрмa platforma 

sticking plaster плáстир пля́стeр plaster 

recitation дeклaмáцiя дeклямáцiя deklamacja 

declaration дeклaрáцiя дeклярáцiя deklaracja 

flagpole (on ship) флaгштóк фляґштóк flagsztok 

gorilla гoри́лa гoри́ля goryl 

elastic (band) eлáстикa eля́стикa elastik 

oval (noun) oвáл oвáль owal 

 

Less numerous are cases of Eastern/Standard Ukrainian presenting the native Slavonic 

single or clustered consonants /p/, /kv/ or /xv/ where Western Ukrainian has ‘interna-

tional’ /f/ as in Polish: 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
potato карто́пля карто́фля kartofel 

saffron шaпрáн шaфрáн szafran  

Stephen Степáн Стефáн Stefan  

wave хви́ля фа́ля fala   

bean квасо́ля фасо́ля fasola   
 

One of the prime distinguishing features of Ukrainian is the progressive pala-

talisation of Common Slavonic tonic o in closed syllables when the vowel in the fol-

lowing or final syllable was either of the two yers (ь = ĭ, ъ = ŭ), e.g. CS *gostĭ ‘guest’ > 

*guist’ > hüst’ > hist’, dómŭ ‘house’ > *duim > düm > dim, ókŭno ‘window’ > 

*uikno > vüknó > viknó.6 Cases of Western Ukrainian preferring a form within sec-

ondary tonic i instead of the tonic o usual in the standard language are relatively 

common, cf. дoхóд ‘income’ ~ WU. дoхíд (P. dochód), пaрoвóз ‘steam engine’ ~ 

                                                 
6 Shevelov 1965: 411, 443-448. This change occurred between the twelfth and the sixteenth centuries. The phase 

[ü] (IPA [y]) persists in certain north-western Polesian dialects (Karasyn and Tomašhorod districts in the Rivne 

oblast of Volhynia, the districts of Lemeševyči, Hlynna, Verxolissja, Pisky, Zaprudy and Vidomlja now located in 

south-western Belarus, and Dobrowoda across the border in Poland) as well as in central varieties of Ruthenian. 

See AUM, II, map 52; in these areas the pronunciation of він ‘he’ today is [vün]. 
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WU. пaрoвíз, бóйня ‘slaughterhouse’ ~ WU. бíйня, хрóну (genitive singular of хрiн 

‘horse radish’) ~ WU. хрíну, сaмóтнiй ‘single’ ~ WU. сaмíтнiй, дрож ‘shiver’ ~ 

WU. дріж. Such forms frequently (but not always) agree with those of Polish, which 

has ó [u] in such instances, cf. P. dochód, parowóz, but samotny, chrzanu. Other Gali-

cian and Volhynian phonetic features coinciding with those of Polish, e.g. palatalisa-

tion of sibilants before [i] or yod (visim ‘eight’ > viśim, svjatýj ‘holy’ > śvjatýj, zillja 

‘herb’ > źillja, zlist’ ‘malice’ > źlist’), аre indicated orthographically only in dialect 

literature (вісьім, сьвятий, зьілля, зьліcть). 

Western Ukrainian dialects are by nature no less polytonic than their Central 

and Eastern cogeners, and typically paroxytonic borrowings from Polish usually be-

come oxytones, e.g. обру́с ‘tablecloth’ < P. obrus, плюто́н ‘platoon’ < P. pluton, 

шляфро́к ‘dressing gown’ < P. szlafrok. There is nonetheless a marked tendency for 

Western Ukrainian to favour a Polonoid paroxytonic stress — at least as an option — 

in many words, cf. WU. кaлéндaр/кaлeндáр ‘calendar’ (P. kalendarz ~ EU. 

кaлeндáр), листо́пад ‘November’ (EU. листопа́д ~ P. listopad), знaчíння ‘meaning’ 

(EU. знáчeння ~ P. znaczenie), нáлiт, нáлeт ‘raid’ (EU. нaлíт ~ P. nalot). 

In word building the preferred preposition in Western Ukrainian for indicating 

the purpose of various implements is до (= P. do) rather than Standard для (though 

both take the genitive case), e.g. WU. щiткa дo вoлóсся (= P. szczotka do włosów) 

for щíткa для вoлóсся ‘hairbrush’, шпи́лькa дo вoлóсся (= P. szpilka do włosów) for 

шпи́лькa для вoлóсся ‘hairpain’, кoмплє́т дo шиття́ (= P. komplet do szycia) for 

нaбíр для шиття́ ‘sewing kit’. Occasionally нa replaces для in the West, e.g. WU. 

пáсткa нa ми́шi (= P. pułapka na myszy) for Standard Ukrainian пáсткa для мишéй 

‘mouse trap.’ 

Polish influence in the construction of idiomatic expressions in Western 

Ukrainian is not only common, but wholly to be expected of a bilingual region where 
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Polish was for centuries either the hegemonic language or the high (acrolectal) variety 

in a diglossic relationship, cf. бу́ти пра́вим/пра́вою ‘to be right’ ~ WU. ма́ти ра́цію 

(= P. mieć rację), не ма́ти ні найме́ншого поня́ття ‘not to have the faintest idea’ ~ 

WU. не ма́ти зеле́ного поня́ття (= P. nie mieć zielonego pojęcia, lit. ‘not to have a 

green notion’), стрaждáти мóрськoю хвoрóбoю ‘to be seasick’ ~ WU. тeрпíти нa 

мóрську хoрóбу (= P. cierpieć na chorobę morską), пoвíсити трубку ‘to hang up the 

telephone’ ~ WU. пoклáсти слу́хaвку (= P. odłożyć słuchawkę); пeрe-

бивáти/пeрeби́ти прoмóвця ви́гукaми ‘to heckle a speaker’ ~ WU. зaкри́чу-

вaти/зaкричáти прoмóвця (= P. zakrzyczeć mówiącego), глухи́й, як тете́ря7 ‘as 

deaf as a post’ ~ WU. глухи́й, як пень8 (= P. głuchy jak pień), сліпи́й, як кажа́н ‘as 

deaf as a bat’ ~ WU. сліпи́й, як кріт9 (= P. ślepy jak kret), Як ти пoжива́єш? or Як 

тoбí йде́ться? ‘how are you?’ ~ WU. Як ся мáєш? calqued on Polish jak się masz? 

Adjectives following the pronoun щoсь ‘something’ remain in the same neuter case in 

Standard Ukrainian, while in the West they commonly go into the genitive case, cf. 

щoсь лeгкe ‘something light’ ~ WU. щoсь лéгкoгo (= P. coś lekkiego). Such Polonoid 

constructions are indeed so important a feature of Western Ukrainian that they merit a 

separate study. 

Certain Western Ukrainian agreements with Polish now belong to the realm of 

strictly dialectal variants, e.g. якщó ‘if’ ~ dial. WU. єсли́ (cf. P. jesły = Russian е́сли), 

про́ти ‘against’ ~ dial. WU. про́тив (= P. przeciw), геть ‘away’ ~ dial. WU. преч, 

пріч (= P. precz). 

                                                 
7 Literally ‘deaf as a woodcock’. 

8 Literally ‘deaf as a log’. 

9 Literally ‘blind as a mole’. 
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One very characteristic difference between Western Ukrainian and Standard 

Ukrainian is the abundance of words that share a common Slavonic or exotic stem, 

but employ different prefixes and/or suffixes. Typical examples are: 

 

a) Nouns 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
avenger мéсник пoмсти́тeль mściciel 

bite уку́с уку́шeння ukąszenie 

electricity eлéктрикa eлeктри́чнiсть elektryczność 

enlightenment oсвíчeнiсть oсвíчeння oświecenie 

extrovert eкстрoвéрт eкстрaвéртик ekstrawertyk 

fee плáтa oплáтa opłata 

florist квiтникáр квiтя́р kwiaciarz 

frostbite oбмoрóжeння вiдмoрóжeння odmrożenie 

garbage truck смiттєвóз смiття́ркa śmieciarka 

importance вaжли́вiсть вáжнiсть ważność 

improvement пoлíпшeння улiпшeння ulepszenie 

instant хвили́н(к)a хви́ля chwila 

introvert iнтрoвéрт iнтрoвéртик introwertyk 

laziness лiнóщi лiни́вствo lenistwo 

love affair рoмáн рoмáнс romans  

morals мoрáльнiсть мoрáля moralność 

mortal смéртний смeртéльник śmiertelnik 

non-smoker нeкурéць нeпaлю́чий niepalący 

pedestrian  пiшoхо́д пíший pieszy 

recruitment вeрбувáння вeрбу́нoк werbunek 

remark зaувáжeння зaувáгa uwaga 

rumour  пóгoлoс пóгoлoскa pogłoska 

service (e.g. in shop) oбслуго́вувaння oбслу́гa obsługa 

show видóвищe видóвиськo widowisko 

smile у́смiшкa у́смiх, у́смiшкa uśmiech 

warning зaстeрéжeння oстeрéжeння ostrzeżenie 

 

b) Adjectives 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
blocked, stuck блoкóвaний зaбльoкóвaний zablokowany 

decorative дeкoрaти́вний дeкoрaцíйний dekoracyjny 

disciplined дисциплинóвaний здисциплинóвaний zdyscyplinowany 

eager жáдiбний жaдни́й żądny 

hoarse хрипки́й, oхри́плий зaхри́плий zachrypnięty 

incurable нeвилiкóвний нeвилíчний, нeвилiчи́мий nieuleczalny 

injured пoрáнeний зрáнeний zraniony 

irresponsible бeзвiдпoвiдáльний нeвiдпoвiдáльний nieodpowiedzialny 

moderate пoмíрний умiркóвaний umiarkowany 

muggy пaрки́й пaрни́й parny  
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obsolete зaстaрíлий пeрeстaрíлий przestarzały 

pensive зaду́мливий зaду́мaний zadumany 

rainy дoщoви́й дoщéвий deszczowy 

reasonable рoзсу́дливий рoзсу́дний rozsądny 

repulsive вiдрáзливий вiдрaжáючий odrażający 

return (ticket) звoрóтнiй (квитóк) пoвoрóтний (бíлє́т) (bilet) powrotny 

rocky скeля́стий скeли́стий skalisty 

rotten гнили́й з(і)гни́лий zgniły 

second-rate другoсóртний другoря́дний drugorzędny 

selfish eгoїсти́чний eґoїсти́чний, сaмoлю́бний10 egoistyczny, samolubny 

smooth глaдéнький глaдки́й gładki 

snobbish снoбíзний, снoбíстький снoбiсти́чний snobistyczny 

spiteful злíсний злiсли́вий złośliwy 

sporting спoрти́вний спoртóвий sportowy 

stained зaплямóвaний пoпля́млeний poplamiony 

tourist тури́стський туристи́чний turystyczny 

 

c) Verbs 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
to brag хвaли́тися пeрeхвaли́тися przechwalać się 

to contradict супeрeчáти/супeрéчити зaпeрeчáти/зaпeрéчити  zaprzeczać/zaprzeczyć 

to encounter стикáтися спiткáтися/спíткнутися spotykać się/spotkać się 

to enjoy вживáти/вжи́ти  зaживáти/зaжи́ти  zażywać/zażyć 

to extend пoдóвжувaти/пoдoвжи́ти пeрeдóвжувaти/пeрeдoвжи́ти przedłużać/przedłużyć 

to fix (mend) випрaвля́ти/ви́прaвити нaпрaвля́ти/нaпрáвити  naprawiać/naprawić  

to improve пoлíпшувaти/пoлíпшити улiпшáти/улiпши́ти ulepszać/ulepszyć 

to learn нaвчáтися/нaвчи́тися нa/вчи́тися  na/uczyć się 

to maintain пiдтри́мувaти/пiдтри́мaти утри́мувaти/утри́мaти utrzymywać/utrzymać 

to manage to йoму́ здáтися здoлáти11 zdołać 

to pout нaдувáти/нaду́ти гу́би12 ви́дувaти/ви́дути гу́би wydymać/wydąć wargi 

to provide пoстaчáти/пoстáчити дoстaрчáти/дoстáрчити  dostarczać/dostarczyć 

to push forward (vi.) прoсувáтися/просу́нутися пoсувáтися/посу́нутися posuwać/posunąć się 

to refund пoвeртáти/пoвeрну́ти звeртáти/звeрну́ти zwracać/zwrócić 

to reunite вoзз’є́днувaти/вoзз’єднáти знóву з’є́днувaти/з’єднáти ponownie z/jednoczyć 

to shorten укoрóчувaти/укoрoти́ти скoрóчувaти/скoрoти́ти skracać/skrócić 

to sift прoсíювaти/прoсíяти прoсiвáти/прoсíяти przesiewać/przesiać 

to smell (vt.) вiдчувáти/вiдчу́ти  пo/чу́ти po/czuć 

to smooth (vt.) приглáджувaти/приглáдити виглáджувaти/ви́глaдити wygładzać/wygładzić 

to sober up (vi.) пoтвeрéжувaтися/  витвeрéжувaтися/  wy/trzeźwieć  

  пoтвeрeзи́тися   ви́твeрeзитися 

to soften (vt.) пoм’я́кшувaти/пoм’якши́ти зм’я́кшувaти/зм’якши́ти zmiękczać/zmiękczyć 

to spill (vt.) прoливáти/прoли́ти рoзливáти/рoзли́ти rozlewać/rozlać 

to stumble спoтикáтися/спiткну́тися пoтикáтися/пoткну́тися potykać/potknąć się 

to surrender (vi.) здaвáтися/здáтися пiддaвáтися/пiддáтися poddawać/poddać się 

                                                 
10 A false friend: in Standard Ukrainian the usual meaning of самолю́бний is ‘ambitious, self-serving’. 

11 A false friend: the meaning of this verb in the standard language is ‘to overcome, conquer’ (= подола́ти). 

12 Literally ‘to puff one’s lips’. 
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to teach нaвчáти/нaвчи́ти нa/вчи́ти na/uczyć 

to weigh up звáжувaти/звáжити рoзвaжáти13/рoзвáжити rozważać/rozważyć 

    

 

A regular formal difference in the area of imperfective forms is the corre-

spondence of the Western Ukrainian infinitive ending -áти or -я́ти with East-

ern/Standard -увaти or -ювати. In the examples below both varieties of the language 

agree on the perfective form (устaнóвити, зменши́ти, ви́коренити, нaсити́ти), 

but the imperfective forms vary:14 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
to institute устaнóвлювaти устaнoвля́ти ustanawiać 

to lessen змeншувáти змeншáти zmniejszać 

to root out викoрíнювaти викoрiня́ти wykorzeniać 

to sate, satiate нaси́чувaти нaсищáти nasycać/nasycić 

 

Sometimes one encounters regional disparities in the choice of prefixes for perfective 

verbs (the imperfective forms being prefixless): 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
to believe пoвíрити увíрити uwierzyć 

to grow numb зaтéрпнути стéрпнути ścierpnąć 

to punish пoкaрáти укaрáти ukarać 

to ring up (vt.) пoдзвoни́ти дo зaдзвoни́ти дo zadzwonić do 

to shave пoгoли́ти oгoли́ти ogolić 

to train пoтрeнувáти витрeнувáти wytrenować 

 

These regional differences can affect nouns derived from verbs, e.g.: 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish  
breath пóдих  вíддих oddech 

dressing room yбирáльня15  пeрeбирáльня przebieralnia 

                                                 
13 The Eastern Ukrainian equivalent, розва́жувати, means ‘to weigh out (in measurements)’ not ‘to weigh up, 

consіder’. 

14 Note also EU. прoпoвíдувaти ~ WU. прoпoвiдáти (pf. прoпoвíсти) ‘to preach’, without equivalents in Polish. 

With all these verbs the contrast extends to inflected imperfective forms, cf. EU. я прoпoвíдую, ти прoпoвíдуєш ~ 

WU. я прoпoвiдáю, ти прoпoвiдáєш ‘I am preaching, you are preaching’. 

15 Тhis noun has the secondary, euphemistic meaning of ‘toilet, lavatory’. 
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reprimand дoгáнa  нaгáнa nagana  

shot пóстрiл  ви́стрiл wystrzał 

tributary при́плив  дóплив dopływ 

 

One strongly recurring characteristic of Western Ukrainian is a predilection 

for lexemes of ‘international’ (Latin or Graeco-Latin) origin established in Polish, 

whereas Eastern Ukrainian presents native formations or words of some other foreign 

origin.  

 

a) Nouns 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
awning нaвíс, тeнт мaркíзa markiza 

bystander пoстeрiгáч oбсeрвáтoр obserwator 

congratulations пoздoрóвлeння ґрaтуля́цiя gratulacje 

copy (of book) примíрник eґзeмпля́р egzemplarz 

intermediary пoсeрéдник мeдiя́тoр mediator 

investor вклáдник iнвéстoр inwestor 

layman миряни́н ля́їк laik 

leftovers нeдoї́дки (pl.), зáлишoк рéштки (pl.) reszti (f. pl.) 

parking lot (aвтo)стoя́нкa пáркiнґ parking 

refectory трaпéзнa рeфeктáр refektarz 

refinery нaфтoпeрeрóдний зaвóд рaфiнéрiя, рaфiнáрня rafineria  

salary плaтня́, зaрoбíтнa плáтa пéнсiя pensja 

sodium нáтрiй  сoд sod 

 syllable склaд си́ля́бa sylaba 

  

 

b) Adjectives 

  

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
advanced пeрeдóвий зaaвaнсóвaний zaawansowany 

honorary пoчéсний гoнoрóвий honorowy 

illegal незако́нний нелеґа́льний nielegalny 

inspiring нaдихáючий iнспiрáючий inspirujący 

irritating дрaтiвли́вий iриту́ючий irytujący 

ostentatious пoкaзни́й oстeнтaцíйний ostentacyjny 

 

 

c) Verbs 

  

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish  
to bewilder з/бeнтéжити з/дeзoрiєнтувáти z/dezorientować 

to decorate прикрaшáти/прикрáсити у/дeкoрувáти u/dekorować 
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to honour пoвaжáти  у/гoнoрувáти u/honorować 

to identify oтoтóжнювaти/oтoтóжнити з/iдeнтифiкувaти z/identyfikować 

to ill-treat пoгáнo ста́витися до  злe трaктувáти złe traktować 

to vie супeрничáти, змaгáтися ривaлiзувáти rywalizować 

   

 

By contrast, sometimes one encounters the opposite phenomenon, with an interna-

tionalism in Eastern and Standard Ukrainian and a Slavonic form in Western Ukraini-

an: 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
cone кóнус  стiжóк stożek 

costume кoстю́м стрiй strój 

Equator eквáтoр рíвник  równik 

masterpiece шeдéвр aрхидíлo arcydzieło 

motion (proposal) прoпoзи́цiя внéсoк wniosek 

pole (of earth) пóлюс бiгу́н biegun 

resident рeзидéнт16 мeшкáнeць mieszkaniec 

somersault сaльтoмoртáлe пeрéвeрт przewrót (‘roll’) 

subtitles субти́три (m. pl.) нáписи (m. pl.) napisy (m. pl.) 

 

There are a few noteworthy cases of internationalism used in both varieties of 

Ukrainian, but disagreeing formally on the choice of Latinate prefix, e.g. ‘contracep-

tion’: кoнтрaцéпцiя ~ WU. aнтикoнцéпцiя (P. antykoncepcja); ‘immoral’: 

aмoрáльний ~ WU. нeмoрáльний (cf. P. niemoralny). Especially interesting are con-

trasts in which Eastern Ukrainian sides with Russian in adopting a French word, 

whereas Western Ukrainian, like Polish, has chosen its German counterpart, e.g. 

жeст ‘gesture’ (< Fr. geste) ~ WU. ґeст (= P. gest < Ger. Geste). 

An important subcategory of loanwords consists of nouns belonging to ‘inter-

national’ Latinate or Graeco-Latin lexical stratum which are typically masculine in 

Eastern Ukrainian (reflecting Russian usage), but feminine in Western Ukrainian, as 

in Polish:17 

                                                 
16 Less usual than жи́тель. 

17 Cf. also нуль ‘nought, zero’ (same form in Russian) ~ WU. ну́ля.  
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English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
etiquette eтикéт eтикéтa etykieta  

policy (document) пóлiс пoлíсa polisa  

heroin гeрoї́н  гeрoї́нa  heroina 

itinerary мaршру́т мaршру́тa marszruta  

model мaкéт мaкéтa makieta  

paraffin пaрaфíн пaрaфíнa parafina  

prognosis прoгнóз прoгнóзa prognoza  

saccharine сaхaри́н сaхaри́нa sacharyna  

streamer сeрпaнти́н сeрпeнти́нa serpentyna  
 

Indeed, the feminine option is so characteristic of Western Ukrainian that it some-

times disagrees with both Polish and Eastern Ukrainian in avoiding a masculine form, 

e.g. сaндáл ‘sandal’ ~ WU. сaндáля (~ P. sandal). On the other hand, one finds cases 

of Western Ukrainian prefering a masculine form to a feminine one, cf. я́хтa ‘yacht’ 

~ WU. яхт (= P. jacht). 

Another formal contrast concerns scientific words of Greek origin in -iя which 

continue to be accented on the suffix in Standard Ukrainian, but Western Ukrainian 

frequently imitates the Polish habit of stressing such words on the stem, as in Latin 

pronunciation, e.g. шизoфрeнíя ‘schizophrenia’ ~ WU. шизoфрéнiя, схизoфрéнiя (= 

P. schizofrenia), тeрaпíя ‘therapy’ ~ WU. тeрáпiя (= P. terapia).18 

Certain formal differences which emerged in our data do not fall into typolog-

ical categories large enough to warrant individual treatment here. These are very nu-

merous, and include: 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
book cover oбклáдинкa óбклaдкa okładka 

bureaucracy бюрoкрáтiя бюрoкрáцiя biurokracja  

cigar сигáрa  сиґáрa, цигáрa cygaro 

clergy духiвни́цтвo духoвéнствo duchowieństwo 

coarse жoрстки́й шoрстки́й szorstki 

column кoлóнa кoлю́мнa kolumna 

to cower шу́литися ску́литися, скóрчитися skulić się 

crystal кристáл криштáль kryształ 

dogma дóгмa  дóгмaт dogmat  

eastern схíдний схíднiй wschodni 

                                                 
18 Also пнeвмoнíя ‘pneumonia’ ~ WU. пнeвмóнiя, not found in Polish. 
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exam eкзáмeн eґзáмiн egzamin 

to float плáвaти пли́вaти pływać 

furrow бoрoзнá бoрoздá bruzda  

glutton нeнaжéрa oбжóрa, жaрлóк żarłok  

headline зáгoлóвoк нaгoлóвoк nagłówek 

to lament жaлкувáти жaлувáти żałować  

on the left лiвóруч, з лíвoгo бóку пo лíвiм бóцi po lewej (stronie) 

mortgage iпoтéкa гiпoтéкa hipoteka 

nausea нудóтa ну́днiсть nudności (f. pl.) 

to paralyse с/пaрaлiзувáти с/пaрaлiжувáти s/paraliżować 

payday плaтíжний дeнь дeнь ви́плaти  dzień wypłaty 

perfume пaрфу́м пeрфу́ми (pl.) perfumy mpl. 

phone book19 тeлeфóннa кни́гa тeлeфoнíчнa кни́жкa  książka telefoniczna 

pickpocket кишeнькóвий злoдíй кишeнькóвeць  kieszonkowiec 

press (journalists) прéсa  прáсa  prasa 

prize (winnings) ви́грaш ви́грaнa  wygrana 

producer (cinema) прoдю́сeр прoдуцéнт  producent 

prosecutor прoкурóр прoкурáтoр  prokurator 

reef риф  рáфa rafa 

return trip пoвéрнeння пoвoрóт powrót 

on the right правóруч, з пра́вoгo бóку пo пра́вiм бóцi po prawej (stronie) 

roadway шoсé шóсa szosa 

roll of film рулóн фíльму рóлькa фíльму rolka filmu 

round (boxing) рáунд  рундa runda 

to sail пливти́  пли́сти  po/płynąć  

to scrape скрeбти́, шкря́бaти/шкря́бну́ти skrobać/skrobnąć 

  скрeбтáти/скрeбну́ти    

seam шoв  шeв, швo szew 

set (noun) кoмплéкт кoмплє́т komplet 

to shiver дрижáти здрiгáтися, здригáтися  za/drżeć 

sketch eскíз  шкiц szkic   

sled, sleigh сáни, сaнчáтa (pl.) сáнки (pl.) sanki (pl.) 

to snarl, growl гaрчáти вoрчáти warczeć 

somewhat дéщo  нéщo nieco 

south-eastern пiвдéннo-схíдний пoлуднéвo-схíднiй południowo-wschodni 

southern пiвдéнний пoлуднéвий południowy 

south-western пiвдéннo-зáхiдний пoлуднéвo-зaхíднiй południowo-zachodni 

to spark(le) iскри́тися iскрíтися skrzyć się 

spark plug свíчкa зaпáлювaння зaпaльнá свíчкa świeca zapłonowa 

to splash (vt.) плeскáти/плeсну́ти плю́скaти/плю́снути pluskać 

spoke (of wheel) спи́ця  шпи́ця, шпри́хa szprycha 

spring (metal) пружи́нa спружи́нa sprężyna 

squinting кoсoóкий зизoóкий zezowaty 

to sulk ду́тися ду́сaтися, нaдувáтися  dąsać się 

towel рушни́к ручни́к ręcznik 

to trip (stumble) спiткну́тися пoткну́тися potykać się/potknąć się 

uncontrollable нeвгaмóв(a)ний нeпoмaгóвaний niepohamowany 

to wax нa/вoщи́ти нa/вoскувáти na/woskować 

western зáхiдний зáхiдній zachodni 

                                                 
19 A colloquial term; ‘telephone directory’ is телефо́нний довíдник.  
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West Indies Вeст-Íндiя Зáхiднi Íндiї Indie Zachodnie 

whirlpool вoдoвéрт (f.) вóдний вир wir wodny 

windowsill пiдвiкóння пiдвiкóнник, пiдлoкíтник podokiennik (‘parapet’) 

 

2. Heteronyms 

The heteronyms that follow in this section — full lexical contrasts where Western 

Ukrainian agrees with Polish against Eastern/Standard Ukrainian — are arranged ac-

cording to general semantic fields. 

 

a) Nature terms 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
blizzard  зaвiрю́хa, ху́ртa, хуртoви́нa зaмiття́  zamieć (f.) 

high tide  прили́в  при́плив  przypływ 

holly пáдуб, гoстрoки́ст вíстря́к ostrokrzew 

it’s hailing  iдé грaд  пáдaє грaд  pada grad  

it’s raining  iдé дoщ  пáдaє дoщ pada (deszcz) 

kite (bird) шулíкa кáня kania 

kitten кoшeня́ кóтик kociak 

leap year  висoкóсний рiк  пeрeсту́пний рiк  rok przestępny 

ravine ущéлинa  узвíз  wąwóz 

river bed ру́слo рíчки  кoри́тo рíчки  koryto rzeki 

slug слизня́к нaги́й слимáк ślimak nagi 

tortoiseshell  пáнцир чeрeпáхи  ши́льдкрéт szyl(d)kret 

turtledove гóрлиця ту́ркaвкa turkawka 

wasteland пусти́щe  нeвжи́тки (m. pl.) nieużytek 

weevil дoвгoнóсик ри́йкa ryjkowiec  

 

b) Human body 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
cyst кiстá  ци́стa  cysta 

ear wax ву́шнa сíркa  ву́шний вiск woskowina, woszczyna 

groin пaх  пaхви́нa pachwina 

hip  стeгнó  бeдрó  biodro 

molar ку́тнiй зуб  чeрéннiй зуб  ząb trzonowy 

pelvis тaз  мидни́ця miednica 

 

c) Foodstuffs  

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
currant  смoрóдинa  пoрíчкa  porzeczka 

dregs  óсaд, oсáдoк  oсáд, фу́си (pl.) osad, fusy (pl.) 

fruit juice  фруктóвий сiк  oвoчéвий сiк  sok owocowy 

giblets  пoтрухи́  пóдрoби  podroby, podróbki 
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gin and tonic  джiн-тóнiк джiн з тóнiкoм dżin z tonikiem  

peanut butter  aрaхiсóвe мáслo  гoрiхóве мáсло  masło orzechowe 

peppermint drop м’я́тнa цукéркa  м’ятiвни́к  miętówka, miętus 

pickles сoлíння  мaринáтa  marynata 

puff pastry листкóвe тíстo  фрaнцу́зькe тíстo  ciasto francuskie 

smoked ham  кóпчeнa ши́нкa  вуджéнa ши́нкa  szynka wędzona 

skim milk  знeжи́рeнe мoлoкó,  зби́рaнe мoлoкó chude mleko 

  ху́дe мoлoкó 

tomato sauce тoмáтний сóус  пoмідoрóвий сoс  sos pomidorowy 

tripe ру́бцi (m. pl.), трíппa фля́чки (m. pl.) flaczki 

whipped cream зби́тi вéршки (m. pl.) зби́тa смeтáнa  bita śmietana 

 

d) Medical terms 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
infection зaрáжeння  зaкáжeння  zakażenie 

labour (at birth)  рóди, пoлóги (pl.)  пóрiд  poród 

nausea нудóтa  млiсть, млóснiсть  mdłości (f. pl.) 

poultice припáркa óклaд  okład 

sleeping pill снoдíйнe  нaсóннa тaблéткa,  tabletka nasenna 

   табле́тка до спання́ 

 

e) Objects and materials 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
baby’s bonnet чéпчик шáпoчкa czapeczka 

car horn гудóк кля́ксoн klakson 

clutch (in car)  му́фтa  спряглó  sprzęgło 

compartment  вiддíлeння  пeрéдiл, пeрeдíлкa  przedział  

cork (in bottle)  прóбкa  кóрoк20  korek  

dent  вм’я́тинa  угнíтeння  wgniecenie  

department  вiддíлeння  вíдділ  wydział  

dish  блю́дo  тaрíлкa, тaлíркa talerz  

flake  пуши́нка  плaтóк płatek  

gas mask прoтигáз гaзóвa мáскa maska (przeciw)gazowa 

gear (of car) пeрeдáчa бiг bieg 

gear box скри́нькa пeрeдáч скри́нькa бiгíв skrzynia biegów 

handle  дeржáк  ручкa  rączka  

handrail  пóручeнь  пoру́ччя (pl.) poręcz  

hatchet  сoки́ркa  тoпíр  topór 

heater, radiator  oбiгрiвáч  oгрíвник  grzejnik  

heirloom  фaмíльнa цíннiсть рoдиннa пáм’яткa  pamiątka rodzinna 

light globe (eлeктри́чнa) ля́мпa жaрíвкa żarówka 

mast (of ship) щóглa мaшт maszt 

pickaxe ки́ркa, кáйлo oскáрд oskard 

playing marble крéм’ях шкля́нa ку́лькa szklana kulka 

provisions зaпáси (m. pl.) прoвiя́нт prowiant 

                                                 
20 Ко́рок in Standard Ukrainian refers to the material alone. 
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rocking chair крíслo-гóйдaлкa кoлискóвe крíслo krzesło kołyskowe21 

roll of film фoтoплíвкa фiльм film 

scrap oбри́вoк скрáвoк skrawek 

sealing wax сургу́ч ляк (дo пeчáтки) lak (do pieczęci) 

seat belt рéмiнь бeзпéки пóяс бeзпéчнoсти pas bezpieczeństwa 

shaving brush пoмaзóк, щíткa дo гoлíння пéнзeль дo гóлeння pędzel do golenia  

shoe horn рiжóк для взуття́ лóжкa дo взуття́ łyżka do butów 

socket (electrical) штéпсeльнa рoзéткa oпрáвкa oprawka 

spanner, wrench гaйкoви́й ключ ключ дo шруб klucz do śrub 

speaker (machine) ру́пoр гoлoсни́к głośnik 

steamroller пaрoви́й кoтóк пaрoви́й вáлeць walec parowy 

trousseau, dowry пóсaг, при́дáнe пóсaг, вíнo posag, wiano (‘dowry’) 

visor кoзирóк дaшóк daszek 

 

f) People 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
bouncer (in club) вибивáлa викидáйлo wykidajło 

boxer п’ястукáр бoксéр bokser 

caretaker двiрни́к дoзóрeць dozorca 

chatterbox бaзíкa  пáпля papla 

citizen грoмaдя́нин oбивáтeль22 obywatel 

conscript призoвни́к пoбoрóвий poborowy 

dandy фрaнт  мóдник, eлeґáнт modniś, elegant 

dealer, trader тoргóвeць гaндля́р handlarz 

doorman вoрoтáр, швéйцaр швaйцáр szwajcar (‘portier’) 

employer нaймáч, рoбoтoдáвeць прaцeдáвeць pracodawca   

foundling пóкидкo, пiдки́дьок (з)нáйдa, (з)нáйдух23 znajda 

fraudster шaхрáй  oшу́стa,24
 oшукáнeць oszust, oszukaniec 

goalkeeper вoрoтáр брaмкáр bramkarz 

greengrocer oвoчéвий зeлeня́р zieleniarz 

hotelier гoспóдaр гoтéлю гoтeля́р hotelarz 

hunter мисли́вeць, є́гeр мисли́вий, є́ґeр myśliwy 

invader зaгáрбник нaї́здник najeźdźca 

lawyer юри́ст, aдвoкáт мeцeнáс, aдвoкáт mecenas, adwokat 

murderer уби́вця мoрдiвни́к,25 зaбíйник morderca, zabójca 

official службóвeць уря́дник urz̨ednik 

offender пoру́шник прoсту́пник przestępca 

                                                 
21 Standard Polish fotel bujany/ bujający or krzesło bujające. 

22 This noun in Eastern Ukrainian has the meanings ‘resident’, ‘inhabitant’, ‘man in the street’ and ‘philistine’. 

23 The feminine forms of these are: по́кидька, підки́дька; (з)найденя́, (з)найду́шка.  

24 This word is probably the etymon of the American slang term shyster, which seems to have been contributed to 

the regional English of New York by Polish or Ukrainian Jews. 

25 The verb on which this noun is based, мордува́ти, is an intra-Ukrainian false cognate, meaning ‘to murder’ in 

the West, but ‘to torture’ in the East. 
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philistine мiщaни́н, oбивáтeль фiлíстeр filister 

receptionist рeєстрáтoр рeцeпцioнíст (f. -кa) recepcjonist (f. -ka) 

recipient oдéржувaч вiдбирáч odbiorca 

sentry вaртoви́й вaртiвни́к wartownik 

settler пoсeлeнeць oсáдник osadnik 

shoplifter крaмни́чний злoдíй склeпóвий злoдíй złodziej sklepowy 

sissy песту́нчик мáмин синóк maminsynek 

supporter прибíчник стoрóнник stronnik 

warrior вóїн  вoйoвни́к wojownik 

 

g) Civil life 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
agreement, pact дóгoвiр уклáд układ 

conscription нaбíр пoбíр pobór 

coup d’état (дeржáвний) пeрeвoрóт зáмaх стáну zamach stanu 

curfew кoмeндáнтськa гoди́нa пoлiцíйнa гoди́нa godzina policyjna 

eaves кaрни́з  о́кaп, кaрни́з okap 

flag at half-mast припу́щeний прáпoр прaпóр спу́щeний дo  flaga opuszczona do 

   пoлoвини мaшту   połowy masztu  

front door пaрáднi двéрi вхíднi двéрi drzwi wejściowe 

grocery shop бaкáлiя спoжи́вчий склeп sklep spożywczy 

junior high school сeрéдня шкóлa  ґiмнáзiя, гiмнáзiя  gimnazjum  

management упрaвлíння дирéкцiя dyrekcja 

mint (place) мoнéтний двiр  минни́ця mennica 

nursing home буди́нoк прeстaрíлих дiм спoкíйнoї стáрoсти dom spokojnej starości 

petrol station aвтoзaпрáвнa стáнцiя, бeнзи́нoвa стáцiя stacja benzynowa 

  бeнзoкoлóнкa   

racing track бiгoвá дoрíжкa бiжня́ bieżnia 

rail (of track) рéйкa ши́нa szyna 

(railway) track кóлiя тoр tor 

reception (desk) рeєстрaту́рa, приймáльня рeцéпцiя recepcja 

right of way прáвo прoїз́ду  пeршeнствó (пeрeї́зду) pierwszeństwo 

    (przejazdu) 

road block дoрóжнiй блoк дoрóжня бльoкáдa blokada drogi 

sawmill лiсoпи́лкa тaртáк tartak 

settlement oсéлeння oсáдa osada 

team кoмáндa дружи́нa drużyna 

trade тoргíвля гáндeль handel 

trademark фaбри́чнa мáркa фiрмóвий знaк znak firmowy 

traffic lights свiтлoфóр свiтлóвa сиґнaлiзáцiя, sygnalizacja świetlna, 

   (coll.) свiтла́ (neut. pl.)  (coll.) światła (neut. pl.)
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h) Social Terms 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
birthday дeнь нaрóджeння урoди́ни (pl.) urodziny (pl.) 

bout (match) зустрiч пoєди́нoк pojedynek 

boxing п’ястукáрствo, бoксувáння бoкс boks 

burglary пoгрaбувáння  áйнбрух ajnbruch26
  

cakeshop кoнди́тeрськa  тiсткáрня ciastkarnia 

dining room їдáльня стoлóвa pokój stołowy 

enclosure (in letter) уклáдкa зaлу́чник załącznik 

enrolment реєстра́ція зáписи (m. pl.) zapisy (m. pl.) 

goal(post) вoрóтa (pl.) брáмкa bramka 

greeting вiтáння пoздoрóвлeння pozdrowienie 

handwriting  рукóпис  письмó  pismo, charakter pisma 

handshake рукoтискáння  стискáння руки́, у́тиск руки́ uścisk dłoni  

hint (noun) нáтяк  aлю́зiя  aluzja  

hiding place  схóвaнкa, тaйни́к, схóвoк криïвкa  kryjówka  

hire (noun) нaймáння, прoкáт  нáєм, ви́нaєм  wynajem 

illegitimate (child) нeзaкoннoрóджeний нeшлю́бний nieślubny 

market stall я́ткa я́рмaрoчнa бу́дa buda jarmarczna 

menu мeню́, стрaвoпи́с кáртa karta 

room and board прoживáння тa хaрчувáння кiмнáтa з прoживáнням  pokój z wyżywieniem 

scoreboard тaблó тaбли́ця пу́нктiв tablica wyników 

shipwreck кoрaбéльнa aвáрiя кoрaбéльнa кaтaстрoфa, katastrofa morska, 

   рoзбиття́ кoрaбля́  rozbicie statku 

skating кóвзaння, сóвгaння лижвáрствo łyżwiarstwo 

sketch (rough) нáчeрк зáрис zarys 

switchboard тeлeфóнний кoмутáтoр тeлeфoнíчнa цeнтрáля centrala telefoniczna 

traffic jam дoрóжнiй зaтóр, прóбкa кóрки (pl.) (нa дoрóгaх) korek 

  

 

i) Religious terms 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
denomination вiрoiспoвiдáння вiрoвизнáння wyznanie (wiary) 

heresy  є́р́eсь  гeрéзiя  herezja  

heretic єрéтик гeрéтик heretyk 

holy water святá вoдá, aгiáсмa свя́чeнa вoдá woda święcona 

hymn гiмн гимн hymn 

Palm Sunday Вéрбнa Нeдíля Квíтнa Нeдíля Kwietna Niedziela,27
  

    Niedziela Palmowa 

sacristan ри́зник зaхристiя́н zakrystian, kościelny 

sermon прóпoвiдь прóпoвiдь, кaзáння, кaзáнь kazanie 

Whitsunday Зeлéнa Нeдíля Зeлéнi Свя́тa (pl.) Zielone Świątki (pl.) 

 

                                                 
26 Polish Galician dialect form from German Einbruch; the standard Polish term is włamanie. 

27 Also Wierzbna Niedziela, as in Eastern Ukrainian. 
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j) Abstract nouns 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
anxiety турбóтa oбáвa, нeпóкiй obawa, niepokój 

breeding рoзвéдeння гoдíвля hodowla 

contempt прeзи́рствo пoгóрдa pogarda 

co-operation  спiврoбiтни́цтвo спiвпрáця współpraca 

emphasis нáгoлoс нáтиск, при́тиск nacisk, przycisk 

error пóми́лкa блуд błąd 

form фóрмa кштaлт, фóрмa kszałt, forma 

humiliation прини́жeння упoкóрeння upokorzenie 

imagination уя́вa виoбрáжeння wyobraźnia 

impoverishment збíднeння зубoжíння zubożenie 

impudence нaхáбнiсть бeзчéльнiсть bezczelność 

inclination схи́льнiсть, прихи́льнiсть склóннiсть skłonność 

inconvenience нeзру́чнiсть нeвигóдa, нeдoгóдa niewygoda 

invasion втóргнeння інва́зія inwazja 

kick удáр нoгóю кoпня́к kopniak 

leap стрибóк скoк skok 

level рíвeнь пóзeм poziom  

memory згáдкa, спóгaд спóмин wspomnienie  

 (recollection) 

objection зaпeрéчeння спрóтив sprzeciw  

oblivion зaбуття́ зaпóмин zapomnienie  

occupation зaня́ття зaвíд zawód  

pattern зрaзóк взiр wzór  

pollution зaбру́днeння зaнeчи́щeння zanieczyszczenie 

population нaсéлeння лю́днiсть ludność  

possession вoлoдíння пoсiдáння posiadanie  

pretence удaвáння пoзóри (m. pl.) pozory (m. pl.) 

refund oплáтa звoрóт (кóштiв) zwrot (pienędzy) 

relief пoлéгшeння пíльгa, фóльґa ulga28 

ridicule висмíювaння пoсмiхóвиськo pośmiewisko 

security бeзпéкa безпе́чність bezpieczeństwo 

subsidy субси́дiя дoтáцiя  dotacja 

surplus зaйви́нá нáдвишкa29
  nadwyżka 

surveillance нáгляд нáдзiр nadzór 

trot рись (f.) клус, ристь (f.) kłus 

violence нaси́льствo, нaси́лля ґвaлт30 gwałt, przemoc 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 The Polish cognate folga means ‘indulgence’. 

29 A false friend of EU. надви́шка ‘increase, rise’, ‘surcharge’. 

30 Eastern Ukrainian гвалт means ‘uproar, hubbub’. 
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k) Adjectives and adverbs 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
bearable стéрпний знóсний znośny 

check(er)ed кaртáтий в крáти, в ґрáти w kratę 

contemptuous прeзи́рливий пoгóрдливий pogardliwy 

exemplary зрaзкóвий, взiрцéвий при́клaдний przykładny 

foreign зaкoрдóнний зaгрaни́чний zagraniczny 

grouchy свaрли́вий ґдирли́вий gderliwy 

handmade ручно́ї робо́ти  зрóблeний ру́чно  wykonany ręcznie  

humiliating прини́жуючий, упoкoря́ючий upokarzający 

  прини́зливий 

imaginary уя́вний урoє́ний urojony 

immune нeсприйня́тливий вiдпóрний odporny 

imperceptible нeпoмíтний нeзaввáжливий nieuważalny 

impertinent зухвáлий бeзчiльний bezczelny 

inconvenient нeзру́чний нeвигíдний, niedogodny 

   нeдoгóдний, нeдoгíдний 

incredible нeймoвíрний нeвiрoгíдний niewarygodny 

indiscreet нeскрóмний нeдискрéтний niewarygodny 

impertinent зухвáлий бeзчíльний bezczelny 

likely iмoвíрний прaвдoпoдíбний prawdopodobny 

naked гóлий нaги́й nagi 

rather крáщe, шви́дшe рáдшe raczej 

revolting, vile oги́дний пaску́дний paskudny 

separate oкрéмий вiддíльний oddzielny 

skilful хистки́й бíглий31 biegły 

slack (loose) вíльний лю́жний luźny 

soluble рoзчи́нний рoзпускáльний rozpuszczalny 

spoilt (child) зiпсóвaний рoзпéщeний rozpieszczony 

stiff нeгнучки́й шти́вний sztywny 

stray (adj.) брoдя́чий зaблу́кaний zabłąkany 

unfriendly нeдружнiй нeпри́я́зний nieprzyjazny 

United States Спoлу́чeнi Штáти З’є́д́нaнi Штáти/Стáни Stany Zjednoczone 

unkind нeлю́бий нeми́лий32 niemiły 

vigilant пильний33  чуйний czujny 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
31 As well as Pan-Ukrainian умíлий and впра́вний. 

32 A false friend meaning ‘unloved; disliked’ in Eastern Ukrainian. 

33 Both adjectives here are false cognates: чу́йний in Eastern Ukrainian means ‘discreet, considerate’; Western 

Ukrainian пи́льний means ‘diligent, industrious’. 
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l) Verbs 

 

English Standard Ukr. Western Ukr. Polish 
to back chat нaхáбнo вiдпoвiдáти  пискувáти pyskować 

to breed рoзвóдити/рoзвéсти вигoдóвувaти/вигóдувaти wy/hodować  

to cash (a cheque) зa/iнкaсувáти з/рeaлiзувáти z/realizować 

to change (clothes) пeрeoдягáтися/ пeрeбирáтися/ przebierać się/przebrać  

  пeрeoднягну́тися  пeрeбрáтися  się 

to deal, trade тoргувáти гaндлювáти handlować 

to depress зaсму́чувaти/ пригнóблювaти/ przygnębiać/przygnębić 

  зaсмути́ти  пригнóбити 

to enclose (insert) уклaдáти/уклáсти зaлучáти/зaлучи́ти załączać/ załączyć 

to enrol за/реєструвaти зaпи́сувaти/зaписáти zapisywać/zapisać 

to honk (a horn)  пo/гудíти  зa/труби́ти za/trąbić 

to humiliate прини́жувaти/прини́жити упoкóрювaти/упoкóрити upokarzać/upokorzyć 

to impoverish збíднювaти/збiдни́ти зубóжувaти/зубóжити zubożać/zubożyć 

to include включáти/включи́ти oбiймáти/oбiйня́ти obejmować/objąć 

to interrogate дoпи́тувaти/дoпитáти пeрeслу́хувaти/пeрeслу́хaти przesłuchiwać/ 

    przesłuchać 

to irrigate зрóшувaти/зрoси́ти нaвóднювaти/нaвoдни́ти obejmować/objąć 

to jerk сми́кaти/смикну́ти шáрпaти/шaрпну́ти szarpać/szarpnąć 

to nod (in assent) кивáти/кiвну́ти гoлoвóю притáкувaти/притaкну́ти  przytakiwać/pryztaknąć 

to omit прoпускáти/прoпусти́ти пoминáти/пoмину́ти pomijać/pominąć 

to peck клювáти/клю́нути дзьoбáти/дзьoбну́ти dziobać/dziobnąć 

to prattle лeпeтáти пaпля́ти paplać 

to prune oбрiзáти/oбрíзaти oбтинáти/oбтя́ти przycinać/przyciąć 

to ramble on гoвoри́ти нeв’я́знo рoзвóдитися rozwodzić się 

to record (sound) зaпи́сувaти/зaписáти  нaгрaвáти/нaгрáти zapisywać/zapisać 

to rely on пoлклaдáтися нa пoлягáти нa polegać na 

to restrict oбмéжувaти/oбмéжити oгрaничáти/oгрaни́чити ograniczać/ograniczyć 

to retreat вiдступáти/вiдступи́ти цóфaти/цóфнути wycofywać/wycofać 

to retrieve пoвeртáти/пoвeрну́ти сoбí вiдзи́скувaти/вiдзи́скaти odzyskiwać/odzyskać 

to roar рéвти, рeвíти/рeвну́ти ричáти, рикáти/рикну́ти za/ryczeć 

to scrub пo/чи́стити щíткoю ви́/шурувáти wy/szorować  

to shine (shoes) пo/чи́стити ви́/ґлянсувáти wy/glansować  

to shrink (vi.) зсiдáтися скoрчувáтися/скóрчитися, s/kurczyc się 

   сичáвiти 

to smear пo/мaсти́ти рoзсмaрóвувaти/  rozsmarowywać/ 

   рoзсмaрувáти  rozsmarować 

to spend (money) ви́трaчaти/ви́трaтити видaвáти/ви́дaти wydawać/wydać 

to sue пeрeслíдувaти пoзивáти/пoзвáти pozywać/pozwać 

to switch off вимикáти/вимкну́ти  вилу́чувaти/влучи́ти  wyłączać/wyłączyć 

to take (medicine) пи́ти/ви́пити, брáти/взя́ти,  brać/wzjąć,  

  брáти/взя́ти  зaживáти/зaжи́ти  zażywać/zażyć 

to tighten сти́скувaти/стискáти зaтiсня́ти/зaтiсни́ти zacieśnać/zacieśnić 

to type(write) ви́/друкувáти нa мaши́нцi нa/писáти нa мaши́нi na/pisać na maszynie 

to undress рoздягáти/рoздягти́  рoзбирáти/рoзiбрáти rozbierać/rozebrać 

to unwind рoзмóтувaти/рoзмoтáти рoзвивáти/рoзви́нути34
  rozwijać/rozwinąć 

                                                 
34 In Eastern Ukrainian this verb is used only in the figurative sense of ‘to develop, evolve’. 
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Conclusion 

Our three surveys to date have cumulatively identified more than 3,000 cases of lexi-

cal polymorphism in Ukrainian, each of which invites further investigation on the 

chronological, geographical and social planes. The task ahead, most appropriate for 

linguists working on the ground in Ukraine itself, is to test this data against the reality 

of current speech patterns along the sociolinguistic spectrum in the western provinces 

of the country, and to report on the current synchronic realities. Comparing the reten-

tion rates of idiosyncratic and Polonoid vocabulary in the home territories with the 

conservative lexical inventory of the diaspora in Australia, the Americas and else-

where will make an important contribution to the study of the recent and current evo-

lution of the Ukrainian language. 
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A CROCHET NEEDLE VERSUS A QUILL PEN: 

NEGOTIATING FASHION AND EDUCATION IN THE  

NINETEENTH-CENTURY RUSSIAN WOMEN’S PRESS 

  

“A grand piano used as furniture indicates that a woman only needs to pass time, 

whereas a sewing machine indicates that the woman has a desire to bring serious 

benefit to her family” (‘Fel´eton. Slova dva o shveinykh mashinakh’ 1869, 322).1 This 

observation, published in a women’s magazine at the height of the Era of Great Re-

forms, was symptomatic of socio-political and cultural developments that were taking 

place in Russia in the late 1860s - early 1870s. At this time, debates surrounding 

women’s rights naturally spilled onto the pages of women’s periodicals that, in addi-

tion to providing a written record of the changes transpiring in Russian society, to a 

large extent drove these changes. One such magazine, The Vase (Vaza), which was 

founded by Elizaveta Safonova in 1832 and published regularly for over fifty years 

(the first forty of which it was run exclusively by women), constitutes a unique case of 

early women’s journalism and entrepreneurship in Imperial Russia. However, despite 

a recent increase in scholarly interest towards Russian women’s early journalistic ef-

forts, the place of The Vase in nineteenth-century public discourse has thus far been 

largely overlooked.2 The purpose of this paper is to place The Vase within a larger 

context of the Russian fashion press. To that end, I will first trace the evolution of The 

                                                 
1 All translations from Russian are mine except where noted. 

2 An Improper Profession: Women, Gender, and Journalism in Late Imperial Russia by Norton and Gheith (2001) 

constitutes an important milestone in women and journalism studies; nevertheless, The Vase is mentioned in this 

edited volume only in passing.  
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Vase from a series of fashion plates to a well established, multifaceted, and widely 

circulated periodical addressing women’s private, as well as public concerns. Second-

ly, I will examine an episode in the history of The Vase that illustrates the magazine’s 

engagement in public polemics surrounding the question of women’s education and, 

thirdly, show how early feminist expression in Russia sought to reframe gender rela-

tions within an accepted family structure while also reconciling such values as fash-

ionable dress and the right to education. To that end, I will draw on evidence found in 

The Vase and other periodicals from the 1860s-70s, as well as memoirs and official 

correspondence from the same period.  

 

Fashion and Social Reform Under Peter I and Catherine II 

Russian feminism, Jehanne Gheith argues, is “something that has proven difficult for 

most Western researchers of Russia’s women” (Gheith 2001, 5). Particularly in the 

nineteenth century, this attempt to perceive a woman’s role in a new way exhibited 

some unique characteristics conditioned by Russia’s national culture. Gheith (ibid., 5-

6) explains:  

 

While a number of the women […] may be ‘feminist’ in (some) pre-

sent-day Western definitions, it is also true that most of these women 

emphatically refused the term for themselves. This disjuncture is partly 

due to a difference in interpretation: Russians usually considered femi-

nism to be a narrow movement, a Western import that necessarily built 

barriers between men and women, and […] deflected energy from the 

larger cause of transforming Russian society.  
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At the same time, journalistic communication too is subject to “different na-

tional manifestations” and “variations in form” (Sims 2009, 9).3 In Russia specifically, 

in the words of Robert Maguire, journalism was one of “the principal means” by 

which the country “has discovered, defined, and shaped itself” (Maguire 1997, 2), and 

within this important trade, Christine Ruane identifies the fashion press as an instru-

ment not only for changing how the Russians thought about the clothes that they wore 

but also for “providing a forum for a serious cultural debate about the place of Russia 

in the modern world” (Ruane 2001, 74). Thus, both Russian journalism and Russian 

women’s studies may benefit from a focused cultural approach.4 

Women’s sartorial fashion began to play a serious role in the transformation of 

Russian society in the late 1600s, when a young Peter I ascended the throne. The new 

political institutions that Peter established were meant to bring the country out of ob-

scurity and transform the archaic Muscovite system of government into a semblance 

of a modern bureaucratic state. As part of his large-scale modernisation project for 

Russia, Peter intended to Westernise the service élites. In order to staff the new sys-

tem, he had to either find or make ‘new kinds of individuals’ — both men and women 

(Engel 2004, 5). This step required women to leave the confines of women’s quarters, 

or terem, and begin attending public events, alongside their male counterparts. To that 

end, in 1701 Peter issued law No. 1887 that required both women and men to wear 

German footwear and dress (see Polnoe sobranie zakonov Rossiiskoi imperii 1830, 

182). This law explicitly established a strong connection between one’s presence in 

the public sphere and the style of her or his clothes. This requirement affected Russian 

noblewomen more than noblemen, because women had to not only assume new looks 

                                                 
3 On historical and cultural aspects of the development of journalism, see Chalaby (1996). 

4  For more on the ‘domestic vs. international dichotomy’ in Russian gender studies, see Temkina and 

Zdravomyslova (2003) and Grünell (1998). 
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but also engage in new behaviours in a new space. Engel explains: “Revealing their 

flesh in Western-style clothing, enjoying the pleasures of mixed society, rearing their 

sons in the appropriate Petrine spirit, élite women would serve the state as men did, 

but in a different fashion” (ibid., 5-6). The young emperor’s attempts at creating a 

new socio-political order in Russia essentially reshaped both the personal and the pub-

lic lives of Russian noblewomen. 

While attending plays and assemblies in Western-style clothing made wom-

en’s bodies more visible, to make their voices more audible, Russia’s journalistic 

practices had to evolve. Catherine II, who purported to continue Peter’s enlightened 

reforms, herself dabbled in writing and publishing works for a general audience. 

However, not until 1779, when Nikolay Novikov began publishing his Fashionable 

Monthly, or the Library for Women’s Dress (Modnyi zhurnal, ili biblioteka dlia 

damskogo tualeta), were Russian women formally invited to enter public discourse 

(Sokol´skaia 2006, 19-20). Novikov expressed the hope that “our Ladies [would] de-

vote a few minutes, minutes something idle during their toilettes, to read our pages” 

(quoted in Hammarberg 2007, 84); he also invited his readers to submit their work for 

publication in his magazine. Novikov embraced both meanings of the word ‘fashiona-

ble’: while certain sections of the magazine were devoted to the latest fashions in 

clothing and in literature, he also hoped that ladies in his audience would make the 

very process of reading fashionable as well.  

 

Evolution of The Vase 

Although Fashionable Monthly shut down after one year, it spearheaded the process 

of turning Russian women into readers. Novikov’s lead was followed by other short-

lived projects of a similar kind. Between 1779 and the 1890s, approximately forty 
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magazines of those published in Russia were addressed to women.5 Most of these 

magazines focused either on literature or on fashion. They were printed in Moscow or 

St. Petersburg and sold by subscription, both locally and in the provinces. As a gen-

eral rule, none of these periodicals remained in print for more than three years, mak-

ing The Vase a truly unique case of journalistic longevity. Published from 1832 to 

1884, it became the only magazine for women that stayed on the market for over fifty 

years, outlasting all of its competitors.6 To a large extent, this success may be ex-

plained by the editors’ ability to combine literary and fashionable content under one 

cover. 

Initially The Vase was simply a collection of Parisian fashion plates. Its found-

er and the first publisher-editor, Elizaveta Safonova, was a government clerk’s widow 

from Moscow who turned to the publishing business seeking means of financial sup-

port for herself and her children.7 If Catherine’s publishing ventures from the previous 

century are not taken into account (after all, as an Empress she had few constraints), 

Safonova can be considered the first female publisher in Russia.  

Intending to help educated women to become better homemakers on all fronts, 

in 1847 Safonova widened the scope of The Vase to include fashion news columns, 

                                                 
5 For comparison, in the USA the number was much higher. According to Amy Beth Aronson, “[b]y the 1820s, 

women’s magazines appeared in virtually every city or town large enough to have a printing press […] Between 

1790 and 1830, 24 women’s magazines appeared in Philadelphia alone; 20 in New York, 38 in New England, 14 in 

the South; and 16 in the Western territories. Compare that with American magazine production overall: in 1800, 

about 12 magazines were in print; by 1810, the figure was up to 40; and by 1825, there were just more than 100 

magazines total in the young country” (2002, 2). 

6 Lisovskii (1915, 77) gives 1831 as a start date but Safonova (1868, 701) herself mentions 1832 in a letter to her 

readers. 

7 Safonova was also a sister-in-law of the famous Russian historian, translator, and editor N.A. Polevoi, which 

may partially explain her familiarity with the publishing business. However, there is no direct evidence that she 

received help from any of her relatives. See Golitsyn (1889, 221) and Polevoi (1888, 659). 
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needlepoint instructions and patterns, and household tips on how to buff floors, make 

ink, store lamps for the summer, and so forth.8 After relocating from Moscow to St. 

Petersburg, Safonova continued to publish and edit The Vase until 1869, at which 

point Zhozefina Gedeonova became a new publisher and editor. After four decades of 

comparative stability, in 1873 Stanislav Okreits became the publisher of The Vase for 

a few months. Later the same year he was replaced by B.I. Sestrzhentsevich-Bogush, 

who was the sole publisher from 1873 to 1882, after which he shared his responsibili-

ties with S. Lepkovskaia. Gedeonova continued editing the magazine until 1879, even 

after stepping down as publisher (Lisovskii 1915, 77). 

Early issues of the magazine contained no advertisements, except for a semi-

annual announcement of an open subscription to The Vase. Relying on subscription 

revenue alone was a calculated risk, for most Russian noblewomen could sew, having 

learned the craft either at home or at a finishing school. In an effort to train girls to 

become not only enlightened citizens, but also mothers and household managers, 

Catherine the Great made sewing a mandatory class for all students regardless of their 

parents’ rank when in 1764 she founded the first educational institution and finishing 

school for girls, the Smolny Institute (Ruane 2004, 52; Engel 2004, 16). In her view, 

sewing was a trade that would enable a woman to either make clothes for her family 

or to provide her with employment and a source of income, however unlikely such a 

scenario would have been in actuality. This tradition, nevertheless, once started by 

Catherine, was followed for decades until a century later it was justified by yet anoth-

er consideration. As David Doughan explains, with the emergence of lower middle 

classes in the nineteenth century, women felt the desire to “act as their own dressmak-

                                                 
8 Safonova’s intended audience included ‘educated women’ from a wide variety of socio-economic groups: gentry, 

merchants’ wives and daughters, as well as raznochintsy (people of diverse ranks) — anyone who had the means, 

the interest, and the necessity to dress fashionably. See, for example, ‘Vaza, zhurnal shit´ia, vyshivan´ia i 

domashnei ekonomii, na 1853 god’, 1853, 2. 
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er” in order “to go beyond rustic simplicity or urban drabness”, in the hope of attain-

ing “as much of the elegance and sophistication of upper-class life as was possible” 

with a limited budget (Doughan 1987, 262).9  

Yet, as permutations of the magazine’s subtitle indicate, sewing was not the 

only concern of The Vase. The official name of Safonova’s magazine never changed 

in the course of its entire half-century existence, but its self-concept was in flux al-

most constantly. It started simply as The Vase: A Periodical, but two decades later, in 

1851, it became The Vase: A Magazine of Sewing, Embroidery, Rural and Urban 

Economy. After three years, the topic of agriculture was dropped, making it A Maga-

zine of Ladies’ Crafts, Fashions and Home Economy. In 1853 ‘ladies’ crafts’ turned 

into specifically ‘sewing and embroidery’, and in 1858 ‘literature’, ‘art’, and ‘news’ 

were added to the front end of the title, turning The Vase into a Literary and Art Mag-

azine of Secular News, Fashions, Home Economics, and Crafts. In the 1860s, its gen-

der specialisation became explicitly stated, turning The Vase into Ladies’ Magazine, 

Devoted to Fashions, Crafts, Literature, Art, and Home Economics. In the same dec-

ade, its simple logo, which used to contain only the magazine’s name in stylised let-

ters, was replaced with a more elaborate one, featuring several women of various ages, 

some doing needlework and others reading intently. After a few changes, in 1881 the 

logo assumed its most sophisticated version: it consisted of a laurel wreath that sur-

rounded the magazine’s name, behind which a large crochet needle and a quill pen 

formed an X. Underneath the wreath, on the left, a smartly dressed couple and a 

young girl were handing issues of The Vase to each other, and on the right, another 

woman and a girl were showing the magazine to an elderly woman knitting what 

                                                 
9  Doughan draws this conclusion after studying the rise of British women’s periodicals. Although Russia’s 

economic reforms followed a different timeline than Britain’s, the principle that Doughan observes is applicable in 

both contexts. 
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looks like a stocking (fig. 1). This mix of ages and genders signalled the all-

encompassing nature of The Vase: it offered something for everyone, appealing to 

women of all ages (without excluding men) and catering equally to those who liked to 

read and those who preferred to craft.  

 

Fig. 1. The Vase. 1 April 1881, cover. 

 

Inside the magazine, pictures of models became more elaborate over time, as 

well. If in earlier issues an isolated young female model was shown against a white 

background, with time models of various ages could be seen in a living room, an as-

sembly hall, a wild landscape, a train station or a ship deck. Women were becoming 

more numerous, more mobile and more visible; at least on the pages of fashion maga-

zines they were coming out of the figurative terem that they had been confined to.10 

                                                 
10 More than mere dress illustrations, these images, taken from the best European magazines, exposed Russian 

readers to a rapidly changing European lifestyle. Whereas affluent Russian nobles travelled abroad and partook of 

European lifestyle firsthand, for provincial gentry of more modest means magazines like The Vase were a primary 
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Yet The Vase went beyond simply showing a pretty picture of social alternatives to its 

readers. It drew women’s attention to the tools necessary for making a brighter future 

possible, and it suggested that the best tool for this purpose was a sewing machine.11 

With the arrival of Zhozefina Gedeonova and a new editorial board in January, 

1869, The Vase became open to external advertisements, and the first one featured in 

the magazine was devoted to a sewing machine. Thereafter, nearly every issue con-

tained at least one advertisement of ‘authentic American’, ‘improved’ and ‘silent’ ma-

chines. An essay that was essentially a covert advertisement, published later the same 

year, stated that “today sewing machines present a rather indispensable item for every 

woman, whether she lives for her family or engages in needlework as a job” 

(‘Fel´eton’ 1869, 321).12 The anonymous essayist asserted that “[t]ime and health is 

the capital and the sole possession” for most people, including members of the upper 

class, because “people of means too have reasons to save their time, to say nothing of 

health” (ibid., 321). Therefore, a sewing machine had become indispensable for mem-

bers of any class, more so than an expensive and impractical grand piano: “If we take 

into account the small number of women who are truly skilled at playing music and a 

ubiquitous presence of useless and expensive grand pianos that function as furniture, 

then we can boldly advise you to replace a grand piano serving as a furniture item 

with a dandy sewing machine as a furniture item” (ibid., 322). Most importantly, 

                                                                                                                                            
source of news. Dmitrii Pisarev observed in 1867: ‘Most of the public reads only journals; this is a fact which is 

obvious to anyone who has lived in the provinces and has moved in the society of some district towns’ (cited in 

Stites 1978, 37, fn. 17). 

11 Around this time, sewing as a form of respectable employment outside the home and indeed a liberating 

endeavor was examined in Nikolai Chernyshevsky’s novel What is to be Done? (1862), in which the heroine, Vera 

Pavlovna Rozal´skaia, opens a sewing commune that allows her and other young women to engage in honest work, 

splitting the profit equally among themselves (Chernyshevskii 1986). 

12 For more on the role of covert advertising in homologous structuration of women’s magazines, see McCracken 

(1993, 38-50). 
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however, the sewing machine was presented as a facilitator of intellectual develop-

ment for its owner and identified as “the benefactress of the female sex” that could 

lighten and shorten the labour one expended in order to meet the most pressing per-

sonal needs (‘Blagodetel´nitsa zhenskago roda’ 1865, 29). The Vase was not alone in 

this approach, because it echoed another magazine which at some point asserted that 

the invention of a sewing machine had created a pathway to women’s intellectual 

growth: the machine “has a tremendous significance in life, because it leaves more 

free time for intellectual labour, for education and development. And the more acces-

sible this tool is for the masses, the wider it spreads, the broader and more palpable 

will be its benefit” (‘Shveinye mashiny’ 1863, 193). 

 

The Vase and The Woman Question 

When, after running The Vase for thirty-six years, Safonova announced her resigna-

tion, caused by “only sickness and age”, she introduced Gedeonova as a new “trust-

worthy” editor who was prepared “to do everything for the development and im-

provement” of the magazine (Safonova 1868, 703).13 Immediately, a subtle but im-

portant change in the magazine’s direction became apparent when, in addition to the 

regular fashion and literary content, essays devoted to women’s education began to 

appear on the magazine’s pages quite regularly.14 On February 1, 1869, The Vase pub-

                                                 
13 Safonova and Gedeonova may not have entirely agreed in their vision for The Vase, because only three years 

after leaving the magazine, in 1872, Safonova started another publication, Zhenskie raboty, whose format looked 

strikingly similar to what The Vase used to be before Gedeonova’s arrival; however, Safonova’s new magazine 

focused exclusively on sewing. 

14 Some of the titles for 1869 included ‘An Emancipated Persian Woman’ (2: 32), obituaries of Vissarion Belinsky 

(7: 101-105) and Nikolay Dobroliubov (9:133-135), and such critical overviews as ‘Women in History’ (18: 290-

293) and ‘The Subjection of Women According to Comte and Mill’ (19: 306-308). Additionally, commercial 

advertisements increased in number. Besides sewing machines, The Vase began to advertise subscriptions to other 

periodicals, such as Russian Thought (Russkaia mysl´), Russian Invalid (Russkii invalid), Affair (Delo), Grainfield 
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lished an essay titled ‘The Woman Question’ (‘Zhenskii vopros’), signed by N.S.P., 

where the following thought was expressed: 

 

Development and education of women in any country indisputably al-

ways have been and will be one of the most important questions of 

public life […] To this day, we have had many educational institutions, 

but in most of them […] little attention has been paid to the develop-

ment, to the creation of an adult woman out of a woman-child; this has 

negatively affected the very process of learning. (33)  

 

Such “underdeveloped wards” of boarding schools studied only to pass an ex-

am, but were unprepared to encounter real life outside the school; they had “no ideas, 

no strivings, no thoughts about, nor understanding of the role of a woman” (ibid.). 

This lack of understanding led to emptiness, frivolity, apathy, idleness and lifelessness 

that negatively affected their husbands, children and whole societies (ibid.). As a re-

sult, a woman was regarded not as a human being, but rather as a beautiful and expen-

sive toy: she was cared for and protected, but not respected as a thinking and inde-

pendent human being (ibid., 33-34). N.S.P. concludes, ‘There is no […] logical reason 

to lessen anyone’s rights if they are not being misused or abused […] Give women 

full rights and they will become real people’ (ibid., 34).15 To illustrate this point, in 

                                                                                                                                            
(Niva), and many others, sometimes twenty or thirty in one issue. This increase in interest from other periodicals 

(most of which were completely unrelated to sewing, fashion or the woman question) indicated that The Vase had 

begun to enjoy the wide reach that other publishers attempted to capture. The frequency of the magazine’s 

publications also increased steadily (up to four issues per month in 1874). For more on the ‘crucial effect’ that 

advertisements produced on ‘commercial women’s magazines’, see Doughan 1987, 264. 

15 In the same essay, speaking of professional training for women, N.S.P. states: “A female doctor is the first 

necessity of life; how many tragic outcomes could have been avoided in families and hospitals if we had female 

doctors. How many women could gain a source of income and fill an empty and idle life. We already have a 
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later issues Gedeonova reported on the opening of technical schools for women in 

Germany, on women’s appearance in the legal and medical professions in the USA, 

on the success of women’s suffrage movement in Utah and Wyoming, and so on. 

Gedeonova treated seriously her loyal readers’ interest in fashion and crafts; yet she 

also pushed their expectations: she expressed her commitment to “the basic idea and 

program for the magazine”, yet promised to “try to enliven the magazine and make it 

more interesting, diverse and useful” (Gedeonova 1870, 1). She explained: 

 

In addition to articles that concern the woman question and pedagogy 

we will publish scientific articles on natural science and history. It is 

necessary for women in the present day to be up to par in learning and 

development regarding social questions: women must conscientiously 

and seriously fulfil their natural obligations of a mother and a wife and, 

most importantly, enjoy the full rights of an equal member of human 

society. All this is possible only with due preparation and with the help 

of a teacher. The assistance rendered by our magazine, we suppose, 

will not be completely useless. (Ibid., 1-2, emphasis added) 

 

Gedeonova hoped to find support among the Russian women “who up to this 

point have many times declared how seriously they regarded their present position in 

society and their future public existence”; she relied on this support while making “the 

change in the usual direction kept by all other ladies’ magazines in our country” (ibid., 

                                                                                                                                            
female doctor of medicine, Kashevarova. […] In America the number of female doctors increases with each 

passing day” (N.S.P. 1869, 35). After all, “Development and education do not interfere with anything, but only 

better direct any occupation” (ibid., 36). 
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2).16 In another letter from the editor, published in January 1871, Gedeonova clarified 

her intentions: “We will always speak of the necessity for our mothers, wives and 

daughters to have equal rights to educate their minds and to work. But we will not get 

distracted by the extremes, nor will we start preaching theories that are completely 

impossible in practice’ (Gedeonova 1871, 1). Utopian dreams, Gedeonova stated, 

were offered to the public by two types of people: “either the light-minded ones who 

are always enticed by new things” or those “who peddle in liberalism and who lure in 

the public by advertising new ideas to them” (ibid.). The trouble with the latter group 

was that “peddlers never believe in what they offer; they never sincerely love the ob-

ject that they undertake [or] they would have never been able to treat it with such 

carelessness” (ibid.). She emphasised: 

 

We candidly and decisively declare that in our eyes any occupation of 

a woman is honourable: the bringing up of children, working around 

the house, attending lectures, working in a government office, and so 

on. We only disapprove of the life that is exceptionally empty: materi-

ally, when one lives off someone else’s means, and morally when she 

lives off someone else’s intellect. (ibid.) 

 

One of Gedeonova’s ideological opponents was Prince Meshchersky, a jour-

nalist with ties to the royal court and an editor of a conservative magazine-newspaper, 

The Citizen (Grazhdanin). Early in 1872, Meshchersky published an essay titled ‘Our 

Woman Question’, in which he shared a heartbreaking account of the life of an old 

forester who lived in a remote Russian province with a twenty-five-year-old daughter. 

His wife and two of his sons had died. The third son, a university graduate, convinced 

                                                 
16 Incidentally, the text of Gedeonova’s letter was placed on the issue’s front page, wrapped around a portrait of 

Charles Darwin. An essay devoted to his work On the Origin of Species followed on the next page.  
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his sister to leave the father, to go to St. Petersburg, and to get a paying job in the city 

because that would be the most rational thing to do. Unwilling at first, the young 

woman allowed herself to be persuaded and left her father in the care of a nurse. 

Meshchersky used this account as a case in point, arguing that modern ideas are not 

only dangerous, but downright immoral and anti-Russian: 

 

Come up closer to these free and independent women-doers (samosto-

iatel´nym zhenshchinam-deiateliam), look closely, and immediately 

you will understand what they lack and what causes this lust for free-

dom and for strife […] They lack only one trifle — love! Lacking that 

which constitutes the moral essence of a woman and her strength, these 

women are no longer women, their being is at war with nature itself. 

(Meshcherskii 1876, 6)  

 

He insisted that the woman question was alien to Russian women and was 

merely a product of western zeitgeist. Those who followed the latest fashion lacked in 

the essentials that uniquely qualified them to care for and to teach family members. 

Indeed, the most fundamental question in Meshchersky’s opinion was: “Do we need 

mothers, housekeepers, wives, daughters, sisters, nannies, teachers, nurses, or do we 

need women-professors, women-government officials, women-doctors, women-

members of councils, women-attorneys?” (ibid., 13). His conclusion was that “a 

woman in whom reason is developed to the detriment of the heart stops being a wom-

an” (ibid., 19). 

Having read Meshchersky’s essay, another woman, Baronness Maria Korf, 

questioned his logic in her own essay, published in The Herald of Europe (Vestnik 

Evropy):  
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Why would a woman become a worse mother and wife if she studies 

biology? Will she take worse care of her children if she learns physiol-

ogy? If that is the case, then an ideal mother and daughter is an igno-

rant peasant woman, who has never met a student in her life, who for 

sure has never cut open a frog, who has kept her heart in all of its pri-

meval purity. (Korf 1872, 5: 454) 

 

Korf questioned the truthfulness of the old forester story and asserted that one 

daughter’s lack of affection towards her parents had nothing to do with the woman 

question, neither did the proverbial bobbed hair and blue-tinted glasses that Mesh-

chersky had identified in his essay as a fashionable attribute adopted by nihilists. Korf 

asserted: “We fervently desire liberty, but not in the sense in which you understand it; 

we demand the right, that simple right to be a human being and not a doll” (ibid., em-

phasis in the original). She also pointed out that happy families in which spouses were 

equal partners were rare because of inequality in education: while husbands sought 

intellectual fulfilment outside the home, wives could not help but feel lonely and de-

graded. Not wishing to be liberated from family, they merely wanted to occupy an 

honourable position within it. If a woman’s calling was to nurture and educate, then 

she herself needed to be educated (ibid.). To Meshchersky’s question whether Russian 

society needed housewives or female professionals, Korf retorted by asking why any-

one up to that point had not thought of depriving men of their education for fear of 

them turning into “dry specialists” thus depriving the human race of “husbands, fa-

thers, sons and brothers”; she concluded, “[e]ither this fear makes no sense or it 

threatens men as much as women” (ibid.). 

Undeterred, in September of the same year Prince Meshchersky responded to 

Korf in The Citizen, stating that while he supported the idea of education for women 

as a form of refinement, he vehemently opposed “modern learning” that took place at 
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the expense of “femininity” (Meshcheerskii 1872, 34). By nature, learning and femi-

ninity could not co-exist in the same woman, because a woman was created different-

ly from man physically, morally and intellectually. Possessing a greater sensitivity of 

the heart, a woman could teach as a mother, but she could not educate as a professor. 

She could instil in the children a love towards everything that the child must love in 

order to become a true Russian citizen. Learned women, however, would forget to 

teach their children religion and other essentials. Finally, Meshchersky accused Korf 

of expressing an opinion of an urban noblewoman and, therefore, failing to consider 

the views of provincial Russian women. 

The Vase published a provincial woman’s response to Meshchersky’s accusa-

tion in December 1872. K. Sokolovskaia, of the village of Soimino, refuted Mesh-

chersky’s position as ungrounded, echoing N.S.P.’s essay from an earlier issue and 

stating that “[w]ith certainty one can say that both a midwife and a doctor will remain, 

first and foremost, women; they will be true helpers of their husbands and will be able 

to bring up healthier children and future workers for the benefit of the state” 

(Sokolovskaia 1872, 1). On the account of fashionable attributes that caused Mesh-

chersky’s deep distrust, Sokolovskaia affirmed that he was focusing on extreme cases 

that were “manifestations of weaknesses that come from immaturity and a desire to 

appear more than one actually is”, weaknesses which were too general and too 

superfluous to be taken seriously (ibid.). Sokolovskaia also blamed “the appearance of 

both women-nihilists and learned women who denounce marriage and family” on the 

men who, comfortable in their own idea of superiority, “relied too much” on notions 

of “an inferior composition of the female brain” (ibid.). Gedeonova published 

Sokolovskaia’s letter in its entirety, but she took advantage of her own position as an 

editor and prefaced it with her own thoughts on the matter: 
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The esteemed Prince is terribly wrong; his views are especially incor-

rect because the strength of a family union does not at all depend on 

such an extraneous condition as how the means of material support are 

obtained, whether only a husband obtains them or if both a husband 

and a wife work together. A family union is founded on a much more 

respectful and sturdy foundation. The most important link in the social 

order — a union of husband and wife — is a purely moral and spiritual 

union in its essence. […] Material independence of a woman cannot in-

terfere with her femininity. (Ibid.)  

 

Fashion, Education and Conspicuous Consumption 

Thorsten Veblen’s work The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), in which the notion 

of conspicuous consumption is introduced, offers a productive lens for examining the 

journalistic exchange between Prince Meshchersky and his female opponents as out-

lined above.17 Veblen defines conspicuous consumption as “specialized consumption 

of goods as an evidence of pecuniary strength” and traces it back to the early period of 

predatory culture when it was men’s privilege to consume the results of women’s la-

bour (Veblen 1973, 60). He argues that unproductive and wasteful activities that re-

sulted in consumption of the fruits of someone else’s labour were at one point “honor-

able” and served “primarily as a mark of prowess and a perquisite of human dignity” 

(ibid., 61). Therefore, the best food and the rarest embellishments were taboo for 

women and children, and those women who found themselves close to men in power 

were treated, in essence, as a status emblem. With time, “obviously productive labor” 

                                                 
17 Veblen’s work on conspicuous consumption, as any pioneering theory, is not without its critics. See, for 

example, Mason (1981), Wilson (2003) and Todorova (2013). Christine Ruane, a careful scholar of Russian 

women’s history, refers to Veblen in her discussion of shopping habits of Russian women in the 1800s (Ruane 

1995, 770). My interest in Veblen’s theory is dictated by the connection he draws between fashion and education. 
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was viewed beneath the dignity of “respectable women”, which caused the creation of 

clothing that signalled the wearer’s inability to “habitually engage in useful work” 

(ibid., 126). As a result, Veblen argues, the fundamentally patriarchal social system 

made it “the woman’s function” to “put in evidence her household’s ability to pay”, 

and such material elements of a woman’s dress as high heels, full skirts, ‘the imprac-

ticable bonnet’, excessively long hair, and especially the corset, accompanied by “the 

general disregard of the wearer’s comfort which is an obvious feature of all civilized 

women’s apparel”, began to serve as indisputable evidence of the fact that, despite all 

other social achievements, the woman remained “the economic dependent of the man” 

or “in a highly idealized sense […] the man’s chattel” (ibid.,121, 127). 

Assuming that Veblen’s characterisation is accurate, women became especial-

ly vulnerable from the 1850s. At this time, as Ruane shows in her study of Russia’s 

consumer culture, with the development of commercial advertising, marketing forces 

specifically targeted women, encouraging them to increase spending. As larger num-

bers of women “attempted to partake in the shopping ritual”, it quickly became per-

ceived as a “‘woman’s’ occupation” (Ruane 1995, 770). Under these circumstances, 

women’s overtly expensive and impractical clothing indicated and indeed enhanced 

their husbands’ social status while simultaneously further limiting women’s opportu-

nities (ibid.).18 

The external changes that Meshchersky observed, which consisted of women 

starting to wear bobbed hair and tinted glasses, were alarming to him because, in a 

way, they were a sign of women emulating a wrong set of values. These attributes 

                                                 
18 In this regard, Veblen takes in a different direction John Stuart Mill’s idea that fashion is essentially an outcome 

of women’s subservient status. In his Subjection of Women Mill writes that “women’s passion for personal beauty, 

and dress and display”, as well as “all the evils that flow from it” were symptoms of a hunger for power, which 

hunger came as a result of a lack of liberty, and the only means of overcoming this conundrum was “respect for 

liberty in the personal concerns” of each individual (Mill 1988, 105). 
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were especially prevalent in the 1860s-1870s among young Russian female nihilists 

(nigilistki) who, while rejecting all authority, developed a particular ‘ethos’ that mani-

fested itself through “a set of behavioural affects, […] manners, dress, friendship pat-

terns” (Stites 1978, 100). Alexander Skabichevsky, an eyewitness of nihilist esca-

pades testified that, typical of any sect, adherents of nihilism strove to set themselves 

apart from the rest through clothing:  

 

Plaid wraps and knotty clubs, cut hair [of women] and shoulder-length 

manes [of men], blue-tinted glasses, Fra Diavolo hats and square caps, 

— heavens, in what poetic halo all of this was depicted back then and 

how it forced young hearts to beat. One should keep in mind that all of 

this was worn not only out of rational concerns or one’s desire to sim-

plify one’s dress, but defiantly, in order to openly expose one’s belong-

ing to a flock of chosen ones. (See Egorov 1996, 264) 

 

Meshchersky feared that his female compatriots were falling under a spell of 

ideas that were non-Russian and anti-family. In Veblenian terms, such emulation was 

the chief motive lying “at the root of ownership”: when an individual attempts to 

emulate fashionable habits of a representative from another group, he or she in es-

sence signals to the world and to him- or herself the desire to belong to that (in some 

regard superior) group (Veblen 1973, 35). For many women, however, the desire for 

emulation ran parallel to their defiance directed against the image of a prim young la-

dy (kiseinaia baryshnia) fostered in many finishing schools, which often called for a 

“pampered, helpless creature who was prepared exclusively for attracting a desirable 

husband and who was trained at school to wear décolletée even before she had any-

thing to reveal” (Stites 1978, 103). By discarding the flowers and feathers, lace and 

ribbons, as well as complex and time-consuming coiffures — all of which “gracefully 
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underlined the leisure values of the society, the lady’s inability to work, and a sweet, 

sheltered femininity” — young nigilistki manifested their “repugnance for the day-to-

day existence” of a so-called “superfluous woman” (ibid.).  

However, not all progressive Russian women were nihilistic in their convic-

tions. Overlooking Russia’s historical reality, Meshchersky forgot that the first 

significant instance of Russian interest in western fashion occurred not in the early 

1870s, but with Peter I’s dress reform of 1701. At that point, women’s ability to dress 

and act like European ladies was used in reforming and strengthening the Russian 

State. What by the 1870s was considered a traditional dress style for a Russian noble-

woman used to be a radical innovation, introduced for the benefit of the Empire. For 

this reason, the presence or the absence of chignons and hooped skirts did not have to 

interfere with women’s attempts to participate more fully and meaningfully in intel-

lectual pursuits available to their male counterparts and to strengthen Russian society 

as a whole. A related and far more serious concern for Meshchersky was the novel 

idea of women receiving a higher education. Again, Veblen explains that although 

“no line of consumption affords a more apt illustration than expenditure on dress”, 

education too for a long time was a leisure-class prerogative (Veblen 1973, 242). He 

writes: 

 

It is felt that the woman should, in all propriety, acquire only such 

knowledge as may be classed under one or the other of two heads: (1) 

such knowledge as conduces immediately to a better performance of 

domestic service — the domestic sphere; (2) such accomplishments 

and dexterity, quasi-scholarly and quasi-artistic, as plainly come in un-

der the head of a performance of vicarious leisure. (Ibid., 243) 
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Women like Gedeonova and her subscribers desired access to a different kind 

of education. Wishing to make themselves not only equal to their male counterparts, 

but also more useful to their families, they often were critical of the nigilistki on ideo-

logical grounds. They felt that the provocative behaviour of nigilistki discredited the 

entire women’s movement, lessening their chances to gain access to education and 

further isolating them (Stites 1978, 76).19 Besides, by bringing up the topic of wom-

en’s education on the pages of The Vase, Gedeonova was drawing attention to a new 

economic reality for many women in the wake of the Great Reforms. E. Nekrasova, 

who had graduated from the Women’s Medical Courses in St. Petersburg and became 

a medical doctor, explained this point in her memoirs: 

 

Economic conditions of Russian life and the social upheaval that took 

place on February 19, 1861 [the abolition of serfdom in Russia], forced 

a woman to fight for her existence and required her to participate in the 

labour force. Constrained by necessity and not fashion — unlike what 

it seemed to many — she declared her readiness to obtain the right to 

knowledge and labour equal to that of a man, declared a necessity of 

higher education. (See Iukina 2007, 60-61)  

 

At the time of Meshchersky’s writing, opportunities for women to gain formal 

education beyond finishing school or any serious professional training were dismal. 

The first Higher Courses for Women and Courses for Learned Midwives were opened 

                                                 
19 While some progressive women did encourage and even require that their female associates would wear simple 

dress, emphasizing the fact that “‘real’ values in life had nothing to do with fashion”, Pyotr Kropotkin, the 

revolutionary, was reported to have said on behalf of older female activists, “We shall wear our velvet dresses and 

chignons, because we have to deal with fools who see in a velvet dress and a chignon the tokens of ‘political 

reliability’, but you revolutionary girls, remain free in your tastes and inclinations” (Stites 1978, 80). 
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in Moscow and St. Petersburg, respectively, in 1872. In an environment of wide-

spread illiteracy among women, additional courses for midwives and teachers were 

authorised in other cities, increasing the number of female students from 145 to 2,457 

by 1878 (Dudgeon 1982, 7).20 Nevertheless, these measures on the part of the Russian 

Imperial government were designed not so much to give women a pathway to educa-

tion and economic independence as to “stem the flow of women abroad”, increasing 

their number in the more traditionally acceptable teaching profession (ibid.).21 Even 

so, Meshchersky continued to express his severe disapproval of the very idea of wom-

en’s professional education. “[T]he torture,” he wrote in a letter to Alexander II, “is in 

the fact that I am always alone in the battle, and no one here supports the one who 

stands against camouflaged hotbeds of anarchy and nihilism”, which in Mesh-

chersky’s view these courses positively were (2018, 86).22 

 

Conclusion 

According to Veblen, conspicuous consumption in women’s fashion was caused by 

inequality within a social system and was driven by the idea of emulation of a superi-

or group’s practices. Like clothing, education also can be perceived as a status symbol, 

                                                 
20 The illiteracy rate was especially high among female peasants. “While compulsory education tended to equalise 

the literacy rates of European men and women, significant differences persisted in Tsarist Russia. According to the 

1897 Imperial Russian Census, 18 million men but only 8 million women were literate” (Hutton 2001, 49). 

21 After 1881, following the assassination of Alexander II, many women’s courses in Russia were shut down. “By 

1889-90 only the Bestuzhev Courses remained in truncated form with an enrollment of only 144 students 

compared with 990 in 1881-82. Enrollment in foreign universities, which had declined to less than 10 at the 

beginning of the 1880s, increased to over 200 (107 in Paris alone) by the end of the decade as Russian women 

again went abroad to seek what was denied to them at home” (Dudgeon 1982, 7). 

22 In reality, Meshchersky was not alone in his rejection of the idea of professional training for women. The 

editors of several other periodicals, such as Daybreak (Zaria) and Russian Herald (Russkii Vestnik), shared his 

apprehensions. See Sivozhelezova 2018, 39-43. 
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which explains why women’s access to it was for a long time restricted. Veblen’s the-

ory is key to understanding Meshchersky’s unease regarding the prospect of Russian 

women gaining higher education. Essentially, Meshchersky accused all progressive 

Russian women of emulating fashionable and dangerous ideas in an attempt to appear 

as equals in European society, instead of focusing on native Russian values. Yet 

women’s desire for education came as a result of objective socio-economic reasons. 

As editors of The Vase, Safonova and Gedeonova, as well as women like 

Sokolovskaia, Nekrasova, and even Baroness Korf, had to adapt themselves to the 

new economic reality, because the old model of marrying a landowner and drawing 

quitrents no longer worked.  

Beginning with Gedeonova and her associates, who recognised that they 

would be directly affected by the outcome of the debates, The Vase became a platform 

for public discourse on the subject of women’s rights in general and women’s educa-

tion in particular. The apparent frivolity of the fashion press notwithstanding, the 

readers of The Vase were given the tools necessary to pursue goals other than making 

stylish dresses. Where Meshchersky saw a binary opposition between Russian patriar-

chal values and foreign anti-family values, The Vase under Gedeonova’s watch gave a 

third alternative, suggesting that a woman could be educated without compromising 

either femininity in the dress or a commitment to the family. If Safonova, the founder 

of The Vase, encouraged industriousness and frugality, achievable by making one’s 

own clothes instead of spending a large portion of a family’s budget on the latest Pa-

risian fashion, Gedeonova took the matter a step further. She turned her readers’ atten-

tion to the possibility of personal growth through engagement in intellectual pursuits. 

The merit of Gedeonova’s approach was proven by a steady increase in the frequency 

of publications, in a variety of external advertisements, and in the magazine’s longevi-

ty. For a reader of The Vase, the freedom to fashion her own dress was a precursor to 
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the freedom to fashion her own intellectual and socioeconomic growth, which in turn 

would enable her to strengthen the family and society.  
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 PERFORMATIVITY AND THE SCOPE OF BAKHTIN’S CHRONOTOPE 

 

1. Brief introduction: symptoms and issues 

Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin (1895-1975) was a Soviet thinker who masked his 

philosophical notions and concepts under the guise of literary theory. Three of the 

most prominent of those concepts were dialogue, carnival and the chronotope. This 

article examines the last of these in the light of selected 20th-century thinkers in the 

domains of ordinary language and identity. 

By far the largest proportion of Bakhtin’s references to the chronotope is con-

tained in his essay Forms of time and of the chronotope in the novel (FTC), with most 

of the balance occurring in those documents associated with his analysis of the Bild-

ungsroman.1 The remaining references are scattered sparsely throughout Volumes 3, 

4-1, 4-2, 5 and 6 of Bakhtin’s Collected Works. 

FTC is essentially an episodic review of the development of Bakhtin’s concept 

of the chronotope in literature (Bakhtin 1981, Бахтин 2012). Its introduction and Sec-

tions I-IX were written from 1937-1939, but in the 1970s Bakhtin’s publisher request-

ed that he write a conclusion, and Section X was completed in 1973. At the beginning 

of this section, Bakhtin explicitly undertakes to sum up the previous sections, adding 

no substantive new material. However, by the end of the ‘Concluding remarks’, this 

                                                 
1 I have followed the naming conventions for translations of Bakhtin texts established by Carol Adlam and David 

Shepherd in The Annotated Bakhtin Bibliography, xi-xii. DN, FTC and PND refer to Discourse in the Novel, 

Forms of time and of the chronotope in the novel, and From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse respectively 

(all in Bakhtin 1981); RW refers to Rabelais and his World (in Bakhtin 1984); BSHR and PSG refer to The 

Bildungsroman and its significance for the history of realism and The Problem of Speech Genres 

respectively (both in Bakhtin 1986); TPA refers to Towards a Philosophy of the Act (in Bakhtin 1993). 
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undertaking is comprehensively breached by a shift that expands the objects of chro-

notopic analysis from those of art and literature to include lived experience as well 

(noted in Wall 2001). This breach can be characterised as a performative shift (see 

Yurchak 2006, 26), and has been briefly described in my earlier piece on the chrono-

tope of the castle (Cook 2014, especially 53-55). 

In the present article I wish to explore further this misdirection2 as symptomat-

ic of the nexus between Bakhtin’s performance of self in his writing, his process of 

theory-building and issues with the nature of the theory in question ― the chronotope. 

However, it is necessary first to explore the nature of performativity through the 

lenses of two 20th-century thinkers, as well as Bakhtin himself. 

 

2. Facets of performativity 

The linguistic aspects of Bakhtin’s philosophy, although detailed, are not comprehen-

sive, and other theoretical tools are required to apply these aspects to the theory of the 

chronotope. This requires reconstructing the context and establishing productive par-

allels. Two of the most important theorists and philosophers of language for under-

standing Bakhtin’s theory are John Langshaw Austin and Judith Butler. The concept 

that they both employ ― performativity ― can provide new perspectives for the un-

derstanding of Bakhtin’s work in the area of the chronotope. Of course, these theories 

could not have had any direct impact on Bakhtin’s work. Butler comfortably post-

dates Bakhtin and there is absolutely no evidence of Bakhtin’s interest in Austin. 

However, Speech Act Theory ― despite its bruising at the hands of Derrida
3

 ― pro-

vides a sound basis for a discussion of performativity. 

                                                 
2 In the sense of “The distraction of a person's attention by a conjuror” (retrieved from OED online, 22 January, 

2019). 

3 Derrida 1977. 
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* * * 

 

Performativity is the linguistic concept evolved by the Oxford philosopher J. L. 

Austin
4

 in the 1950s to differentiate between those utterances which only state and 

those which do as well.
5

 Performativity initially constituted an essential part of the 

Speech Act Theory developed by Austin, whose initial distinction was between con-

stative utterances (where it is appropriate to appraise their truth) and performative ut-

terances (where only other forms of appraisal are appropriate).
6

 Austin also proposed 

in this initial distinction that constatives refer to utterances that make statements, 

whereas performatives (as their names suggests) are intimately involved with the per-

formance of an act (Longworth 2012, 24). As Austin says about performative utter-

ances in How to Do Things with Words, “the issuing of the [performative] utterance is 

the performing of an action” (Austin 1975, 6 [emphasis added]). This strongly reso-

nates with a passage in СвР when Bakhtin explicitly connects performativity to heter-

oglossia: “Каждым своим литературно-словесным выступлением оно активно 

ориентируется в разноречии, занимает в нем позицию, выбирает ‘язык’”
7

 

                                                 
4 Most notably in a series of lectures at Harvard in the mid-1950s, with subsequent refinements until his death in 

1960. 

5  In this context, however, what performativity is not is just as important as what it is. As Butler asserts, 

“performativity is neither free play nor theatrical self-presentation; nor can it simply be equated with performance” 

(Butler 2014, 95). 

6 Longworth 2012, 23. 

7 “With each literary-verbal performance, consciousness must actively orient itself amidst heteroglossia, it must 

move in and occupy a position for itself within it, it chooses, in other words, a ‘language’”. (Bakhtin [DN] 1981, 

295). 
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(Бахтин 2012 [СвР], 48).
8

 Thus, performativity adopts the role of a major theoretical 

support
9

 for thinking in ‘non-essentialist’ terms (Pennycook 2004, 8). 

A contractual example of a performative would be: “I promise to pay you back 

tomorrow.” So, whereas constatives are judged on a binary scale of truth or falsehood, 

performatives are judged according to their ‘felicity’ or ‘infelicity’ (Austin 1975, 14). 

If that promise were honoured, the example above was deemed by Austin to be felici-

tous. However, rather like Tolstoy’s description of the unhappiness of families,
10

 infe-

licity can take many forms. Those identified by Austin were: nullity (where the per-

former was not in a position to honour the contract), abuse or insincerity (where the 

performer had no intention of honouring the contract) and breach of commitment 

(where, whatever the performer’s situation or intention, the contract was not hon-

oured).
11

 

In one of his last papers, Austin articulates the concept of performativity even 

further: in contrast to the constative, or descriptive utterance, “the performative utter-

ance … can never be either [true or false]: it has its own special job, it is used to per-

form an action” (Austin 1963, 22). In considering truth values in relation to performa-

tivity, Austin’s argument about the truth value of the statement “France is hexagonal” 

                                                 
8 The following abbreviations refer to texts contained in Bakhtin’s Collected Works (Бахтин 1997-2012). The 

references cite abbreviation, full title, volume number and [corresponding translation code] as follows: КФП, К 

философии поступка, 1 [TPA]; СвР, Слово в романе, 3 [DN]; Фвхр, Формы времени и хронотопа в романе, 3 

[FTC]; КРв, К «роману воспитания», 3 [BSHR]; КВТР, К вопросам теории романа, 3 [―]; ИПРС, Из 

предыстории романного слова, 3 [PND]; РкЛЖ, Роман как литературный жанр, 3 [―]; ФРИР, Франсуа 

Рабле в истории реализма, 4-1 [RHR]; ТФР, Творчество Франсуа Рабле и народная культура средневековья 

и Ренессанса, 4-2 [RW]; Сат, Сатира, 5 [―]; and ПРЖ, Проблема речевых жанров, 5 [PSG]. If the 

translations have no corresponding code, they have been translated by the author of this article. 

9 As Ol´khov observes, the “Bakhtinian word is voluminously effectual, ‘performative’ …” (Ol´khov 2014, 13). 

10 “All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” Tolstoy 2003, 1. 

11 Austin 1963, 24. 
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provides an entry point into this analysis. As Austin notes: “The truth or falsity of a 

statement depends not merely on the meanings of words but on what act you were 

performing in what circumstances”.
12

 He goes on to say that in a constative utterance 

the illocutionary and perlocutionary
13

 aspects are de-emphasised with the stress laid on 

the locutionary
14

 aspects. The converse is true with a performative utterance, where 

“we attend as much as possible to the illocutionary force of the utterance, and abstract 

from the dimension of correspondence with facts” (Austin 1975, 145). 

 

* * * 

 

Using Austin’s Speech Act Theory as a basis, Butler’s performative approach 

to gender and identity provides a useful prism through which to view and analyse 

Bakhtin’s theory-building. From this viewpoint a number of themes can be identified: 

theatricality, embodiment, and the nature of the self. 

Judith Butler’s approach is conditioned not only by the Speech Act theory and 

its critique by Derrida, but also exposure to the theorising of Slavoj Žižek (Butler & 

Salih 2004, 91 and Butler 2014, 20-21, respectively). Whilst being aware of Austin’s 

work on performativity, she nonetheless approaches the concept from a completely 

different direction. Sara Salih’s introduction to the extract from Gender Trouble de-

voted to ‘Bodily Inscriptions, Performative Subversions’ in the Butler reader indicates 

                                                 
12 Austin 1975 (Lecture XI), 145; and even more succinctly: “Reference depends on knowledge at the time of 

utterance” (144). 

13  Illocutionary: “Of or designating an act such as ordering, warning, undertaking, performed in saying 

something.” Perlocutionary: “Of or designating an act of speaking or writing that is intended to persuade or 

convince” (both retrieved from OED online, 13 July, 2018) 

14 Austin defines ‘locutionary’ as “the act of ‘saying something’ … with a certain sense and a certain reference” 

(Austin 1975, 94). 
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that Butler positions performativity on a spectrum that encompasses both the linguis-

tic and the theatrical. This is done in such a way that “the speech act is at once per-

formed (and thus theatrical, presented to an audience, subject to interpretation), and 

linguistic, inducing a set of effects through its implied relation to linguistic conven-

tions” (Butler & Salih 2004, 102). 

But this is just the tip of the theoretical iceberg. Two other conditions must be 

met: firstly, that the anticipation of what Butler characterises as the ‘gendered essence’ 

actually produces this essence, and secondly, that the performativity necessary to per-

petuate this gender is a repetitive ritual, which is naturalised in relation to the individ-

ual’s body (Butler & Salih 2004, 94), constituting “a stylized set of acts” (Butler & 

Salih 2004, 95). As Butler indicates: “performativity must be understood not as a sin-

gular or deliberate ‘act’, but, rather, as the reiterative and citational practice by which 

discourse produces the effects that it names” (Butler 2014, 2). This reiteration produc-

es a “ritualized production … reiterated under and through constraint … compelling 

the shape of the production, but not … determining it fully in advance” (Butler 2014, 

95). The citationality referred to by Butler is drawn from her critical engaement with 

Žižek’s theory (Butler 2014, 21). 

Carnival as a temporary inversion of the normal order (for example 

‘развенчание’ (‘dethronement’)) during the people’s feast-days is one of Bakhtin’s 

signature concepts. In refining it, he drew on two other terms: ‘оболочка’ (‘shell’) 

and ‘маска’ (‘mask’), deriving an aspect of the concept of mask as transformation: 

‘travesty’.
15

 This aspect participates in the notion of ‘burlesque’
16

 and includes the ide-

                                                 
15 Travesty: in the sense of “An alteration of dress or appearance; a disguise, spec. (dressing in) the attire of the 

opposite sex” (OED Online, retrieved 1 September, 2014). 

16 Burlesque: “Grotesque imitation of what is, or is intended to be, dignified or pathetic, in action, speech, or 

manner; concr. an action or performance which casts ridicule on that which it imitates, or is itself ridiculous as an 

unsuccessful attempt at serious impressiveness; a mockery” (OED Online, retrieved 14 April, 2015). 
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as of both dressing up and disguise.
17

 For the purposes of this section of the paper, I 

have focused on ‘травестия’ because the complex, value-laden nature of that term 

meshes so neatly with Butler’s theorising on gender. The discussion of ‘drag’ in Gen-

der Trouble is offered by Butler as an explanation of “the constructed and performa-

tive dimension of gender” (Butler & Salih 2004, 99). 

Bakhtin uses the term ‘травестия’ in four senses. His main use is in conjunc-

tion with parody, either as a compound (‘пародийно-травестирующий’),
18

 or as a 

pair or terms coupled together (‘пародия и травестия’),
19

 or as a term qualified by the 

adjective ‘parodic’ (‘пародийная травестия’).
20

 In all these instances ‘parodic’ and 

‘travesty’ or ‘travestising’
21

 are mutually supportive terms, augmenting the sense of 

the companion element. In its second sense, ‘travesty’ is used in its lexical sense
22

 as a 

literal caricature (i.e. Бахтин 2012 [РкЛЖ], 625). In yet another sense, Bakhtin em-

ploys the word in an implicitly theatrical manner, indicating a form of disguise which 

clothes a certain form of discourse. And finally, there is the sense of disguised sexual 

ambivalence mediated by an association with explicit references to the phallus
23

 and, 

hence, part of the connotative framework supporting the term. 

                                                 
17 Bakhtin refers to the ‘king’ of the carnival as being ‘disguised, “frocked up” in the Jester’s motley’: «его 

переодевают, “травестируют” в шутовской наряд» (Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 214). 

18 For example, Бахтин 2012 [ИПРС], 523 ff. 

19 For example, Бахтин 2012 [КВТР], 603. 

20 For example, Бахтин 2012 [ИПРС], 527. 

21 Travestize, v. “To practise travesty.” (OED Online, retrieved 25 March, 2016). 

22 Travesty: “A literary composition which aims at exciting laughter by burlesque and ludicrous treatment of a 

serious work; literary composition of this kind; hence, a grotesque or debased imitation or likeness; a caricature” 

(OED Online, retrieved 1 September, 2014). 

23“Аналогичные сочетания образов действительности с пародиями и травестиями, с непристойностями и 

бранью в формах импровизированного диалога или полу-диалога имели место и в представлениях, 

которые давали по всей Греции дейкеласты и фаллофоры (о них мы узнаем у Афинея)” (Бахтин 1997 [Сат], 
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In respect of the last sense, ‘травестия’ expands the notions of burlesque and 

disguise to involve a number of other ingredients that make the term much more sex-

ually confronting. The element of cross-dressing implicit in the concept of ‘travesty’ 

involves notions of covert sexuality and sexual ambivalence that could be perceived 

as an offence against nature and, thus, both shocking and threatening. While this prac-

tice of androgynous disguise was hallowed in Classical Greece
24

 and the Middle Ages 

(Bullough & Brundage 1996) and even in the Renaissance (with the theatrical conven-

tion of boys playing female parts),
25

 later epochs felt distinctly uncomfortable with this 

sexual ambivalence. This sexual inversion was perceived as perversion and, ultimate-

ly, subversion, much in line with Bakhtin’s notion of carnival. All these overlays of 

this last cross-dressing sense of ‘травестия’ are always present. 

The terms ‘маска’ and ‘травестия’ rarely coincide in the same passage. This 

would seem to indicate that ‘травестия’ represents a special instance of ‘маска’. Par-

alleling the life-affirming aspects of the mask in a carnival setting, Bakhtin’s notion of 

‘травестия’ embraces both matters which are ‘“high” and “holy”’, as well as those 

which include “images of the material-bodily fundament (urine, erotic and festival 

travesties)”.
26

 Bakhtin supports this reading of Rabelais by interpreting the latter’s 

preoccupation with defecation in the light of a parodic travesty of the Thomist doc-

                                                                                                                                            
19-20); “Analogous combinations of images of reality with parodies and travesties, with obscenities and abuse in the forms of 

extempore dialogue or poly-dialogue occurred even in the performances which deikelasti and phallophori gave all over Greece 

(we learn about them from Athenaeus).” 

24 An example is Dionysus’ androgynous garb. 

25 Mamujee 2014. 

26 “Это — игра “высокими” и “священными” вещами, которые сочетаются здесь с образами материально-

телесного низа (моча, эротические и пиршественные травестии). ... неофициальные элементы речи и ... 

профанация священного, органически вплетаются в эту игру и задают ей направление и тон” (Бахтин 2008 

[ФРИР], 180). 
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trine of Bliss, “one of the most fundamental doctrines of Christianity”.
27

 Bakhtin lo-

cates the origin of Bliss in the fundament, and his path of the soul’s ascent is “from 

the back passage via the rectum to the heart and brain”, hence “all of the spiritual to-

pography is turned upside down”.
28

 Bakhtin’s interpretation here supports productive 

embodiment. 

Such occasions as those of the ‘Festival of Fools’ were instances of carnival and 

Bakhtin expresses their fundamental nature thus: “… носили характер пародийной 

травестии официального культа, сопровождались переодеваниями и 

маскировками.”
29

 Masquerades such as Rabelais described
30

 provided a vehicle for 

him to catalogue “these highly liberated travesties of the sacred names and of their 

functions”.
31

 

Bakhtin also observes that Goethe had a profound insight into the nature of 

carnival, both in Weimar and in Rome (see Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 115-116, 264). 

Bakhtin summarises these festivities as being permeated with the forms of parody and 

inversion that typify this type of festival: “… народно-праздничные площадные 

формы, формы осмеяния старой правды и старой власти со всей их системой 

                                                 
27 “томистическое учение о блаженстве … один из самых основных учений христианства” (Бахтин 2008 

[ФРИР], 387). 

28 “от заднего прохода через прямую кишку к сердцу и мозгу … перевернута и вся духовная топография” 

(Бахтин 2008 [ФРИР], 387). 

29 “… they bore a character of parodic burlesque of the official religion, accompanied by changing clothes and 

disguise” (Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 86). 

30 See the reference to ‘Janotus’ in Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 232-233 and ‘Tappecoue’ in Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 288. 

31 “те весьма вольные травестии имен святых и их функций” (Бахтин 2008 [ФРИР], 179). 
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травестий (маскарадных переодеваний), иерархических перестановок 

(выворачиваний наизнанку), развенчаний и снижений”.
32

 

One term that Bakhtin often uses in conjunction with travesty is ‘allusion’ 

(‘аллюзия’) in the sense that the travesty refers back to a previous template or model. 

Bakhtin distinguishes between a ‘full travesty’ and a ‘travestising allusion’ as if the 

latter is a mere echo of the previous reference (e.g. Бахтин 2008 [ФРИР], 179, (foot-

note 102)). According to Bakhtin, Rabelais uses such an allusion when he describes 

the drowning of the 260,418 people (‘not counting women and children’) in Gargan-

tua’s urine, which is an echoed reference to the pericope of the miracle of the ‘Feed-

ing of the Five Thousand’ by five loaves and two fishes.
33

 

This article proposes two connections between Butler’s theories and those of 

Bakhtin: firstly, that the style of performativity which underwrites gender in Butler’s 

work is also present in Bakhtin’s theorising on the self, particularly those aspects 

relating to his notions of ‘оболочка’ and ‘маска’. Secondly ― and more specifically 

― Butler’s discussion of drag is analogous to, and has clear links with, Bakhtin’s 

analysis of ‘травестия’ (‘travesty’) in its sense of cross-dressing and consequent 

sexual ambiguity. Butler makes the point that drag brings the categories of gender into 

question, and hence the reality of gender is questioned as a consequence (Butler & 

Salih 2004, 100). A naturalised view of gender, like Bakhtin’s view of the self in ‘I-

for-the-Other’, thus becomes “a changeable and revisable reality” (Butler & Salih 

2004, 100). 

                                                 
32 “…popular-festive, vulgar forms, forms of ridicule of ancient truth and ancient authority with their entire 

system of ‘travesty’ (masquerading disguises), hierarchical transpositions (inversions inside out), dethronements 

and demotions” (Бахтин 2010 [ТФР], 290). 

33 Бахтин 2008 [ФРИР], 179. Bakhtin notes another case of this trope in Бахтин 2008 [ФРИР], 390. 
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One of Butler’s conclusions from this and other examples is that “acts, ges-

tures, enactments, generally construed, are performative in the sense that the essence 

or identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured and 

sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means” (Butler & Salih 2004, 

110 [emphasis in original]). A corollary of this conclusion is that it is inappropriate to 

apply a true/false binary to gender (Butler & Salih 2004, 111).
34

 Other threads that are 

drawn out from this conclusion include those of inversion (a quality of Bakhtin’s con-

cept of carnival) and parody (one of Bakhtin’s favourite tropes).
35

 

Butler sums up by defining the “abiding gendered self [as being] structured by 

repeated acts that seek to approximate the ideal of a substantial ground of identity, but 

which, in their occasional discontinuity, reveal the temporal and contingent ground-

lessness of this ‘ground’” (Butler & Salih 2004, 115). 

 

* * * 

 

Like Austin and Butler, in his theoretical discussions on the topic, Bakhtin 

stresses the concrete nature of the use of language in the form of utterances,
 36

 an-

chored to a firm (spatio-temporal) position in lived experience.
37

 Bakhtin draws sever-

al consequences from this concreteness and particularity of utterances: the first is that 

                                                 
34 It may be that we should follow Austin in applying the binary of felicitous/infelicitous to this performativity. 

35 Butler & Salih 2004, 112-113. 

36  “Использование языка осуществляется в форме единичных конкретных высказываний (устных или 

письменных) участников той или иной области человеческой деятельности” (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 159; 

Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 60). 

37 “Каждое высказывание полно отзвуков и отголосков других высказываний, с которыми оно связано 

общностью сферы речевого общения” (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 195). “Therefore, each utterance is filled with 

various kinds of responsive reactions to other utterances of the given sphere of speech communication” (Bakhtin 

1986 PSG, 91). 
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utterances are never neutral;
 38

 secondly, language is an activity that combines ele-

ments of rule and instantiation in its “referentially semantic content”,
39

 both of which 

are necessary conditions for a language-game; and thirdly, this game involves an ac-

tive response (Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 71; see Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 172-173), resulting in 

a complex chain of utterances,
40

 looking back to previous uses,
41

 and forward to its 

eventual addressee,
42

 somewhat Janus-like. All of these elements have performative 

aspects, thus firmly embedding the notion of performativity into the concept of the 

utterance. 

Bakhtin links this ideological nature of the utterance to genres through his ex-

ploration of the nature of speech genres (Bakhtin 1986 PSG, passim). And this link 

can be extended to the notion of the chronotope, illustrated by Fish’s concept of inter-

pretive communities (Fish 1976 and 1978 passim). Similar connections can be made 

through Bakhtin’s application of the characteristics of stability, flexibility and bound-

ing.
43

 

 

* * * 

                                                 
38 “абсолютно нейтральное высказывание невозможно” (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 188; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 84). 

39 “предметно-смысловое содержание”(Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 196; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 84). 

40  “Каждое высказывание — это звено в очень сложно организованной цепи других высказываний” 

(Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 170; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 69). 

41 “… оно их опровергает, подтверждает, дополняет, опирается на них, предполагает их известными, как-

то считается с ними …” (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 196; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 91). 

42 “Существенным (конститутивным) признаком высказывания является его обращенность к кому-либо, 

его адресованность» (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 200; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 95). 

43  “Как ни различны высказывания по своему объему, по своему содержанию, по своему 

композиционному построению, они обладают, как единицы речевого общения, общими структурными 

особенностями, и прежде всего совершенно четкими границами» (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 172; Bakhtin 1986 

PSG, 71; supported by Fish 1976 481, 485). 
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However, the link between Bakhtin and performativity is not confined to the 

domain of theory. Bakhtin theorised as he lived, and he lived in a performative uni-

verse where reinvention was necessitated by the revolutionary environment in which 

he moved. Evidence of this reinvention ― with ambiguous or uncertain consequenc-

es ― occurs regularly throughout accounts of Bakhtin’s life,
44

 with the consequence 

that his biography appears to be unfinalisable. 

In order to find an explanatory framework that accounts for the uncertainties and 

ambiguities that emanate from Bakhtin’s dissimulation about certain aspects of his life, 

and to understand a strategy for life that might be mirrored in his work, I have em-

ployed that concept of reinvention introduced in Sheila Fitzpatrick’s book Tear off the 

Masks! (Fitzpatrick 2005) and the article on which her book was, in part, based: 

‘Making a Self for the Times: Impersonation and Imposture in 20th-Century Russia’ 

(Fitzpatrick 2001). Fitzpatrick asserts that reinvention is central to revolutions and in 

the article and book she maps the forms that these reinventions take in the Russian 

Revolution.
45

 All of these forms are performative in a sense consistent with Austin’s 

and Butler’s theorising. 

 

* * * 

                                                 
44 These include a discrepancy between Bakhtin’s account of his family’s noble origins (together with the banking 

activities of Bakhtin’s immediate antecedents) and historical records (Конкин 1994a, Конкин 1994b); Bakhtin’s 

account of his secondary and tertiary education, which is at variance with the school and university records 

(Паньков 1993); the degree to which Bakhtin’s ‘legendary erudition’ is real or a product of insufficient citation, 

editorial excisions or omissions, or even plagiarism, according to some scholars (Berrong 1986, Poole 1998, 

Hirschkop 2015); and the uncertainty of the authorship of some of the ‘Bakhtin school’ works, reinforced by some 

mutually contradictory statements that Bakhtin is reported to have made. The lack of clarity surrounding the status 

of these works allows different interpretations of Bakhtin’s stance vis-à-vis Marxism and religion. 

45  This term is understood by Fitzpatrick to incorporate the “process of political and social transformation 

beginning in 1917 and continuing through the 1920s and 1930s” (Fitzpatrick 2001, 469). 
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Just as Bakhtin’s theoretical frameworks and lived experience align with each 

other, so does his writing style, which is also performative. As mentioned in the intro-

duction to this paper, in Section X of FTC Bakhtin explicitly undertakes to sum up the 

previous sections, adding no substantive new material. By the end of the ‘Concluding 

Remarks’ this undertaking is comprehensively breached by a shift that expands the 

objects of chronotopic analysis from those of art and literature to include lived experi-

ence as well (Wall 2001). This textual event can be characterised as a ‘performative 

shift’ defined in a late Soviet context by Alexei Yurchak as: 

 

[a] general shift at the level of concrete ritualised forms of discourse, in 

which the performative dimension’s importance grows, while the con-

stative dimension opens up to new meanings … (Yurchak 2006, 24). 

 

In Bakhtin’s case the ‘ritualised form of discourse’ consists of the text in the 

second paragraph of Section X (Concluding Remarks) of Фвхр: “Здесь же, в конце 

нашей работы, мы только назовем и едва коснемся некоторых хронотопических 

ценностей разных степеней и объемов.”
46

 The importance of the performative di-

mension grows because Bakhtin’s conclusion (as Wall astutely notes) rather than 

summing up the previous sections, introduces a totally new conception of the chrono-

tope, “one that could, at the very best, be said to exist in nuce in all the various other 

texts … that he had written much, much earlier …” (Wall 2001, 140). This ‘new con-

ception’ is not confined to literature, deriving from a reflexive ‘meta-theoretical’ view 

of the chronotope by Bakhtin himself. It thus signals a change in the constative di-

                                                 
46 Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 489; “As we draw our essay to a close we will simply list, and merely touch upon, certain 

chronotopic values having varying degrees and scopes” (Bakhtin [FTC] 1981, 243, emphasis not in original, but 

added to translation). 
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mension, opening up a new meaning (which Wall identifies as the “chronotope of the 

author-creator”).
47

 This situation also reflects the element of reciprocity that can be 

found in a typical performative utterance, in which the world fits the words as well as 

the converse.
48

 

One view of this performative shift is that the breach is one of commitment (the 

undertaking was breached, whatever Bakhtin’s intention). However, in view of Bakh-

tin’s record (discussed briefly above), it appears far more likely to be a more con-

scious breach (where Bakhtin had no intention of honouring the undertaking). This 

leads to an ambiguous and confusing series of utterances that, looking both backwards 

and forwards, manifest themselves performatively. The Janus-like nature of these ut-

terances parallel the directionality of ‘word with a backward glance’ and ‘word with a 

loophole’ respectively (Cook 2018). Bakhtin’s method of employing this performative 

shift is also closely aligned to Austin’s mode of argument as described by Fish using 

the Derridean term “writing ‘under erasure’ which simultaneously uses and calls into 

question a vocabulary and a set of concepts” (Fish 1982, 717). This particular exam-

ple of performativity is not only tied back to the expressive nature of the utterance, 

but it also looks forward to the referentiality of deixis (Benveniste 1971, Chapters 18, 

19, 21, & 22). 

In both contexts the ‘performance’ appears to represent a concrete example of 

a deliberate strategy by Bakhtin. This approach meshes closely with Butler’s view of 

gender: “Consider gender, for instance, as a corporeal style, an ‘act’, as it were, which 

is both intentional and performative, where ‘performative’ suggests a dramatic and 

                                                 
47 Wall 2001, 141. 

48 “[while] the words of a performative do in some sense ‘fit’ the world, conforming to the conventions that 

govern their success, they also constitute it, so that by their very utterance the world is also made to fit the words” 

(Hall 2000 ‘Performativity’, 185). 
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contingent construction of meaning” (Butler & Salih 2004, 113). All of these scholars 

assist our understanding by alternately concentrating and fleshing out Bakhtin’s writ-

ings on interdiscursivity, reinforcing Austin’s performative perspective.
49

 

 

* * * 

 

In summary, Bakhtin and Butler have a lot in common (the latter building on 

Austin’s earlier work). They regard language as both concrete and contextualised.
50

 

They all believe that utterances involve positions, acts and ideologies.
51

 Style and gen-

re also prove to be significant in the integration of their approaches. 

 

3. Links between the chronotope and performativity 

Whilst these thinkers provide a series of vectors on the theme of performativity, the 

connection between the chronotope and performativity is not immediately clear. To 

clarify this Bakhtin’s notion of the chronotope must be examined closely. 

In Bakhtin’s own work, the chronotope evades exact description, largely be-

cause of the way in which Bakhtin constructs his arguments in his major works about 

the novel in the late 1930s. In the Introduction to FTC Bakhtin formulates the concept: 

“Существенную взаимосвязь временных и пространственных отношений, 

                                                 
49 For example, Bauman 2005, 149-150 (the section of the article on ‘Bakhtin and Linguistic Anthropology’) and 

Pennycook 2004, 15-16 (specifically the latter’s comment: “[Bakhtin’s] view of language ... opens up significant 

possibilities for understanding agentive action in the refashioning of language and identity. Language performance, 

from this point of view, can be viewed not as the incompetencies of the real world but as the site where language 

and identity are made”). 

50 Austin 1961, 182, Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 62. Butler (Butler & Salih 2004, 94) expresses context in a more 

theatrical way: “the context of a body, understood, in part, as a culturally sustained temporal duration.” 

51  Austin 1963, 1975 passim; Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 84, 91; Butler expresses ideology in terms of “political 

regulations and disciplinary practices” (Butler & Salih 2004, 111). 
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художественно освоенных в литературе, мы будем называть хронотопом …” 

(Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 341).
52

 Holquist’s summary of this concept ― “particular com-

binations of time and space as they have resulted in historically manifested narrative 

forms” (Holquist 2004, 109) ― provides a not dissimilar view to that of Bakhtin. 

However, Bakhtin proceeds to qualify his own definition somewhat evasively: “Для 

нас не важен тот специальный смысл, который он имеет в теории 

относительности, мы перенесем его сюда — в литературоведение — почти как 

метафору (почти, но не совсем) …” (Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 341; emphasis added to 

the original).
53

 The words in the original that I have emphasised indicate that this con-

cept is being accorded the same treatment that Bakhtin applied to those problematic 

issues in his life identified briefly above. In other words, Bakhtin performs in his theo-

ry the reinvention that he has perpetuated in his life (with its consequent ambiguities). 

However, in the next paragraph, Bakhtin does amplify his initial statement, albeit not 

analytically: 

 

В литературно-художественном хронотопе имеет место слияние 

пространственных и временных примет в осмысленном и 

конкретном целом. Время здесь сгущается, уплотняется, 

становится художественно-зримым; пространство же 

интенсифицируется, втягивается в движение времени, сюжета, 

истории. Приметы времени раскрываются в пространстве, и 

пространство осмысливается и измеряется временем. Этим 

                                                 
52 “We will give the name chronotope … to the intrinsic interconnectedness of temporal and spatial relationships 

that are artistically assimilated in literature” (Bakhtin 1981 FTC, 84). 

53 “The special meaning it has in relativity theory is not important for our purposes; we shall transfer it to literary 

criticism almost as a metaphor (almost, but not entirely)” (Bakhtin 1981 FTC, 84; emphasis added to the 

translation). 
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пересечением рядов и слиянием примет характеризуется 

художественный хронотоп (Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 341).
54

 

 

This combination of science and metaphor makes it difficult for the reader to pin 

down the notion of the chronotope. 

The connection between Bakhtin’s chronotope and performativity is depend-

ent on a number of intermediate links. The link between the performative aspects of 

language and self, and the utterance have already been established in detail in Section 

2 above. What remains to close the loop between performativity and the chronotope 

are, firstly, establishing a link between the utterance and genre, and, secondly, estab-

lishing a link between genre and the chronotope. Once these theoretical links have 

been established, it remains to demonstrate how this plays out in Bakhtin’s text (in 

Section 4 below), and what the implications of this ‘performance’ are (in Section 5 

below). 

It has been established earlier in this paper that Bakhtin, in the tradition of Or-

dinary Language Philosophy, considered the utterance to be performative. The link 

between genre and the utterance is also explicit in ‘Problems of Speech Genres’ when 

Bakhtin writes “… природа высказывания должна быть раскрыта и определена 

путем анализа и того и другого вида [речевых жанров]» (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 

161).
55

 A final link is established by Bakhtin’s persistent statements regarding the 

                                                 
54 “In the literary artistic chronotope, spatial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, 

concrete whole. Time here, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; space, however, becomes charged 

and responsive to the movements of time, plot and history. The indicators of time are revealed in space, and space 

is comprehended and measured by time. This intersection of axes and fusion of indicators characterizes the artistic 

chronotope” (Bakhtin 1981 FTC, 84). 

55 “… the nature of the utterance should be revealed and defined through analysis of both types [of speech 

genres]” (Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 62). 
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close bonds (but not equivalence) which exist between the chronotope and genre in 

FTC. Bakhtin establishes a definite, albeit not clearly articulated, link between the 

chronotope and genre: “Можно прямо сказать, что жанр и жанровые 

разновидности определяются именно хронотопом …” (Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 341-

342).
56

 Whilst this quotation is applied to literature in this context, Bakhtin makes it 

quite clear in PSG that the utterance embraces both oral and written forms when he 

writes “Использование языка осуществляется в форме единичных конкретных 

высказываний (устных или письменных) участников той или иной области 

человеческой деятельности” (Бахтин 1997 [ПРЖ], 159).
57

 Hence, genres also apply 

to all texts, both oral and written and, by implication, so do chronotopes. 

This loop is closed in Section X of FTC when he writes: “Из реальных 

хронотопов этого изображающего мира и выходят отраженные и созданные 

хронотопы изображенного в произведении (в тексте) мира” (Бахтин 2012 [Фвхр], 

499; emphasis in the original).
58

This chronotope-genre-utterance-performativity tetra-

logy is an essential part of Bakhtin’s dissolution of the theoretical boundaries between 

the ‘real’ and the ‘fictional’. 

 

  

                                                 
56 “it is precisely the chronotope that defines genre and generic distinctions” (Bakhtin 1981 FTC, 85). 

57 “The utilization of language is realized in the form of individual concrete utterances (oral or written) by 

participants in the various areas of human activity” (Bakhtin 1986 PSG, 60). 

58 “Out of the actual chronotopes of our world (which serves as the source of representation) emerge the reflected 

and created chronotopes of the world represented in the work (in the text)” (Bakhtin 1981 FTC, 253). 
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4. Analysis of the symptoms presenting in Section X of FTC 

As has been mentioned in an earlier article (Cook 2014, 55), tensions exist between, 

on the one hand, the organic, relatively predictable, exploration of the development of 

the chronotope in Sections I-IX of FTC and, on the other, the subtle but nonetheless 

real paradigm shift (Wall 2001, 139) in Section X. These tensions become palpable 

when the reader suddenly realises that the performative breach has occurred, and that 

what follows it is a re-evaluation of Sections I-IX. Rather than ‘merely listing’ what 

has gone before, Bakhtin proceeds to enlarge the scope of the chronotope dramatically 

in the paragraphs of Section X that follow. 

Both the tensions created, and the paradigm shift itself, are manifestations of 

performativity and, as such, are indicators that something significant has occurred. In 

establishing precisely what has occurred, one has to examine the direction of change, 

and the key to that direction lies in the nature of the chronotope itself. For the chrono-

tope has been expanded to take in lived experience as well as literary fiction, thus em-

bracing all narrative. 

In the earlier paper cited above (Cook 2014), the chronotope of the castle was 

dealt with in detail, as was the application of the chronotope to all narrative, including 

history. In part, this article focuses briefly on a paper by Lawson covering the fiction/ 

history divide and its application to narrating the ‘truth’ of a heteroglot Canadian past 

(Lawson 2011). Using the chronotope as a basis, Lawson theorises not one, but many, 

connections between the ‘real world’ and narrative, each one of which will have a dif-

ferent truth claim associated with it. Lawson works through the types of truth claims 

made by “indigenous ‘traditional knowledge’” (Lawson 2011, 400), their complica-

tions and responses, all in the context of dispossession of the indigenes’ land and re-

sources by the dominant group(s). 
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This perspective can be tied back to the relationships of Speech Acts to truth. 

Initially, Austin ties utterances firmly to binaries: constatives to true/false and per-

formatives to felicity/infelicity (Austin 1975). However, the distinctions and the cor-

respondences become less certain in a later paper in which Austin argues that consta-

tives are also liable to infelicity (Austin 1963, 29), concluding that truth is “not a sim-

ple quality or relation, not indeed one anything, but rather a whole dimension of criti-

cism” (Austin 1963, 33). As outlined above, this dimension of criticism applies to the 

scope of the chronotope. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In the introduction to this article, I expressed the intention to explore the mechanics of 

the anomaly created by Bakhtin’s misdirection in Section X of FTC. As Judith Butler 

observed when discussing performativity: “The demand for lucidity forgets the ruses 

that motor the ostensibly ‘clear’ view … What does ‘transparency’ keep obscure?” 

(Butler & Salih 2004, 97-98). I proposed to explore these mechanics as symptomatic 

of both Bakhtin’s representation of himself within his writing and also issues with the 

very nature of the chronotope. 

I have used the concept of performativity in a purely linguistic (Austin) as well 

as a theatrical (Butler) sense. I have grounded these approaches in the theory of the 

utterance (Bakhtin), harnessing the concept of revolutionary reinvention (Fitzpatrick) 

as performance. On this theoretical substrate Bakhtin’s representation of his personal 

circumstances have been juxtaposed with his written ‘performance’, showing their 

alignment. The stylistic result of this alignment is deliberate misdirection, very much 

in the spirit of ‘carnival’. 

A number of links between performativity and the chronotope have been es-

tablished, tracing multiple connections through genre and the utterance. This per-
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formativity-utterance-chronotope link has been established not only by literary texts, 

but also by lived experience, both mediated through ideology and genre. This appears 

to have considerable implications for how we treat the rather porous borders between 

lived experience and fiction. 

Platonically based binaries — true/false, history/fiction, lived/imagined expe-

rience — have often been unquestioningly accepted in the Western tradition. New lit-

erary genres ― as exemplified by Svetlana Alexievich’s Secondhand Time (Alex-

ievich 2016) ― are joining indigenous views of what constitutes history to dissolve 

these binaries and open up a vista that embraces this area of narrative theory as a con-

tinuum, rather than a divide. Bakhtin has played a felicitous part in this dissolution 

through his performative misdirection. 
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TO THE CZECHOSLOVAK OR THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY?  

AN UNKNOWN CHAPTER OF CZECHOSLOVAK-AUSTRALIAN RELATIONS  

DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR 1 

 

Introduction. The Czechoslovak anti-Nazi resistance abroad2 

The journey of Czech and Slovak people to exile was itself an act of resistance to 

begin with, often dramatic and dangerous. The first wave of emigration started after 

the Munich Agreement3 and the second wave followed the Nazi occupation of the 

Czech Lands (Bohemia and Moravia) on 15 March 1939. The activities of the Czech-

oslovak (CS) resistance abroad developed along two lines: military (General Sergej 

Ingr and Colonel František Moravec) and political (Edvard Beneš – former CS presi-

dent; Jan Masaryk, former MP and son of the first CS president and founder of 

Czechoslovakia T. G. Masaryk). After March 1939, the three main centres of military 

exile formed in Poland (Kraków – September 1939, 1,000 men at arms), France (Paris, 

Agde – June 1940, 13,000 men at arms) and Great Britain (London).  

London played a rather specific role as of 1939, being the location of the CS 

Military Intelligence, which cooperated with the British Secret Intelligence Service 

                                                 
1 This article came into existence with the support of the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic to the 

Palacký University in Olomouc (IGA_FF_2018_006 a IGA_FF_2019_011, Společnost v historickém vývoji od 

pravěku a středověku po moderní věk IV.-V.) 

2 Unless otherwise indicated, summarised according to Gebhart, Jan, Czechoslovakia in the years after the Munich 

Agreement and in the Second World War (1938–1945). A History ot the Czech Lands. Second Edition (Eds.: Pánek, 

Jaroslav – Tůma, Oldřich et alii) Prague: Karolinum Press 2018, pp. 481-508. 

3 Rosenbaum, Anna: ‘Czechoslovakia 1938 – the Australian Response.’ In: Československo a krize demokracie ve 

střední Evropě ve 30. a 40. letech XX. století. Hledání východisek. (Eds.: Němeček, Jan – Šedivý, Ivan). Praha, 

2010, pp. 179–188. 
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(MI-6) and later the Special Operations Executive.4 In cooperation with Major Harold 

Gibson (in 1934–1939 head of the Prague station of MI-6), CS Colonel František Mo-

ravec flew to Great Britain on 14 March 1939, together with a group of 11 intelligence 

officers. These men were among the very first members of the CS military forces to 

escape abroad.5 The British recognised the CS government in exile, led by President 

Edvard Beneš and Prime Minister Jan Šrámek, several months later, in summer 1940.6 

At the same time, Czech and Slovak airmen were engaged in the Battle of Britain.7 

The connection between the CS government in exile in London and the occupied 

homeland would not be possible without the BBC, which started regular broadcasts in 

the Protectorate on 8 September 1939 (one 15-minute broadcast a day, later two 15-

minute programmes).8 

 

Recruitment of countrymen to the CS Army within the British Dominion  

After the fall of France in June 1940, recruitment of new members to the military cri-

sis units began in the CS foreign resistance. ‘Only’ 5,000 men from the original 

13,000 were evacuated from France to Great Britain. It began to be quite difficult to 

obtain new volunteers on the European continent with regard to the assumed progress 

of the war; future enrolment was estimated to be on an individual basis. Military au-

                                                 
4 Straka, Karel; Tomek, Prokop; Bandžuch, Tomáš, Serving the Republic. 100 Years Since the Establishment of 

Czechoslovak Military Intelligence. Praha, 2018, pp. 76, 111-129. 

5 Jeffery, Keith, MI6. The History of the Secret Intelligence Service, 1909-1949, London: Bloomsbury, 2011, pp. 

307-308, 411-412. 

6 Raška, Francis D., The Czechoslovak Exile Government in London and the Sudeten German Issue, Prague: 

Karolinum Press, 2002. 

7 Kudrna, Ladislav, ‘We Fight to Rebuild. Airmen’s Contribution to Recogbition of the Government in Exile’, Bic 

– Behind the Iron Curtain, 2016/4, 30-41. 

8 Koutek, Ondřej, ‘The Overseas Resistance on the Airwaves of the BBC. Czechoslovak Broadcast from London 

1939-1945’, Bic – Behind the Iron Curtain, 2014/3, 8-23. 
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thorities therefore decided to focus their attention on the North American continent, 

where a large community of compatriots was based. Canada was the first subject of 

interest; although it had the status of an autonomous dominion, it was in a state of war 

against Germany, just like Great Britain, and unlike the United States of America, 

which had remained neutral for the time being. 

The CS military mission, led by Colonel General Čeněk Kudláček (1869–

1967), was sent to Canada. The mission operated in the country between 1941 and 

1943. The commander then transferred to Brazil, where he remained until 1945.9 A 

CS mission composed of three members was also prepared to travel to the USA; it 

never left, presumably because of economic reasons.10 Nevertheless, CS Military Dip-

lomat Colonel General Oldřich Španiel worked tirelessly to recruit individuals in the 

United States.11 

Unlike Canada, Australia remained on the sidelines in this respect. The 

Czechoslovak community on the other side of the world – in Australia – was smaller 

in one sense, but to transport CS volunteers together with the Australian Army to the 

Middle East could be as demanding as transporting Czech Canadians to Great Britain. 

After the CS military mission’s (lack of) success in Canada, the CS Ministry of Na-

tional Defence in London concentrated its recruitment efforts on Latin American 

countries, where the number of countrymen was also high.12  

                                                 
9 Jiránek, Tomáš, Šéf štábu Obrany národa. Neklidný život divizního generála Čeňka Kudláčka, Prague: Academia, 

2015. 

10 Jiránek, Tomáš, Československá vojenská mise v Kanadě za 2. světové války – předhistorie, Theatrum historiae, 

6, 2010, pp. 163-164. 

11 Jiránek, Tomáš, ‘V Americe za války “před válkou”. Působení plk. gšt. Oldřicha Španiela v USA v letech 1939–

1941’, Theatrum historia, 15, 2014, 271-295. 

12 Nálevka, Vladimír, Československo a Latinská America v letech druhé světové války, Prague, 1972. 
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Unlike the situation in the United States, since there was no CS military dip-

lomat in Australia between 1918 and 1938 and the CS government-in-exile never sent 

one over the course of the entire war, recruitment on the fifth continent faced great 

organisational challenges. The main and sole organiser and recruitment facilitator, 

apart from Czech countrymen and emigrants, was the CS Consulate General in Syd-

ney, led by Vice-Consul and former ‘Russian’ legionnaire PhDr. Adolf Solanský as of 

15 March 1939. 

Only partial references can be found in the available literature about recruit-

ment to CS units in Australia.13 Out of all the Czech historians, only Zdenko Maršálek 

briefly mentions the arrival of volunteers from Australia joining the CS Army in the 

Middle East (without any numerical data) in 1941.14 He suggests that “[I]t was espe-

cially workers from export and engineering companies coming from Australia, who 

had set out before the war had begun or even after, while groups of Jews had arrived 

from Mauritius and Shanghai, who were fleeing from their homeland in the face of 

racial persecution.”15 Partial information can be found on some individuals in several 

other works cited below.16 

This article, based on the results of archival research carried out in Czech, 

Slovak as well as Australian archives (Canberra, Sydney), has several goals; firstly, to 

describe each recruitment process and outline the war and post-war fates of all its pro-

tagonists. The current state of research allows for a comparison of recruitment results 

                                                 
13 Cigler, Michael, The Czechs in Australia. AE Press, Melbourne, 1983. 

14  Maršálek, Zdenko, “Česká”, nebo “československá” armáda? Národnostní složení československých 

vojenských jednotek v zahraničí v letech 1939–1945. Unpublished dissertation, Faculty of Arts, Charles University, 

Prague, 2014, p. 414. 

15 Ibid., p. 410. 

16 Leach, Daniel, ‘The Other Allies: Military Security, National Allegiance, and the Enlistment of “Friendly 

Aliens” in the Australian Armed Forces, 1939–45’, War and Society, 32/1, 2013, 26-48. 
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with recruitment in other parts of the British Empire as well as other countries in 

North and Latin America. It also includes a comparison with the number of volunteers, 

who came to the CS legion through the Australian Army during the previous war.  

 

Czechoslovaks in Australia at the beginning of the Second World War  

The originally small community of Czechoslovaks in Australia began to grow slowly 

thanks to the establishment of official ties between the two young states. Inhabitants 

of interwar Czechoslovakia had enough information about the life and work condi-

tions in Australia, and based on this, some decided to emigrate.17 In the 1930s, the 

compatriot community numbered about 600 people, with more than twice as many 

after the Second World War. Czechoslovaks settled in all six Australian states and 

two territories, as is evidenced by the following table based on the results of the Aus-

tralian national censuses.  

 

Census year 1921 1933 1947 

New South Wales 107 308 800 

Victoria 46 146 485 

Queensland 56 84 86 

South Australia 15 19 34 

Western Australia 36 47 68 

Tasmania 4 5 8 

Northern Territory 0 1 2 

ACT 0 0 1 

Total 264 610 1,484 

Total men 202 491 926 

Total women 62 119 558 
Table 1. Number of people born in Czechoslovakia according to the Australian national censuses (1921–1947)18 

 

                                                 
17  Burešová, Jana, ‘Vystěhovalectví z Československa do Austrálie v podmínkách světové hospodářské krize 

(1929–1932)’, Moderní dějiny, 21/2, 2013, 81-100. 

18  Census of the Commonwealth of Australia: April 1921, June 1933, June 1947. Available online at 

http://www.abs.gov.au [last accessed 21 July 2015]. 
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Vice-Consul PhDr. Adolf Solanský (1892–1968) became the head of the 

emerging CS resistance in Australia in March 1939 and eventually saved the main CS 

representational office from its demise. His superior, Consul General František 

Květoň (1881–1976), had decided to transfer the office to his Nazi German counter-

part, Dr. jur. et Dr. phil. Rudolf Asmis (1879–1945).19 Although he himself was a 

member of the first CS resistance in France, Květoň, referring to the instructions from 

Czech Minister Chvalkovský and as a result of the illness of his relatives in the pro-

tectorate and for fear of their possible persecution, decided to return to his Nazi-

occupied homeland. With the consent of the Australian Minister of Foreign Affairs 

‘Billy’ Hughes, Solanský led the consulate from 6 April 1939, albeit on makeshift 

premises, until the British finalised their recognition of the Provisional Government of 

Czechoslovakia in London. On 22 November 1940, the Australian Federal Govern-

ment also accepted the Czechoslovak government-in-exile, and so the CS Consulate 

General could be fully re-established. In August 1941 Solanský was officially ap-

pointed the consul general,20 although he had been actually carrying out the office 

since 31 March 1939, when he had obtained an important answer from Edvard Beneš 

in Chicago in response to his telegram: “If it is possible, in agreement with the [Aus-

tralian] authorities, keep working. Otherwise, organise the community. We are prepar-

ing the resistance as in the last war.”21 

The compatriots in Sydney had been acquainted with the results of Solanský’s 

efforts since 8 April 1939, when the widely conceived ‘Compatriot Association’ was 

                                                 
19 Tampke, Jürgen, The Germans in Australia. Cambridge: CUP, 2006, pp. 130-131. 

20 Němeček, Jan, Soumrak a úsvit československé diplomacie. 15. březen 1939 a československé zastupitelské 

úřady. Prague: Academia, 2008, pp. 100-103. 

21 Archiv ministerstva zahraničních věcí (AMZV) Praha, f. Londýnský archiv – obyčejný (LA-O), kart. 167, 

Diplomatický sbor ZÚ Čsl. (Sydney–Teheran), Sydney, složka Různé, Australie a Nový Zéland v našem druhém 

odboji, 1 September 1943, p. 2. 
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established. It had only one main objective: “to support the liberation initiated by the 

President of the Republic Dr. E. Beneš.”22 Between 1938 and 1940, the compatriot 

community grew by approximately 400 Czech-Jewish emigrants to almost 1,000.23 

The most accurate numerical data probably come from the Australian Statistical 

Office, which, upon the request of the CS consul, stated that “at the end of 1940 there 

were 937 Czechoslovak citizens in Australia, of whom 603 were male and 334 were 

female.”24  

The situation of the emerging CS resistance in Australia improved considera-

bly in September 1939, when the Australian Union declared war on Nazi Germany in 

order to help the British motherland as in the previous war. The German Consulate 

General in Sydney was closed and the interests of Germans on the fifth continent 

could only be addressed by neutral Switzerland, with most Germans interned in prison 

camps as enemy aliens.25 

At the beginning of 1940, with the help of the Australians, Dr. Solanský 

founded the Australian Committee for Aid to CS Military Forces in France and soon 

became the delegate of the Czechoslovak Red Cross for Australia and New Zealand. 

According to a later report by one of the six future volunteers, Ing. Jan Čapek, the 

Czechoslovaks were greatly interested in service in the CS foreign army right at the 

start of the war, where “40 Czechoslovaks volunteered to join our foreign army.”26 

Vice-Consul Solanský did not have any means, however, of sending the CS volun-

                                                 
22 Ibid. 

23  Kreisinger, Pavel, ‘Českoslovenští Židé v australské emigraci za druhé světové války’, Acta Facultatis 

Philosophiacae Universitatis Šafarikianae: Studia historica, 86, 2016, 111-123. 

24 AMZV Praha, f. LA-O, kart. 167, Sydney, složka Krajanská péče, Přípis Dr. Solanského, 8 March 1941. 

25 Tampke, Jürgen, The Germans in Australia. Cambridge: CUP, 2006, pp. 132-133. 

26 Národní archiv Praha (NA), f. Ministerstvo průmyslu obchodu a živností – Londýn (MPOŽ–L), karton 77, sign. 

Z 94 (Australie), Zpráva Ing. Čapka, Australie: Hospodářské poměry a vztahy s ČSR, 27 June 1943, pp. 5-6. 
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teers to France at the time. The situation did not change even after the fall of France 

since the CS government-in-exile in London was not officially recognised by Austral-

ia until the end of November 1940. A former active officer of the CS interwar army, 

Capt. Felix Süssland, who came to Australia after a complicated journey in March 

1940, sought to improve the situation. After becoming familiar with the new envi-

ronment, he sent a three-page handwritten letter to the CS Ministry of National De-

fence in London where he mentioned his efforts to enter into the CS foreign army, as 

well as his unsuccessful negotiations with the Australian Ministry of Defence. He also 

sent information about the relationships between potential volunteers: “[…] my only 

endeavour is to enter our legion and to make available all our knowledge to fight 

against our enemy. I have found that although there are few Czechs and Slovaks in 

Sydney, there are a great number of specialists among them, such as pilots, artillery-

men, doctors, etc., who would be happy to face any challenge and report to our 

troops.”27 

 

Recruitment in Australia (1940–1941) 

Once Australia, as one of the last of all the British dominions, recognised the CS gov-

ernment-in-exile in London,28 Vice-Consul Solanský turned to the CS compatriots on 

4 December 1940 with the following call to enlist in the CS Army voluntarily: 

 
COUNTRYMEN! We have achieved a new success. Our government 

has been recognised by the Australian government and in these days 

the recruitment of volunteers to the Czechoslovak Army has begun. A 

                                                 
27 Vojenský ústřední archiv – Vojenský historický archiv Praha (VÚA–VHA), Sbírka (Sb.) 20, sign. 20-3-58/73-

74, Süsslandův dopis, došlo na MNO do Londýna, 17 September 1940. 

28 Němeček, Jan a kol. (Eds.), Od uznání československé prozatímní vlády do vyhlášení válečného stavu Německu 

1940–1941. Svazek I, Dokument č. 55, Prague, 2006. 
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number of countrymen have already enlisted […] The government of 

the republic now has the ability to order the mobilisation of all Czech-

oslovaks in Australia who are able to fight, but it has not done so be-

cause it is convinced that those who are able to be of service to the mil-

itary will do so voluntarily. I am sure that Czechoslovak Australia will 

not disappoint this expectation!”29 

 

The text went on to say that volunteers should report to the provisional address of the 

CS Consulate General in Sydney, and that the wives of all CS volunteers would be 

financially secure in the same way as British wives were. The call was posted in CS 

compatriot clubs in the capitals of the two most populous Australian states – in Syd-

ney and Melbourne. CS compatriot associations did not exist in the other states of the 

Australian union; for this reason, Solanský personally sent out “this call by post to all 

countrymen, who could be considered fitting volunteers due to their age.”30 The re-

maining compatriots could have learned about the recruitment from the Australian 

press or through the CS honorary consulates. It should be noted, however, that some 

CS honorary consuls did not support the resistance and remained passive throughout 

the entire course of the war. The consul in Brisbane even went so far as to transfer his 

office, out of lack of knowledge, to the Germans on 15 March 1939, and was later re-

moved from office by the President of the Republic Edvard Beneš at the suggestion of 

Solanský. The consul in Perth, Western Australia, was passive in a similar way, where 

compatriots organised their activities themselves rather than relying on his support. 

The foreign resistance was, therefore, only actively supported by Czech consuls in 

                                                 
29 AMZV, f. LA-O, kart. 506 (Vojenství 1939–1945), Provolání Dr. Solanského, 4 December 1940. 

30  VÚA–VHA, Sb. 20, sign. 20-31-7/18-20, Zpráva generálního konzulátu adresována MZV v Londýně, 20 

December 1940. 
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Melbourne and Adelaide, where, however, the compatriot communities were not as 

numerous as in Sydney.31  

Despite the maximum possible efforts that Consul Solanský made, there was 

little interest among the compatriots. The results of recruitment organised by the CS 

consul were exactly the opposite of what was expected. He perhaps already suspected 

that obtaining volunteers in Australia would be difficult when he was drafting his call. 

His phrase “a number of countrymen have already enlisted” was, in fact, untrue. The 

only person interested in serving in the CS Army was Officer Süssland (born 1898); 

however, he had just narrowly exceeded the age limit (18-40 years of age) required by 

the CS Ministry of National Defence in London.32 At the time of the call to CS com-

patriots, Solanský had only one signed application for entry to the CS Army on his 

table – from Jan Toman, who had signed it on 2 December 1940. For the sake of pro-

motion, he was photographed during the signing and the picture was then published 

with a short commentary on 4 December 1940 in a prominent Sydney newspaper.33 

The report was soon printed with the headline CZECH. PREPARES TO FIGHT by a 

newspaper in Newcastle, followed by a newspaper in the neighbouring state of 

Queensland.34 Ironically, however, Toman did not end up travelling to the Middle 

East with the rest of the volunteers because “he lost his job during the eight-month 

wait before deployment to the Middle East and found himself without any resources. 

He then enlisted in the Australian Army and was accepted.” 35 In December, after 

their medical examinations, which were conducted at no cost by the military physician 

                                                 
31 Kreisinger, Pavel, Češi a Slováci v Austrálii v 1. polovině 20. století a jejich účast ve světových válkách. Prague: 

Academia, 2018, pp. 218-260. 

32 VÚA–VHA, Sb. 37, sign. 37-18-44 (dobrovolníci). 

33 The Sun (Sydney, NSW: 1910–1954) Wednesday 4 December, 1940, p. 2. 

34 Daily Mercury (Mackay, Qld.: 1906–1954) Thursday 19 December, 1940, p. 7. 

35 VÚA–VHA, Sb. 20, sign. 20-31-7/73, Najímání dobrovolníků v Australii, Londýn, 9 February, 1942. 
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of the Australian Army – Major Dr. Sidney Solomon Rosebery (1889–1946), the 

Czech Ing. Václav Čapek and Slovak Milan Gašinec submitted their applications at 

the Consulate General in Sydney. On the basis of the press release, only 12 men vol-

unteered by mid-March, seven of whom were Jews, four Czechs and one Slovak. The 

group soon dwindled, however, to a mere six people: while František Wiener (born 

1917) did not pass the medical examination, another three men – Richard Kraus (born 

1888), Pavel Luftschitz (born 1888) and Antonín Nettl (born 1896) – exceeded the 

required age limit of forty years, and so they could not be accepted for purely formal 

reasons.36 Unlike the formerly active Officer Süssland, they did not counter this deci-

sion and remained in Australia.  

Toman’s financial troubles, as a result of which he finally chose the Australian 

Army, have already been mentioned. The veterinary reserve officer MVDr. Rudolf 

Farkaš, who had been working in South Australia at the time and who showed an in-

terest in enlisting in January 1941, was another man who decided to delay his applica-

tion for the time being in April 1941. Farkaš wanted to know if he would be able to 

serve as a ranked officer in the CS foreign army; the Consulate General in Sydney 

sent a telegram to the CS Ministry of Foreign Affairs in London and the message was 

forwarded to the Ministry of National Defence. With regard to the surplus of officers, 

however, the Ministry did not consider his request individually. The Minister of Na-

tional Defence, General Sergej Ingr, was uncompromising in these issues, and a clear 

answer was sent to Farkaš through Solanský: “If dr. Farkas [sic] wishes to take up 

military service as a volunteer, he must sign a reverse charge that he will possibly 

                                                 
36  VÚA–VHA, Sb. 20, sign. 20-31-7/18-20, Zpráva generálního konzulátu adresována MZV v Londýně, 20 

December, 1940. 
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serve as a member of a crew.”37 Captain Süssland also had to accept this condition; he 

was later accepted even though he had already reached the age limit of 40 years.38  

Out of the final six volunteers, four men applied through the Consulate Gen-

eral in Sydney (December 1940 until March 1941) and two through the CS honorary 

consulate in Melbourne (January 1941).39 

Lengthy negotiations followed between the CS consulate in Sydney and Aus-

tralian military authorities, between the CS Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Minis-

ter of National Defence in London, but also with the British War Office. Lt. Col. Josef 

Kalla, CS military and air attaché, was responsible for leading the negotiations with 

this entity. 40  The negotiations were accompanied by a variety of organisational 

difficulties. The Australians were curious to know, for example, who would pay the 

bill,41 and the CS Ministry of National Defence consequently insisted that volunteers 

obtained from all recruitment calls be transported on British vessels. In April 1941, 

uniforms were given to CS volunteers living in Sydney,42 however, other volunteers 

were coming from Victoria and South Australia (before Farkaš had withdrawn his ap-

plication), and the governments of these states also had to express their consent with 

                                                 
37 Ibid., Sb. 37, sign. 37-18-44/ 347, Australie, 7. 8. 1941; Sb. 24, čj. 2600/41, dr. Farkas čs. dobrovolník 

v Austrálii, 4 April, 1941. 

38 Ibid., čj. 14229/41, Odpověď gen. Ingra na Süsslandův dopis, 15 September, 1940. 

39 National Archives of Australia (NAA) Canberra: A1608, F45/1/11; Enlistment of Czech Nationals in Czech 

Army. 

40 Archiv bezpečnostních složek Praha (ABS), f. 305, sign. 305-542-3, Deník pplk. Kally č. 3, rok 1941, záznamy 

Australští čs. dobrovolci, Dobrovolci v Australii apod. 

41 Leach, Daniel, ‘The Other Allies: Military Security, National Allegiance, and the Enlistment of “Friendly 

Aliens” in the Australian Armed Forces, 1939–45: War and Society, 32/1, 2013, 40. 

42 Australian War Memorial (AWM) Canberra: AWM61, S12/1/285, Approval for Uniform – Czechoslovak 

Volunteers – Transport from Australia to Palestine. 
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the volunteers’ deployment.43 The issue of transport by sea for CS volunteers was ad-

dressed along with the Belgian- and French-Australian volunteers, who wanted to join 

de Gaulle’s French Free Forces.44 Only after everything had been arranged and volun-

teers from Melbourne had been transported to Sydney did the Czechoslovaks receive 

their complete outfits from the Australians. The research centre at the Australian War 

Memorial in Canberra has retained complete lists of clothing and equipment given to 

each of the six CS volunteers. There are a total of 33 items, including the renowned 

Australian Akubra hat, three pairs of socks made from Australian wool for each per-

son, etc. There was also a coat, helmet and gas mask, all at a total price of 84 Austral-

ian pounds and 3 shillings.45 In his study, Australian historian Daniel Leach com-

ments that CS volunteers were dressed in outdated battledress without any markings, 

and they were planned to be handed over in Palestine.46 After the farewell dinner or-

ganised by Consul Solanský, the ‘Australian’ volunteers of different nationalities 

finally boarded the British ship HMS Queen Elizabeth at the end of August 1941, and 

on 31 August 1941 sailed to the Middle East. That same day Dr. Solanský sent the 

following encrypted message to the CS Ministry of Foreign Affairs: “Today, these 

volunteers are heading to Palestine: Klausner, Reiser, Süssland, Čapek, Gašinec, 

Wostrý, equipped with Australian outfits, just like the Australian soldiers. The first 

three are married. Transmit in turn support for their wives for the rest of the year. 

Toman is in the Australian Army. Dr. Solanský 1130.”47 Before we come to the de-

scription of the war stories of the selected men, each of them evolving considerably 

                                                 
43 NAA Canberra: A1608, F45/1/11; Enlistment of Czech Nationals in the Czech Army. 

44 NAA Sydney: SP1048/7, S9/1/22; Pay / Free French Forces; Czechoslovak Volunteers in Sydney. 

45 AWM Canberra: AWM61, S12/1/531, Czechoslovak Volunteers in Sydney.  

46 Leach, Daniel, ‘The Other Allies: Military Security, National Allegiance, and the Enlistment of “Friendly 

Aliens” in the Australian Armed Forces, 1939–45’, War and Society, 32/1, 2013, 40. 

47 AMZV, f. LA-O, kart. 506 (Vojenství 1939–1945), Depeše došlé, Telegram – důvěrné, 31 August 1941. 
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differently (which is why they will be described in separate biographies), we will at-

tempt to analyse why the consulate’s organised recruitment was not successful, and 

compare it to other recruitment calls, whether in Australia or other CS compatriot 

communities. 

 

Causes of the success and failure of recruitment 

According to Consul Solanský, who evaluated the failure of recruitment in his sum-

mary report about the CS resistance in Australia, there were three main causes of fail-

ure: 

1) anti-Czech (anti-Czechoslovak) agitation among Slovaks; 

2) compatriot dissatisfaction with the fact that no general mobilisation of foreign 

Czechoslovaks was announced, as was the case in France; 

3) uncertainty of volunteers – when they were supposed to leave Australia and join 

the CS unit, hampered by the fact that the Australian military authorities did not sup-

port recruitment – and were not discreet about it.48 

These points will now be broken down in greater detail.  

During the interwar period, there were more Slovaks settled in Australia than 

Czechs. Agitation by selected individuals began immediately after the declaration of 

the Slovak State; the main organiser and speaker was the Italian-born Slovak Remo 

Jan (John) Cicutto, who was born on 6 December 1909 in the inland town of Toppo 

(Province of Udine). His father was the Italian Anton Cicutto and his mother was Slo-

vak. Cicutto arrived on the shores of Australia on 4 August 1926. He settled in An-

nandale, a suburb of Sydney, and worked as a plasterer. After five years of residence, 

                                                 
48 AMZV Prague, f. LA-O, kart. 167, Diplomatický sbor ZÚ Čsl. (Sydney–Teheran), Sydney, složka Různé, 

Australie a Nový Zéland v našem druhém odboji, 1. 9. 1943, p. 5, bod. č. IV. Nábor pro čs. zahraniční armádu. 
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he was naturalised (in 1931).49 In March 1939 he wrote to Vice-Consul Solanský that 

“the Slovak State does not seek the involvement of foreign Slovaks in associations 

working to rebuild the previous state […] at home, they are satisfied with an inde-

pendent Slovakia and we have no right to fight against our people.”50  

The second point can be summed up with the laissez-faire phrase “We will go 

once the others go.”51 

Solanský clarified the third point in a separate letter addressed to the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs in London: 

 

Australia continues to send an increasing number of its troops to the 

overseas fronts, and is expanding its military industry. That is why the 

military authorities are willing to accept the help of foreigners, primari-

ly amicable foreigners such as the Czechoslovaks.52  

 

Let us attempt to illustrate Solanský’s claim with specific numbers. If we divide the 

author’s list of Czechoslovaks involved in the Second World War in the Australian 

Army53 according to the years in which the individuals joined the army, we reach the 

number 15 in the years 1940–1941 (when recruitment to the CS Army took place). 

There were four men in 1940 and 11 persons in 1941 (one of whom was the afore-

mentioned Jan Toman). The greatest number of Czechoslovaks entered the Australian 

                                                 
49 NAA Canberra: A1, 1931/9147; R J Cicutto – Application for certificate of naturalisation. 

50 AMZV, f. LA-O, kart. 167, Diplomatický sbor ZÚ Čsl. (Sydney–Teheran), Sydney, složka Různé, Australie a 

Nový Zéland v našem druhém odboji, 1 September1943, p. 3. 

51 Ibid., p. 5. 

52 VÚA-VHA, Sb. sign. 20-31-7/32, Přijímání čsl. státních občanů do australských vojenských útvarů, 21 April 

1941. 

53 Kreisinger, Pavel (Ed.), Čechoslováci v australské armádě za druhé světové války – list of names available 

online at http://czechoslovaks-in-australia-ww2.info/cz/names/view/1 [downloaded on 2 January, 2019]. 
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Army in 1942, when war events in Malaysia and Singapore developed to mobilise all 

‘friendly aliens’. Most of them then served in the Australian labour brigades. Later on, 

several women volunteered who served in the women’s auxiliary units.54 

 

Final evaluation: did the recruitment make sense? 

If we are to evaluate the success or failure of the recruitment to the CS Army in Aus-

tralia in 1940–1941, we can either dismiss it by saying that this effort is an insig-

nificant chapter of CS foreign resistance history, or we can attempt a comparison. If, 

for example, we compare the situation of the CS compatriot community in Australia 

with the Australian French who supported de Gaulle’s movement and who were near-

ly twice as large in number, we come to a clear conclusion. In his study, French histo-

rian Teiva Roe notes that from the point of view of the French foreign resistance, 

there is almost no recruitment to speak of. Although he does not specify any numbers, 

in his opinion, it must have been shocking that the French Free Forces in Australia, 

who were men of battle age, only spoke, held meetings or held charitable bazaars. The 

fault especially lay in the unresolved issue of propaganda.55 

Colonel General Čeněk Kudláček also knew about recruitment difficulties. 

Since the summer of 1941 he had worked with his team in Canada, and in 1942 he 

wrote to General Ingr at the Ministry of National Defence: “Call us back soon. It is 

better to fight a real war in England than to recruit in Canada!”56 Between 1941 and 

1943, 147 men travelled to Great Britain in a total of five transports. Approximately 

                                                 
54 Kreisinger, Pavel, Češi a Slováci v Austrálii v 1. polovině 20. století a jejich účast ve světových válkách, Prague: 

Academia, 2018, pp. 317-337. 

55 Roe, Teiva, ‘Les Français d'Australie et la France libre (1940–1944)’, in: Outre-mers, 96/360-361, 2 semester, 

2008, pp. 209–222. 

56  Jiránek, Tomáš, Šéf štábu Obrany národa. Neklidný život divizního generála Čeňka Kudláčka, Prague: 

Academia 2015, p. 308. 
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2,000 Czechoslovaks served in the Canadian Army.57 The situation was similar in the 

USA, where the recruitment effort before America entered the war was organised by 

Colonel Oldřich Španiel. By the end of 1941, he managed to send ‘only’ eight volun-

teers to the United Kingdom, a number comparable to the Australian group of six. The 

table below shows the results of organised and spontaneous recruitment in different 

parts of the world in 1941: 

 

Country Approx. number of  

compatriots58 

Number interested in  

entering the CS Army or 

enlisted 

Number deployed 

to Great Britain 

(GB) or Middle 

East (ME) 

Australia 1,000 12 6 (ME) 

Argentina 50,000 69 10 – 12 (GB) 

Brazil 1,000 – 4,800 ? 3 (GB) 

Dominican Republic (San 

Domingo) 

? ? 3 (GB) 

Haiti ? ? 1 (GB) 

Chile 400 – 60059 7 (5 from the Baťa works) 1 (GB) 

India 1 000  13 (all from the Baťa 

works) 

? (ME) 

Canada 30,000 – 35,000 375 (by 8 Dec 1941) 42 (GB) 

New Zealand 100 0 0 (ME) 

Shanghai 34360 ? 17 (ME) 

USA 750,000 186 8 (GB) 

Venezuela ? ? 1 (GB) 

Table 2: Recruitment to the CS foreign army around the world in 1941 

 

                                                 
57 Ibid., pp. 260, 298. 

58 Unless otherwise indicated, assembled on the basis of the author’s research (Australia, New Zealand) and: 

Folprecht, Josef, Naši krajané v cizině, Prague, 1940; Nálevka, Vladimír, Československo a Latinská America 

v letech druhé světové války, Prague, 1972; Španiel, Oldřich, Československá armáda druhého odboje, Chicago, 

1941. 

59 Jiránek, Jiří; Barteček, Ivo, Češi a Slováci v Chile ve 20. století. Second edited and supplemented edition. 

Palacký University Olomouc 2013. 

60 Procházka, Ivan, ‘Krajané na Dálném východě během 2. světové války’, Historie a vojenství, 45/6, 1996, 119–

133. 
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If one compares the success of Australian recruitment with the results of other 

recruitment efforts, and if one takes into account the size of the compatriot communi-

ty as well as the specifics of the Australian environment (the reluctance of Australian 

military authorities, easy admission to the Australian Army, the absence of a CS mili-

tary diplomat in Australia who could have had a better position negotiating with Aus-

tralian military authorities than the CS consul, etc.), it can be declared a success. It is 

true that during the Great War, eight people from Australia entered the CS legions in 

France, i.e. two more men than in the Second World War. It should be noted, however, 

that seven of them were previously interned in a camp as hostile aliens.61  

The biographies of CS volunteers provide a conclusion to this not widely 

known aspect of Czechoslovak–Australian relations, which General Consul Solanský 

later described as follows: “It would be better to leave out the chapter about volun-

teers from Australia, but it would not explain why there were only six volunteers 

(Václav Čapek, Milan Gašinec, Leo Klausner, Axel Reiser, Felix Süssland, Heřman 

Wostrý)”.62 Out of the six men, three have been selected: the Czech Václav Čapek, 

who did not survive the war, the Slovak Milan Gašinec and the Czechoslovak Jew – 

Felix Süssland, who was an officer of the CS Army and – apart from the consul – was 

the main promoter of Australian recruitment efforts.63 

 

                                                 
61  Kreisinger, Pavel, ‘Přes australskou armádu do československých legií ve Francii. Příspěvek k účasti 

Čechoslováků v australské armádě za Velké války (1914–1918)’, Historie a vojenství, 65/1, 2016, 4-20. 

62 AMZV, f. LA-O, kart. 167, Diplomatický sbor ZÚ Čsl. (Sydney–Teheran), Sydney, složka Různé, strojopis čs. 

generálního konzula v Sydney Dr. Adolfa Solanského Australie a Nový Zéland v našem druhém odboji, 1 

September 1943, p. 5, bod č. IV. Nábor pro čs. zahraniční armádu. 

63 For the biographies of the three other individuals, see Kreisinger, Pavel, ‘Do australské nebo československé 

armády? K okolnostem (ne)úspěšného náboru mezi čs. krajanskou komunitou v Austrálii za druhé světové války’, 

HaV 65, 2016, no. 4, pp. 15-19. 
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Ing. Václav Čapek (1915–1944)  

Václav Čapek was born on 28 December 1915 in Pamětice near Písek. He passed his 

secondary school leaving exam with honours in Písek in 1933 and then began study-

ing at the University of Economics in Prague. It is here that he took his second state 

examination in June 1938 (passing with honours) and was able to start using the title 

‘Engineer’ (Ing.). Already during his studies he worked in various positions (account-

ant, correspondent, foreign exchange officer) and travelled extensively around Europe. 

He visited Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Yugoslavia. He had a talent for 

languages. Not only did he master the languages of all these countries, “but if need be, 

he [could] learn any European language or any special knowledge in just a few 

months.” After completing his studies, he also enrolled at the Faculty of Law at 

Charles University in Prague, where he was able to complete three semesters and was 

planning to pass his first state examination in February 1939. At the time of the Mu-

nich crisis, he applied to the CS Ministry of Propaganda, where he was interested in 

the position of an administrative officer.64 Probably as a result of the situation in Mu-

nich, he did not end up getting the job, but he did find a position as a representative of 

the CS export institute, and, thanks to his language skills, was sent to Australia in 

February 1939. On 23 March 1939, he arrived in Sydney aboard the Orama.65 He im-

mediately joined the CS compatriot movement. Among other things, he used his inter-

war contacts in the ranks of the Social Democrats. From 1939–1940 he was in con-

stant communication with other participants of the CS foreign resistance not only in 

France, but also in the USA. He communicated, for example, with the executive sec-

retary of the Czechoslovak National Council in America, Josef Martínek, who had 

                                                 
64 NA Praha, f. 225, sign. 225-1438-3/5, Žádost Ing. V. Čapka s životopisem, 29 September 1938. 

65 NAA Canberra: A15508, 21/697; CAPEK Vaclav. 
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flown to Chicago just before the occupation,66 or the Slovak diplomat JUDr. Alexan-

der Kunoši, who operated within the compatriot community in Paris.67 Thanks to this 

information, it is known that the highly educated Čapek was employed by one of his 

compatriots in Australia in 1940 producing grinding wheels, while studying at the 

University of Sydney at the same time.68 After completing his studies, he had the 

chance to find a decent job in Australia, however, at the end of 1940, he decided to 

enlist in the CS foreign army. After being deployed to the Middle East with five other 

volunteers, and being presented in Agami, Egypt on 26 September 1941, their ways 

parted. In October 1942, Čapek successfully completed a course for infantry officers 

in reserve and was soon transferred to the CS Air Force in Great Britain, together with 

Axel Reiser and other volunteers from the ranks of the CS battalion. His commander 

at the time, Staff Captain General Jan Bernas (code name Borský), gave him the fol-

lowing evaluation: “1) Extremely disciplined and keen, utterly reliable, persistent, te-

nacious. 2) Honest, intelligent, bright, broad-minded.”69 With regards to his tragic 

death, his further fate at the 311th Bomber Squadron has already been described.70 One 

can only conclude that after training to be a radiotelegraphist-shooter, he joined the 

RAF in April 1944 with the rank of Sergeant. He was killed in the Liberator crash to-

gether with the entire crew of nine; on 13 July 1944 at 1:15 PM, when returning from 

                                                 
66 The University of Chicago Library, Joseph Regenstein Library, Archives of Czechs and Slovaks Abroad 

(ACASA), karton 87, Korespondence Československé národní rady v Chicagu s čs. krajany v Austrálii (1941–

1945), nezpracováno, zpráva J. Martínka, 9 September 1940. 

67 NA, f. Archiv Huberta Ripky, sign 1-26-1-1, ČSNV – Austrálie, Ing. Václav Čapek. 

68 Ibid. 

69 Military History Archives (VHA), Sb. kmen. listů, Ing. Jan Čapek, Posudek velitele roty škpt. gšt. Borský – 2 

October 1942. 

70 Rajlich, Jiří, Na nebi hrdého Albionu. Válečný deník československých letců ve službách britského letectva 

1940-1945. 5. část. (1944), Cheb: Svět křídel, 2003, pp. 411–416. 
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an operational flight, the pilot crashed into a “hill in Marlborough Village near the 

Bold Head airport in the county of Devon” while performing an approaching ma-

noeuvre causing the entire plane to burn up.71 He received the Czechoslovak Medal of 

Merit of the First Grade in memoriam. He was also promoted to the rank of Air Force 

Second Lieutenant and soon after promoted to Air Force Reserve Lieutenant. After 

the war, Axel Reiser, as well as the CS consul general in Sydney, Adolf Solanský, the 

main organiser of recruitment, were made aware of Čapek’s death. Solanský still had 

custody of Čapek’s three suitcases in February 1946.72 

 

Milan Gašinec (1922–1951)  

Milan Gašinec was born on 4 February 1922 in the town of Liptovská Lužná 

(Ružomberok district) into the Roman Catholic family of the Slovak labourer Štefan 

Gašinec and his wife Antonie (née Serafinová). Milan’s father Štefan (born 20 Octo-

ber 1896) left for the United States of America in order to find work in 1913 and set-

tled in Pennsylvania. After the USA declared war against Germany, he joined the 

Czechoslovak compatriot movement, and on 29 November 1917 he joined the ranks 

of Czechoslovak legions, soon being deployed to France, where he was assigned to 

the 22nd Rifle Regiment. He returned to his hometown in Slovakia at the end of 1919. 

He then took a forestry course and worked as a forester in Liptovská Lužná.73 His 

three children were born here: Milan, Jaroslav and Vladimír. The oldest, Milan, com-

pleted four years of basic schooling and four years of higher primary schooling in his 

homeland. When he was 16, he moved to Australia, where his uncle František (Frank) 

                                                 
71 Rajlich, Jiří, Na nebi hrdého Albionu. Černá kronika československého letectva v RAF 1940-1945. 7. Část, 

Cheb: Svět křídel 2004, pp. 694–696. 

72 VHA, Sb. kmen. listů, Ing. Jan Čapek – zjištění úmrtí, 8 February 1946. 

73 E-mail correspondence between the author and Mgr. Daša Korytárová Lofajová, Ph.D., dated 14 February 2018. 
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Serafin (born 26 January 1908, Liptovská Lužná) had been a successful farmer for 

nine years at the time.74 He travelled to Australia via Southampton, England, on the 

Moreton Bay and landed in Sydney on 8 July 1938.75  In February 1940 Gašinec 

reached the age of maturity and immediately signed up as a volunteer to the Australi-

an Army. He was refused, as he was not a citizen of the British Empire.76 In Decem-

ber of the same year he responded to the call of the CS consulate in Sydney regarding 

recruitment to the army. He completed the application on 6 December 1940, and on 

19 December signed a pledge of enlistment as a volunteer of the Czechoslovak Ar-

my.77 Together with another five CS volunteers, he arrived in the Middle East at the 

end of September 1941 after a month-long voyage. He was presented here, and after 

another pledge of entering into the CS Army, he was assigned to the training troops. 

He took the oath as a soldier on 4 October 1941, but was sent to the CS 11th Infantry 

Battalion in Tobruk (East) at the end of January 1942, and so he never actually en-

countered the enemy troops. Immediately afterwards, he took part in the transfer from 

Tobruk to Palestine, and after the restructuring of the unit to the CS 200th Anti-

Aircraft Regiment (East) he was promoted to lance corporal on 28 October 1942. He 

spent the end of 1942 and beginning of 1943 in hospital due to a case of tuberculosis, 

and consequently was not sent with the rest of the unit to Great Britain. He stayed in 

the Middle East until the war ended.78 Owing to his prolonged illness, he was re-

viewed on 7 March 1944. A post-war document states: “Open TB of the lung. To be 

                                                 
74 NAA Canberra: A261, 1938/1849; Applicant - SERAFIN Frank; Nominee - SERAFIN Ludvik; GASINEC 

Milan; nationality Czechoslovakian. 

75  NAA Canberra: A12508, 13/21; GASINEC Milan born 4 November 1922; NAA Sydney: SP11/2, 

CZECHOSLOVAKIAN/GASINEC M. 

76 NAA Canberra: A435, 1949/4/2725; GASINEC Milan; Statutory declaration, 8 November 1948. 

77 VÚA-VHA Praha, sb. 24, sign. 24-8-5. 

78 Vojenský archiv – Centrálná registratura Trnava, Sb. kmenových listů, Milan Gašinec. 
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released from armed power. The illness did not arise as a result of military service, but 

rather aggravated it. I hereby allocate a health disorder allowance in the amount of 

£ 12 […].”79 He was discharged on 15 March 1944 and transferred to the care of the 

CS Consulate General in Jerusalem. He received the following awards for his service: 

Czechoslovak Commemorative Medal, Africa Star, Star 1939-1945, Czechoslovak 

Medal of Merit of the Second Degree (the original decree is in the family’s keeping). 

After his recovery, he started studying agriculture at the British Institute of Engineer-

ing Technology in Palestine. At the end of 1946, he boarded the Moreton Bay in an 

Egyptian port – coincidentally, it was the same vessel that brought him to Australia in 

1938. In November 1946 he landed on Australian shores for the second time.80 He 

went on to study in Sydney at the local Institute of Engineering Technology and then 

found a job as a laboratory assistant at the Veterinary Research Station in the Agricul-

ture Department in Glenfield, a suburb of Sydney. His Slovak compatriot – Dr. Rudolf 

Farkaš, who had worked there since 1944 – probably helped him secure this position. 

On 8 November 1947 Gašinec married a Slovak compatriot, Alžběta née Droppová 

(1923-2005) in Wentworthville (a suburb of Sydney). On 14 June 1947 he applied for 

naturalisation. His application was finally assessed favourably, and the length of his 

stay in Australia included his military service in the CS Army in the Middle East. 

Gašinec became naturalised in November 1948, and in 1950, a daughter – Violeta 

(1950-1990) – was born to the Gašinec couple. Her father died, however, on 3 January 

1951 as a result of prolonged illness. For the sake of completeness, Gašinec’s uncle 

Frank Serafin, who had obtained Australian citizenship in February 1938, served as a 

soldier in the Australian Army from 1942-1945. Between 1942 and 1944 he served on 

                                                 
79 VÚA-VHA Praha, sb. 24, sign. 24-8-5, Gašinec oznámení o superarbitraci, 19 December 1946. 

80 NAA Sydney: SP1121/1, GASINEC, MILAN. 
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the island of New Guinea, where Australians were fighting the Japanese.81 After the 

Communist coup that took place in Czechoslovakia in February 1948, the youngest of 

the Gašinec brothers – Vladimír (1926-2012) – left for Australia to join his brother 

Milan. Vladimír was taken away to the CS Army on 22 March 1948, where he was to 

carry out the mandatory 24-month military service. Sources relate, however, that on 1 

October 1948 he did not report when he was supposed to enter the service at the 35th 

Infantry Regiment, and as a result, he was “declared a defector for disobeying the 

call-up papers.”82 Vladimír later settled in New Zealand, where he died in 2012.83 

 

Felix Süssland (Sládek) (1898–?)  

Felix Israel Süssland was born on 31 December 1898 in a Jewish family in Prague. 

From 1912 to 1916, he studied at the German Academy of Economics in Liberec. 

Immediately after his leaving exam, he was drafted to the Austro-Hungarian Army in 

May 1916 and was deployed to the Italian battlefield, where he served as platoon 

leader and deputy company commander. He returned to the homeland after the war as 

lieutenant-in-reserve and joined the emerging CS Army in November 1918. Süssland 

participated in the mobilisation in 1921, but was released from the army in November 

of the same year. He was recalled to the army, however, in January 1922 to become a 

financial officer. He worked in this capacity in the pre-Munich army continuously be-

tween 1922 and September 1938. He was consistently ranked by the highest possible 

degree as an excellent regiment economist. During the mobilisation, he worked in the 

rank of captain as the economist of the replacement battalion of the 22nd Infantry Reg-

iment in Jičín. After the occupation of Bohemia and Moravia, he was sent on vaca-
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tion.84 Like many other former active officers, he soon decided to go abroad and enter 

the emerging CS Army. Out of fear of racial persecution, he left the country with his 

wife Olga. Since the Süsslands wanted to leave the protectorate legally, thereby pro-

tecting Felix’s aging mother against possible persecution, they decided to emigrate to 

Australia. Felix’s brother-in-law lived here, and it was he who promptly helped them 

to obtain the necessary landing permit. After many delays by the Prague Gestapo (af-

ter three application procedures, Süssland succeeded in obtaining legal permission to 

leave, and before leaving, had to declare that he would not enter any army abroad), 

the Süsslands left the protectorate in January 1940 and headed for Italy.85 Sailing on 

the Viminale, they arrived on the shores of Australia on 4 March 1940, where they 

landed in Sydney.86 As already mentioned, Süssland ranked among the main organis-

ers of the CS Army recruitment in Australia. After failing with the Australian military 

authorities, he did not hesitate to turn to the CS Minister of National Defence in Lon-

don. With the help of the CS consul general in Sydney, his efforts were successful and 

by the end of August 1941, he was able to leave for the Middle East with another five 

volunteers. Since he had gone through military training, he was immediately included 

in the CS unit unlike the other volunteers. Between October 1941 and April 1942, he 

stayed in Tobruk, which was under hostile siege until December 1941.  

After the reorganisation of the 11th Infantry Battalion (East) to the 200th 

Czechoslovak Anti-Aircraft Regiment (East), Süssland held the position of the entire 

regiment’s economist. On 7 March 1942, he was promoted to staff captain.87 He held 

                                                 
84 VÚA-VHA, Sb. kval. listin, Felix Süssland. 
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86 NAA Canberra: A12508, 21/4297; Sussland Felix Israel. 
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the highest officer rank of all the CS Jewish soldiers in the Middle East at that time.88 

In the meantime, his wife Olga was also active in Australia, and she was also receiv-

ing financial support from the CS consulate. In the summer of 1942 she became the 

main organiser of a benefit concert that she held together with Polish women in Syd-

ney. The proceeds of the event were sent to support the Czechoslovak and Polish men 

fighting in the Middle East. The leading Australian women’s magazine, Australian 

Women’s Weekly, reported on the event.89 

After the defeat of the Axis troops in North Africa, Staff Captain Süssland was 

not sent with the rest of the men to Great Britain, but was transported with eight other 

CS officers led by Lieutenant Colonel Střelka to the CS unit in the Soviet Union, 

where officers were few. In July 1943, with respect to his qualification as a financial 

officer, he was appointed intendant to the CS independent brigade.90 The first CS in-

dependent brigade in the USSR was located in Novokhopyorsk at the time. It was here 

that Staff Captain Süssland replaced Lieutenant Beran, an officer from Svoboda’s 

‘Oran Group’. He did not take the change well and Süssland, who preferred to use the 

Czech version of his name – Sládek, was even supposed to stand before the field court 

as a criminal complaint was filed against him for financial scheming and military usu-

ry, all of which was based on pure jealousy. Officers from the Middle East were gen-

erally looked upon with considerable mistrust and found themselves under surveil-

lance. Other officers were often irritated that their peers could bring luxury items and 

great amounts of “daily necessities that were in short supply in Russia, and were seen 

as a luxury”91 with them to the USSR. Staff Captain Sládek actually tried to use his 
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position to improve meals for ordinary soldiers. He found out that most men “[were] 

not eating the rationed dried fish and that soldiers [were] throwing them away or sell-

ing them illicitly. Using his position, he organised a mass sale of the unwanted fish at 

a local market. He created a black fund from the proceeds, so the commissariat could 

source more appropriate foods.”92 Beran, the former financial manager of the unit, 

took advantage of this opportunity and together with some others, arranged for 

Sládek’s suspension, so that he could return to his original position. After being sus-

pended from his position by Colonel Ludvík Svoboda on 18 August 1943, Felix 

Sládek/Süssland was not sent to the front with the others; he was to stay in Buzuluk 

and wait for the field trial. The trial did not take place until 1944 in Sagadur. In an al-

legedly manipulated process, Sládek/Süssland was sentenced to one-year penal servi-

tude. He decided to appeal, however, in London, where he sent his extensive de-

fence.93 Further development of his case is not clear from the investigated sources. 

Nevertheless, it is apparent that after the war, Sládek/Süssland returned to Prague for 

some time, where he was of interest to the communist-controlled defence intelligence 

service.94 This probably occurred as a result o the fact that one of the perpetrators of 

his sentence (Colonel Ludvík Svoboda at the time) became Minister of Defence in the 

liberated republic. Süssland consequently decided to return to his wife in Australia 

instead of her coming back to join him. He finally arrived in Australia at the begin-

ning of 1947, travelling by air via the United States and New Zealand.95 He applied 
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for naturalisation after February 1948, and after the CS consul general confirmed his 

military service under British command in the Middle East, he was granted it. 96
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Tatiana Smoliarova, Three Metaphors for Life: Derzhavin’s Late Poetry, translated by 

Ronald Meyer with Nancy Workmann and Tatiana Smoliarova, edited by Nancy 

Workman, Boston: Liber Primus, 2018, 318 p., ISBN 978-1-61811573-7 

 

One of the most famous episodes in Russian literary history is the occasion in January 

1815 when the seventy-one-year-old doyen of Russian letters Gavrila Derzhavin at-

tended the public examinations at the lyceum in Tsarskoe Selo and listened entranced 

as the teenaged Alexander Pushkin recited his poem ‘Vospominaniia v Tsarskom 

Sele’, which concluded with two stanzas in tribute to the older poet. If Pushkin was to 

become the pre-eminent voice of the emerging discourse of Russian romanticism, 

Derzhavin was certainly the most important figure of the previous generation. Yet 

though Derzhavin is best known for his political odes of the 1780s, he refused to 

confine himself to the established forms of Russian classicism, and in some of his lat-

er works foreshadows the focus on self characteristic of European pre-romanticism. 

The present volume, a revised translation of the author’s Zrimaia lirika (Moscow: 

Novoe Literaturnoe obozrenie, 2011), concentrates on Derzhavin’s writing after his 

retirement from government service in 1803 and the turn towards personal reflection 

which that encapsulated. 

Smoliarova concentrates her book on key metaphors which emphasise and ex-

emplify the highly visual focus of the eighteenth-century literary imagination. These 

metaphors – of projection, refraction and reflection – are approached through extend-

ed commentaries on three key texts from Derzhavin’s late writing. The first of these is 

the 1803 or 1804 poem ‘Fonarʹ’, which presents the world as a series of transient acts 

of creation as projected on to a screen from a magic lantern show. The second is 
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‘Raduga’ from 1806, in which Smoliarova sees the use of the meteorological image of 

the rainbow as an instrument to engage more specifically in discussion of issues about 

the process of poetic representation. The third is the rather longer ‘Evgeniiu. Zhiznʹ 

zvanskaia’, which Derzhavin wrote in 1807 and which constitutes an ode in praise of 

the secluded charms of the rural estate at Zvanka to which he had retired.  

In discussing these works, Smoliarova situates them clearly in the literary and 

cultural context of the time. Although Derzhavin himself was not a great linguist, he 

was clearly exposed if not at first hand then through translations or accounts prepared 

by his Russian contemporaries to a huge range of influences from western Europe. 

English sources receive particular attention. For example, Evgenii Bolkhovitonov’s 

1788 translation of Mark Akenside’s Pleasures of Imagination is identified as an im-

portant source for the poetic combination of the imaginative and the scientific which 

is exemplified in Derzhavin’s ‘Raduga’. In discussing Derzhavin’s attitude to his 

Zvanka estate, Smoliarova draws extended parallels both with Horace’s paean to his 

‘Sabine farm’ and to Alexander Pope’s house and grotto at Twickenham, which the 

English poet consciously established as a shrine to poetic creativity and the transcend-

ent role of the poet. 

Boxed texts provide further detail on some of the cultural phenomena alluded 

to in Smoliarova’s main argument. The book is also generously illustrated with picto-

rial images from a wide range of contemporary sources, which complement the dis-

cussion and further extend its scope. A brief concluding section offers some reflec-

tions on the renewed interest in Derzhavin that came with the hundredth anniversary 

of his death in 1916, and notably reflections of his work in Mandelstam, Zabolotskii 

and Pasternak. 

Much of eighteenth-century Russian literature is not easily accessible to an 

anglophone audience, partly because many of its concerns depend on specifically 
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Russian historical and linguistic contexts and partly because its values were largely 

rejected by the discourse of romanticism which has dominated Russian criticism since 

the early nineteenth century. By focussing on Derzhavin’s connections to the west Eu-

ropean Enlightenment, and on his affinity for visual metaphors, Stoliarova offers an 

accessible and stimulating introduction to a vital and strongly influential period in 

Russian literary history. 

 

David Wells 

Curtin University 

 

*** 

 

Christina Lodder, ed., Celebrating Suprematism: New Approaches to the Art of 

Kazimir Malevich, Leiden/Boston: Brill, 308 pp. 

 

It is an exciting time to be a scholar of the Russian avant-garde. It was only after the 

bulk of Natalia Goncharova's pre-revolutionary work had been returned to Moscow’s 

Tretyakov Gallery from Paris in 1992, thirty years after her death, for example, that 

her legacy could begin to be properly reassessed. The publications and major retro-

spectives which have followed in Russia and abroad now place her as a central figure 

in the European modern movement; witness the £6,425,250 paid for one of her paint-

ings at an auction in London in 2010, then the highest price ever paid for a work by a 

female artist. Of her contemporaries, only Kazimir Malevich is worth more: one of his 

paintings sold in 2018 in New York for $85.8 million, in belated recognition of his 

importance not just to modernism, but to the history of art. Owing to the vicissitudes 

of politics, however, our understanding of Malevich's life and work is also still far 
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from complete; hence, publications such as the volume under review are eagerly 

awaited. 

The story of Malevich research in the twentieth century reads in part like a 

thriller, with a plot more sensational than that of Red Square, Martin Cruz Smith's 

best-selling crime novel (whose title also refers to an early Suprematist masterpiece). 

Following his death in 1935 at the height of Stalinism, the artist who proclaimed back 

in 1916 that he had transformed himself in the “zero of form” was transformed into a 

zero of being by the Soviet state: his works disappeared into the vaults and were not 

spoken about. Malevich’s friend Nikolai Khardzhiev saved a large number of his 

paintings, drawings and writings for posterity, but when he emigrated in 1994 at the 

age of 90 to Holland, part of his extraordinary collection was confiscated at Moscow’s 

Sheremetevo airport. The materials were placed in the Russian State Archives of Lit-

erature and Art, under embargo (at least to Western scholars) until 2019. Once com-

plete, the projected three volumes of the Arkhiv N. I. Khardzhiev. Russkii avangard: 

materialy i dokumenty iz sobraniya RGALI (vol. 1 appeared in 2017, vol. 2 in 2018) 

are bound to open up vital new avenues of research, but the field of Malevich studies 

is already vibrant, thanks to a proliferation of high-quality recent publications and in-

ternational exhibitions, most notably Kazimir Malevich and the Russian Avant-Garde, 

shown at the Stedelijk Museum in 2013 and at Tate Modern in 2014. So rapid have 

been the advances in research in recent decades that Charlotte Douglas and Christina 

Lodder, co-editors of Rethinking Malevich (2007), the proceedings of a 2005 confer-

ence, include both a survey of primary materials hitherto published, and a history of 

Malevich scholarship. Both have been leading figures in the New York-based Male-

vich Society, which is dedicated to “advancing knowledge about [the artist] and his 

works”. The large number of new publications since 2007, and the felicitous occasion 

of the centenary of Malevich's still influential Suprematist movement in 2015, 
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prompted the Malevich Society to support another conference, leading to this new 

volume. 

Superbly edited by Christina Lodder, the thirteen wide-ranging articles by 

leading American, Russian and European scholars represent the latest research into 

Suprematism and its “aesthetic, philosophical and theoretical ramifications”, focusing 

in particular on the movement’s early stages. Irina Vakar, for example, reports on the 

recent forensic examination of the canvas of the original 1915 ‘Black Square’, whose 

revelation of two underlying paintings may possibly represent Malevich’s first Su-

prematist experiments. Charlotte Douglas concentrates on the foundation of Suprema-

tism in the latter half of 1915, noting that Malevich adopted it straight away as a phi-

losophy, not just after the Bolshevik Revolution. Malevich also tried organising a Su-

prematist group straightaway, but was only able to establish ‘Unovis’ in November 

1919 in Vitebsk, where he was invited to teach: Alexander Lisov discusses how Ma-

levich attempted to extend Unovis beyond Vitebsk, to Moscow in particular, while 

achieving more success in Smolensk and Orenburg. Eva Forgács traces the impact of 

Suprematism in Eastern Europe in the 1920s. 

Other rewarding articles explore Suprematism’s concrete expression in archi-

tecture (Samuel Johnson), porcelain (Yulia Karpova), and textiles (Julia Tulovsky), as 

well its relationship to a possible ‘fourth dimension’ (Linda Dalrymple Henderson). 

There are also discussions of Malevich’s searching enquiries into materiality and im-

materiality in the context of contemporary science and technology (Alexander Bouras, 

Maria Kokkori and Irina Karasik), the work of his pupil Lazar Khidekel (Regina 

Khidekel), while Tatiana Goriacheva introduces part of the important early article 

about collective creativity from the Vitebsk years that she has located in the Khar-

dzhiev papers. Christina Lodder herself contributes a valuable comparative study of 
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Suprematism and the equally radical, but divergent rival artistic movement of Con-

structivism, in which she reveals subtle affinities.  

The contributions are distinguished by a scholarly rigour Malevich would have 

applauded, and bristle with important new information that has led to some surprising 

new developments. Take, for example, the exhibition ‘Pioneers of Suprematism: 

Verbóvka ‒ 100 Project’ which opened in St. Petersburg in September 2019, featuring 

50 exquisitely produced modern recreations of Suprematist textiles produced by an 

international team of 32 volunteer embroiderers. Neither the items themselves, nor 

Anna Tolstikova’s fascinating catalogue, would have been possible without the re-

search completed into the collaboration between Natalya Davydova’s Ukrainian peas-

ant woman embroidery cooperative and Suprematist artists between 1915 and 1917, 

by Julia Tulovskaya and others. The present volume is attractively produced, and in-

cludes numerous rare photographs and illustrations, some in colour. It adds 

significantly both to our knowledge of Malevich and the seminal movement he creat-

ed. 

 

Rosamund Bartlett 

Oxford 

 

*** 

 

Bowers, K., C. Doak, and K. Holland (eds.). 2018. A Dostoevskii Companion: Texts and Con-

texts (Academic Studies Press: Boston, MA). xx + 535 pages. 

 

The explicit aim of this book is “to help students and readers navigate the writer’s 

fiction and his world, to better understand the cultural and sociopolitical milieu in 

which Dostoevskii lived and wrote” (rear cover). In order to achieve this goal, the edi-
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tors have assembled a large number of small extracts from contemporary documents 

(Dostoevskii’s letters and journalism, as well as literary criticism) combined with 

modern appreciations of, and insights into, his works. This builds up an emergent and 

comprehensive picture — almost pointillist in nature — comprised of short, easily 

assimilable pieces, most of which are considerably less than ten pages. This allows the 

reader to move effortlessly on from one piece to anther, with the effect of encouraging 

students to dig deeper than they otherwise might have done if confronted by more ob-

viously substantial chapters. 

The structure of the book also assists the reader to assimilate the textual, par-

atextual and contextual information. The prelims include a helpful section on ‘How to 

use this book’ and a ‘Timeline of Dostoevskii’s life and works’. The body matter is 

divided into three parts: Biography and Context, Poetics, and Themes. The ten chap-

ters are spread across these parts, with each chapter containing a number of extracts, 

prefaced by a helpful introduction and a bibliography for further reading. The initial 

chapter (‘The Early Dostoevskii’) includes selected sources that the author drew on 

for his early works and excerpts from his acclaimed first novel Poor Folk, published 

in 1844. The chapter is rounded out by extracts from documents relating to Dostoev-

skii’s trial in 1849 for his membership of the Petrashevsky Circle. The second chapter 

broadens the context, starting with reactions to The Double, and working through 

Dostoevskii’s relationships with both Turgenev and Tolstoy using letters, reviews and 

caricatures in his novels.  

Part Two (‘Poetics’) is divided into four chapters: Aesthetics, Characters, The 

Novel, and From Journalism to Fiction. I found the chapter on aesthetics to be a nec-

essary ingredient for the Dostoevskii scholar, but less compelling than the other three 

that compose this part of the Companion. The chapter on characters selects extracts 

from nine pieces, each devoted to a different character and traversing a wide range of 
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scholarly approaches ranging from a 1963 piece by Bakhtin on the Underground Man 

to a 2009 piece by Carol Apollonio on Makar Devushkin. These approaches comple-

ment each other nicely and provide a basis for a rounded view of Dostoevskii’s char-

acters. The chapter on the novel starts with two extracts relating to The Adolescent 

(sometimes translated as A Raw Youth), followed by commentary on generic issues 

such as the Noble Family Novel, the nature of Dostoevskii’s heroes and ‘Chronicle 

Time’. Other areas of focus include an examination of the narrator of The Idiot, an 

interesting exploration of the concept of ‘sideshadowing’ (similar to the Quantum 

principle of ‘superposition’), with particular application to Demons, and an analysis of 

the plot of Crime and Punishment). Again, with the exception of the two contempo-

rary extracts relating to The Adolescent, the other components of this chapter cover a 

wide range of modern scholarship from 1963 to 2016. 

However, the largest — and most absorbing — chapter in the part devoted to 

poetics is the last: ‘From Journalism to Fiction’. This section of the book cleverly 

weaves together Dostoevskii’s journalistic pieces and his fiction, starting with his 

feuilletons of 1847. The editors then proceed to map the relationship between Dosto-

evskii’s notebooks and the final text of The Idiot, moving effortlessly to excerpts from 

Dostoevskii’s A Writer’s Diary. These extracts are well selected, including a brief ex-

cerpt from ‘The Meek One’ and the complete text of ‘The Dream of a Ridiculous 

Man’. Interpolated between the 1876 and 1877 excerpts from the Diary are two pieces 

of modern scholarship, one analysing the last quarter of 1876 and the other looking at 

the significance of the Diary as a whole. 

The final part is devoted to ‘Themes’, of which there are four: Captivity, Free 

Will and Utopia; Dostoevskii’s Others; Russia; God. The chapter on Captivity, Free 

Will and Utopia contains material that is central to Dostoevskii’s lived experience and 

manifested itself not only in Notes from the House of the Dead, but percolates through 
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all his writing after 1857, whether fiction, feuilletons or diaries. The experience of his 

trial, conviction, mock execution and katorga (penal servitude) imprinted itself indel-

ibly on to both Dostoevskii’s psyche and physical health (specifically his epilepsy). 

Excerpts from letters, Notes from the House of the Dead, and Frank’s analysis of Dos-

toevskii’s correspondence with the censors contextualise the aspect of captivity suc-

cinctly. The aspects of free will and utopia are introduced by an extract from Cher-

nyshevsky’s What is to be done? followed by excerpts from Notes from Underground 

and The Brothers Karamazov, and ‘Notes on His Wife’s Death’ — all contemporary 

texts. Interspersed between these pieces are extracts from modern critical pieces that 

illuminate the nineteenth-century texts. 

The chapter on Dostoevskii’s Others focuses on the author’s attitudes to Jews, 

Muslims and women. By most accounts, his attitude to Jews was ambivalent in the 

extreme, evidenced by his specific language. His characterisation of Muslims in the 

excerpts from Notes from the House of the Dead is particularly positive, and parts of 

both Demons and The Idiot show a familiarity with some Koranic motifs. However, I 

found the most interesting readings in this chapter were those on women, appearing at 

the end of the chapter. Two were sourced from A Writer’s Diary in 1876 and two 

were pieces of modern criticism that covered the position of women in Crime and 

Punishment and The Brothers Karamazov. I was fascinated by the counterpoint be-

tween the original texts and the criticism, and by the critics’ unpacking of Dostoev-

skii’s complex attitudes to, and delineations of, women. 

The penultimate chapter on Russia, composed mainly of texts by Dostoevskii 

on Russia’s relations with the West and with her own narod. The chapter introduction 

quite rightly observes that, whilst “Dostoevskii’s writings on Russia often reveal a 

darker and more unpalatable side to the writer than can be found even in his novels 

and serve as a window onto a nationalism that makes modern readers in the West un-
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easy, they are also central to understanding the historical and social circumstances that 

underlie his fiction” (p. 430). The chapter includes two important pieces: ‘The Peasant 

Marei’ from A Writer’s Diary in 1876 and the famous Pushkin Speech of 1880. 

Unsurprisingly — in view of Dostoevskii’s profound and complex religiosity — the 

last chapter is entitled God. The chapter is prefaced by two contemporary extracts: one from a 

letter to Natal’ia Fonvizina and the other from The Idiot. The editors then astutely interpolate 

two early twentieth century pieces of commentary; one by Lev Shestov on Dostoevskii’s reli-

gious thought and the other by Nikolai Berdiaev on the Grand Inquisitor. These are followed by 

modern analyses of hagiographic influences and Koranic motifs in Dostoevskii’s work. The 

chapter concludes with an extract from Steven Cassedy’s book on Dostoevskii’s religion. 

I found this book both eminently readable and a comprehensive and invaluable re-

source for Dostoevskii scholars, no matter at what level they research. The Anglo-Canadian 

editorial team of Katherine Bowers, Connor Doak and Kate Holland are to be congratulated on 

assembling a rich textual and contextual feast that repays detailed study. 

 

John Cook 

University of Melbourne 

 

*** 

 

Neil Robinson, Contemporary Russian Politics. An Introduction, Polity, Cambridge, 

2018, 289 pp.  

 

Neil Robinson, a well-credentialled Russian specialist from the University of Limer-

ick, has written a very solid textbook on contemporary Russian politics. The ‘contem-

porary’ in the title refers to the post-Soviet period, although there are chapters on the 

Soviet period and perestroika. They are preceded by an introductory chapter outlining 
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the very broad features of Russian history and the author’s preferred approach to ana-

lysing them. They are followed by two chapters outlining the key developments in the 

Yeltsin and Putin periods. They are followed in turn by six chapters in which specific 

aspects of the contemporary Russian system, covering both the Yeltsin and Putin pe-

riods, are examined in detail. As befits a politics textbook, most are on political issues: 

presidency and parliaments, federalism, parties and opposition, and elections and vot-

ers. There are also single chapters on the economy and Russia and the world. In a final 

chapter, ‘What kind of polity is Russia?’, some key conceptual approaches to under-

standing the Russian system are described and a choice made between them. 

The author’s preferred approach to analysing the polity as set out in the first 

chapter is to differentiate between state and regime. A regime is a set of rules of be-

haviour devised by élite groups to facilitate their retention of power, including 

through arriving at arrangements to manage competition between themselves. The 

state is a set of institutions or agencies with the capacity and ‘organisational integrity’ 

required to meet the welfare and security needs of society. States and regimes exist for 

different purposes, so the relationship between them can be complex and mutually 

destructive, something which the author believes to be the case in contemporary Rus-

sia. The approach is not a constant in the book, but it appears often enough to serve as 

a useful reference point. Robinson has a sufficiently sophisticated understanding of 

Russia to know that the journalistic view that Russian politics is all and only about 

regime maintenance is not and cannot be true. But he notes that the pressure for it to 

be dominant creates a systemic problem for Russian state development. 

Interestingly, in the introductory chapter the author also devotes considerable 

attention to what he describes as the ‘geography is fate’ approach to understanding 

social development (citing Heraclitus). The author of this review has a particular in-
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terest in the influence of geography on Russian development and, therefore, was dis-

appointed that it did not reappear in the book. 

In the final chapter Robinson briefly reprises his state-regime argument before 

asking what sort of polity Russia is. He puts forward a ‘hybrid system’ as the ‘most 

common’ classification, that is, having elements of both democracy and authoritarian-

ism, and then proceeds to show why such a classification is inadequate. He then ar-

gues in favour of neo-patrimonialism. Without having done a statistical analysis, I 

would suggest that, in fact, neo-patrimonial or related classifications are the ‘most 

common’. It is not the way I would approach either the structure or content of the 

conceptual component of a textbook – having it at the end makes it seem tacked on, 

particularly as a different approach was adopted in the first chapter, and institutionalist 

approaches are relatively neglected. But, as far as it goes, the conceptual discussion is 

useful and probably not too far from the way things really are. 

The core empirical chapters, particularly the political ones, are highly detailed 

and, as far as this reviewer can tell, accurate and comprehensive. They are a dour read, 

conveying little of the drama of the events and times being described. But any student 

mastering them would have a very solid knowledge base, and the book would even be 

a useful reference volume for established specialists. In agreeing with Gerard Easter’s 

cover blurb that this is “a welcome alternative to the usual fare of shrill and shallow, 

Putin-obsessed texts”, one notes that the cover features a classic representation of 

Putin wearing his ‘hard man’ sunglasses and sporting one of his infamously expensive 

watches. The book is certainly more sophisticated, if less entertaining, than that. 

 

Stephen Fortescue 

University of New South Wales & The Australian National University 

 

*** 
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John Besemeres, A Difficult Neighbourhood: Essays on Russia and East-Central Eu-

rope Since World War II. Acton ACT: Australian National University Press, 2016. xiii 

+ 525 pp. 

 

This large and excellent book combines two intellectual virtues rarely encountered 

side-by-side in writing for readers seeking reliable information about geopolitical is-

sues likely to affect them and their descendants: detailed, authoritative and balanced 

presentation of facts and their contexts; and explicit articulation of the author’s politi-

cal stance. Besemeres’s ideal world – more particularly, his ideal post-Soviet world – 

is a place where electoral representative democracy is real, not feigned; where mar-

kets operate freely, not corruptly, their excesses held in check by laws; where nation-

states exercise their sovereignty for the benefit of their citizens, and do not threaten 

the sovereignty of their neighbours; and where the post-Second World War interna-

tional order stably prevails. By such criteria all of the subjects of Besemeres’s obser-

vations – the Russian Federation, almost all of the independent successor states of the 

USSR, and the former Soviet satellites in East and Central Europe – are found want-

ing, some more egregiously so than others. 

A Difficult Neighbourhood comprises 34 essays published between 2010 and 

2016. The great majority of them had previously appeared on the Inside Story website. 

Poland and that country’s relationship with Russia are the focus of the first two of five 

parts, Russia and its neighbours to the West, Belarus and, especially, Ukraine, of Parts 

3 and 4. The fifth and by far the largest is dedicated to the efflorescence of Putinism as 

the new norm of Russia’s domestic and international behaviour. Surveys in some of 

the longer articles of the politics and economics of the region as a whole guide readers 

through the realities of countries even less frequently under Western gaze than Poland 

or Ukraine: the Baltic States, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. All of 
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these sketches attest simultaneously to the uniqueness of each of these countries’ cir-

cumstances and to their shared predicament: they are small states within the force-

field of a resurgent Russia; in their various ways, they are seeking to involve a reluc-

tant European Union and an only slightly less reluctant United States in the protection 

of their vital interests. 

As an anthology of essays presented to media outlets, rather than an integrated 

treatise, the book is constrained at times to cover the same or similar ground. This dis-

advantage, however, is outweighed by the fact that the presentation of the essays in 

full and in their original form serves to create an internal narrative of the author’s 

growing alarm over the foreign policy ambitions of Vladimir Putin. The earlier essays 

in the anthology readily acknowledge conciliatory, as well as aggressive, dimensions 

in Putin’s dealings with neighbouring states and the West; later ones discover no 

grounds for such optimism. “Since Putin’s return to the presidency in 2012,” Bese-

meres wrote in 2014, “Russia was rapidly becoming a police state with increasingly 

fascist as well as neo-Soviet characteristics. Putin has become even more the Musso-

lini-style strongman with slightly flabby but much-exposed pectorals, heading what is 

essentially a one-party state; a rubber-stamp parliament, with grotesque stooge parties 

on the sidelines, has passed reams of repressive legislation while chorusing anti-

Western slogans; all the human rights gains of the 1990s have been eliminated; Stalin 

and Stalinism have been restored to a place of public respect; and a uniform view of 

history and the world has been imposed on the media and the education system” (p. 

358). 

As concerning to Besemeres as the authoritarian degeneration of the Russian 

Federation under Putin is the weakness and indecision of Western actors in respond-

ing to Russia’s efforts to restore its hegemony over its neighbours and, through new 

forms of propaganda, to influence the very internal politics of Europe and North 
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America. Particularly troubling for Besemeres is the position of those in Western po-

litical, media and scholarly spheres whose forbearing attitude toward Putinism he 

judges as tantamount to appeasement. 

A Difficult Neighbourhood is masterfully, often sardonically, written, and is 

peppered with memorable aperçus (e.g., “Putin wants to reverse the outcome of the 

Cold War. Western absent-mindedness and pusillanimity have helped him significant-

ly in his endeavour thus far, and could yet come to his aid again” [p. 302]; “Putin’s 

neo-Soviet yet postmodern modus operandi” [p. 357]; “Some academic strategists 

[who believe that the Russian Federation has a right to determine the internal policies 

of its neighbours] “seek […] to explain why certain victims have to be victims and 

certain bullies have to be bullies” [p. 362]). The book’s usefulness is enhanced by an 

extensive bibliography (separate from a “Further Reading” guide to sources in Eng-

lish), as well as a detailed index. 

Besemeres’s book is as much a reflection on the vulnerability of Western lib-

eral democratic values as it is a guide to the state of affairs in Russia and Europe. It 

makes for illuminating and morally challenging reading, whether for the area special-

ist or the concerned global citizen.  

 

Marko Pavlyshyn 

Monash University 

 

*** 
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Edin Hajdarpasic, Whose Bosnia? Nationalism and Political Imagination in the Bal-

kans, 1840-1914. Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2015 ISBN 978-0-

8014-5371-7. xii + 271 pp.  

 

Bosnia is a favourite laboratory for scholars of nation-building. In the course of the 

nineteenth century a population divided along religious lines (but without a great deal 

of hostility between the main three religious groups: Orthodox, Catholic, Muslim) 

gave way to three nations: Serbian, Croatian and Bosniac, who finally embarked on a 

bloody civil war in the 1990s. As Hajdarpasic writes in his introduction: “By the end 

of the nineteenth century […] patriotism had become a ubiquitous point of reference 

for everything” (p. 1) – though perhaps here one should say nationalism rather than 

patriotism. 

Edin Hajdarpasic, himself a refugee from the wars of the 1990s, now living in 

the USA and working at Loyola University in Chicago, sees nation-building projects 

as open-ended, which sets him apart both from nation-building élites themselves and 

from most academic accounts of nation-building. Thus, some writers see the wars of 

the Yugoslavian succession in the 1990s as a sort of ‘final solution’ (my term – PMH) 

to the Bosnian problem. Hajdarpasic does not share this view: “this book strives to 

reopen those critical situations where different kinds of national tensions take place 

[…]. Far from ‘solving’ such questions in the Yugoslav space, the violence of the 

twentieth century has only intensified and reinvented them for new post-1990s genera-

tions’ (p. 14).  

Hajdarpasic describes his point of departure as Claudio Lomnitz’s ‘grounded 

theory’, ‘grounded’ because it “works through a vast and dense set of facts and 

grounded because it has to confront, and hopefully to transgress, an order of confine-

ment to its provincial locale. It is at the same time theoretical since it seeks to identify 
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and interpret the underlying assumptions and relationships that constitute nationalist 

politics in a given historical context” (p. 5) (although one would assume that any theo-

ry is grounded in empirical facts). Certainly this book is rich in empirical facts, not 

only from secondary sources but also from archives around the world in different lan-

guages (although not, apparently, including Turkey). As Hajdarpasic puts it, “I return 

to the groundwork of South Slavic national activists – ethnographers, insurgents, 

teachers, academics, poets, politicians, and other actors often grouped together as ‘in-

tellectuals’ […]. In substantial part, this study is thus a contribution to understanding 

the cultural and intellectual production of nationalism” (p. 5). 

The structure of the book is partly chronological, partly thematic. Thus, after 

the Introduction (‘Whose Bosnia?’) there follow five long chapters: ‘The Land of the 

People’; ‘The Land of Suffering’ (both centred on topoi in ethnography and artistic 

literature – ‘the People’ and ‘Suffering Bosnia’); ‘Nationalization and its Discontents’ 

(nationalisation not, of course, in today’s common sense, but rather that of turning 

nationally indifferent peasants into nationally conscious ones – a very difficult task, as 

the nationalists discovered to their great frustration). Chapter 4 is entitled ‘Year X, or 

1914?’ and deals with revolutionary youth movements leading up to the assassination 

of 1914. Chapter 5, ‘Another Problem’, is about attempts by the Ottomans and later 

Habsburg Monarchy to present Bosnia in a positive light and even to encourage tour-

ism. It is based on a quotation from George Polya: “What is the best you can do for a 

problem? Leave it alone and invent another problem… Faced with mounting political 

pressures in their imperial domains, Ottoman and Habsburg state officials not only 

tried to repress the emerging forces of nationalism, but also began to adopt many of 

the basic forms, idioms, and strategies of nationalist movements” (p. 163). 

Hajdarpasic offers us this conclusion: “Crucially, this approach [grounded 

theory] has led me to conceptualize nationalism differently from most scholarly 
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accounts, understanding it not as a finite movement that ends in some momentous 

achievement (the establishment of a state, the partition of territories and populations, 

etc.), but as a political project that is fundamentally open-ended and impossible to 

complete“ (p. 201). 

Hajdarpasic uses the expressions nation-formation, nation-making and nation-

building apparently interchangeably; certainly he does not actually explicate any of 

those terms. As a non-native speaker Hajdarpasic can be excused for making gram-

matical and lexical mistakes, but the same does not, presumably, apply to his proof-

readers. 

When dealing with this topic, Hajdarpasic often quotes Serbian/Croatian/ 

Bosnian sources. Sometimes he gives us the original, but not always. In particular, on 

p. 202, he deals with the entry on brat ‘brother’ in Vuk Karadžić's dictionary. Here it 

would have been particularly helpful if he had quoted the Serbian original as well, as I 

am not sure that I agree with his translations. 

The book contains many interesting illustrations. There are no footnotes, only 

end-notes, and there is no bibliography: the references are hidden in the end-notes, 

and if you overlook one of them – bad luck! If you are looking for a reference, you 

might have to spend half an hour checking every previous end-note. 

Despite these minor annoyances, there is no doubt that this is a ground-

breaking book which cannot be ignored by anyone studying Bosnia or nationalism. 

 

Peter M. Hill 

The Australian National University 

 

*** 
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A New Rival State? Australia in Tsarist Diplomatic Communications, (ed. Massov, A., 

M. Pollard, and K. Windle) Canberra: ANU Press, 2018, xiii + 353 pp. 

 

A New Rival State? Australia in Tsarist Diplomatic Communications is an edited col-

lection of consular dispatches written by eight consuls representing the tsarist Russian 

Empire. The collection is preceded by an editorial note and an introduction. The for-

mer provides general information regarding the dispatches, such as their sources, 

dates, transcription and translations; while the latter presents a historian’s perspective 

on the sixty-year period from 1857-1917 covered in the documents. A plate section 

contains photographs of the consuls and other officials mentioned in the book.  

The collection presents both the short biographies and the dispatches of Rus-

sian consuls in Australia. Thus, besides the documents, the reader is provided with a 

vivid portrayal of the authors of the dispatches: their biographical data, as well as their 

personality and character traits. Moreover, with the development of Russian consular 

service in Australia, the reader can trace the change in the type of people who were 

chosen as consuls: from English-born citizens with an interest in (Edmund Paul) or 

love for (James Damyon) Russia to consuls of Russian descent (Alexis Poutiata, Ni-

kolai Passek, Mikhail Ustinov, among others). The style of writing also differs from 

consul to consul. For instance, Paul had quite an extensive workload besides his dip-

lomatic responsibilities, which resulted in his short, factual and infrequent dispatches; 

while Poutiata, the first permanent consul in Melbourne, is described as a very amia-

ble person who was liked by everyone who he met; his dispatches are lengthy and 

quite frequent, providing a very detailed account of events, as well as his own opinion 

on what was happening. Poutiata’s correspondence, in particular, provides infor-

mation on negotiations for establishing trade relations between Russia and Australia 

(p. 114) and of a disrespectful attitude to Russia with regard to Tsar Alexander III’s 
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death (pp. 116-117). Furthermore, the first Russian consul expresses his opinion on 

how Australia found itself in an economic depression in the late nineteenth century 

and why, according to Poutiata, strong labour unions were to blame for unemploy-

ment. Alongside critical remarks, he approves of the Parliament’s solution of the 

problem by promoting village settlements and thus breaking up the workers’ unions. 

In contrast to Poutiata’s style of dispatches, Robert Ungern-Sternberg’s letters 

contain a lot of factual information regarding possible trade between Russia and Aus-

tralia. He provides a detailed account of the state of the supply of kerosene in Austral-

ia and of the number of Russian and Finnish ships arriving at Australian ports. Un-

gern-Sternberg also describes his defense of a Russian national in court (p. 163). Hav-

ing investigated the matter, the consul concluded that the sentence of hard labour was 

unfair and tried to have the charge dropped. 

Regarding other consuls’ major contributions, Passek continued an enterprise 

initiated by Poutiata – the foundation of an Orthodox church. Ultimately, he could not 

receive any funding from the Embassy, and the church was founded using the com-

munity’s contributions. In one of his concluding dispatches Mikhail Ustinov pointed 

out that Russians preferred to assimilate to Australian culture and lifestyle and did not 

keep connections with the homeland. Therefore, in his opinion, a Russian Consulate 

was not needed in Australia (p. 200), since it served as “an observation post in a re-

mote and unusual land” (about the consulate in Melbourne, p. 202). As a result of this 

view, for two years after Ustinov, the Russian Consulate was governed by the French 

Consul (p. 203).  

Matvei Hedenstrom, by contrast, suggested appointing a Consul in each Aus-

tralian state, because it was documented that Russian nationals lived in all of them (p. 

209). He highlighted the fact that there was not a strong trade relationship between 

Russia and Australia; however, the Australians were interested in the political sphere 
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of Russia. Moreover, Hedenstrom compares socialism in Australia and in Europe and 

points to some underlying features, such as “innate respect for the law” (p. 226) in 

Australia, unlike in Europe. He also makes an interesting observation of Australia’s 

climatic and economic conditions which “foster the desire to enjoy oneself” and do 

not encourage labour and working (p. 230). Finally, Hedenstrom argued in his dis-

patches that owing to the lack of trade representatives from Russia, trade with Russia 

was weak, compared to trade with other countries, such as Germany and USA.  

The last Russian consul appointed in tsarist Russia was Alexander Abaza who 

did a lot for the Russian community and for the promotion of Russian culture and lan-

guage, in particular. Under Abaza, the first Russian-Australian Commerce and Infor-

mation Bureau was established, and fifty Australians started studying Russian in Mel-

bourne (April 1917) at “inaugurate courses in the language under its (Bureau’s) auspi-

ces” (p. 327). 

The present collection of dispatches will be of great interest to historians of 

Russian-Australian relations, as well as to the general reader. 

 

Natalia Batova 

University of Melbourne 

 

*** 

 

S. Kulchytsky, The Famine of 1932-1933 in Ukraine: An Anatomy of the Holodomor. 

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, Edmonton, Toronto, 2018. 

 

This is a book written by one of the leading Ukrainian academic proponents of the 

claim that the Ukrainian famine of 1932/33 was a genocide, in which he presents his 

case and argues against some of his critics. To be fair, I must admit that I have known 
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Professor Kulchytsky for about 40 years (from Soviet times), that I am grateful for his 

continued long-term friendship and help, but that I have disagreed with him over this 

genocide issue for about 30 years. In early 1990 we had been planning to write a joint 

article on the scale of mortality in the famine until I withdrew because of his insist-

ence on using this term. 

This book will be of particular use to the non-Russian or Ukrainian speaking 

reader, in bringing together Kulchytsky’s reasoning ‘evidentiary basis’ (p. xx) for his 

arguments. It is less useful and accurate in its characterisation of the position of his 

critics.  

Kulchytsky tries to fit Soviet history into a simple pattern with the major and 

sometimes sole explanatory factors being the Bolshevik intention on forcibly socialis-

ing the economy, and Stalin’s ruthless ambition to remain leader. The first Bolshevik 

attempt was under Lenin in 1917-21 – ‘the first onslaught’ (Chapter 2) and the second 

under Stalin in 1929-32 – ‘the great break’ (Chapter 3). Kulchytsky, like Robert Con-

quest (The Harvest of Sorrow, Hutchinson, 1986) and Anne Appelbaum (Red Famine: 

Stalin’s War on Ukraine, Collectivization & the Terror Famine, Allen Lane, 2017) 

sees no economic reason for these onslaughts, which they all interpret as coming 

simply from ideological desire of the Bolshevik leaders. In this, they differ from the 

detailed works of M. Lewin, E. H. Carr and R. W. Davies, who have analysed the 

procurement campaigns in great detail. (M. Lewin, Russian Peasants and Soviet Pow-

er: A Study of Collectivization, George Allen & Unwin, 1968; E. H. Carr & R.W. Da-

vies,Foundations of a Planned Economy, 1926-9, Macmillan,1969; R. W. Davies, The 

Socialist Offensive, 1929-30, Palgrave, 1980; R. W. Davies & Stephen G. Wheatcroft, 

The Years of Hunger: Soviet Agriculture, 1931-1933, Palgrave, 2004). 

Kulchytsky tries to distinguish between two different types of famine: a) “The 

all-Union famine of the early 1930s (including the famine in Ukraine in the first half 
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of 1932)” which he sees as “the most noticeable sign of the crisis induced by the 

communist onslaught that Stalin led in 1929” (p. xxv), and b) the Holodomor in 

Ukraine, the North Caucasus and the Lower Volga from the last two months of 1932 

through the first half of 1933. According to Kulchytsky, this second famine — the 

Holodomor — was caused by Stalin’s ‘crushing blow’ against the peasants in these 

regions which was aimed at killing them, and terrorising other peasants into working 

on the collective farms. He states that “the ‘precipitate’ comes down to one thing only 

— Stalin’s ambition to remain in power at the cost of the death of millions of Soviet 

citizens” (p. xxvi). 

Kulchytsky admits that there is no direct evidence of an organised attempt to 

kill Ukrainians, but infers that such a plan existed from a number of actions that took 

place including: 1) a systematic bias against Ukraine, 2) Stalin’s call to the party ac-

tive to crush saboteurs and wreckers mercilessly within the collective farm system; 3) 

orders to ensure fulfilment of grain procurement targets in Ukraine; 4) orders to pre-

vent migration from affected regions; 5) the resulting high mortality in Ukraine and 

North Caucasus. I do not have space to cover all of these points and, therefore, will 

limit myself to the first and last points, in which I have a personal interest.  

Kulchytsky argues that Davies & Wheatcroft ignore the bias against Ukraini-

ans in the 1930 grain procurements when 7.7 million tons of grain was collected from 

Ukraine, which was more than the 7.4 million tons collected from the four other main 

producer regions (Central Black Earth, Lower Volga, Central Volga and North Cauca-

sus). He states that “Never — not in the years of NEP, nor before the revolution ‒ had 

Ukraine produced as much grain as those four other regions […] put together” (p. 47). 

And that this then set up the situation for the future famines. But this is simply not 

true. For most of the late nineteenth century, the pre-revolutionary years of the 20th 

century, and as recently as 1927, Ukraine had normally produced more commercial 
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grain than the other four regions. Its level of grain production was normally slightly 

lower than in the other four regions, its population was much lower, and this normally 

resulted in much higher levels of commodity grain, as measured by transport data or 

procurements. 

Furthermore, if we were interested in looking at the relative proportion of 

Ukrainian to the other four regions as a factor in the famines, surely we should look at 

the proportions in 1931/2 and 1932/3 when the Ukrainian share was distinctly lower: 

13% lower in 1931/2 and 39% lower in 1932/3. In 1932/3 the initial plan was for 

Ukrainian peasants to supply 5.8 million tons (11% less than in the four other main 

regions). This was reduced to 3.8 million tons on January 12, 1933, when it represent-

ed 34% less than in the four other main regions). (Davies & Wheatcroft, p. 478). 

Ukraine, did indeed experience extremely high mortality in the first half of 

1933, but this was not located in the areas of major central grain collection procure-

ment activity, as Kulchytsky implies. The highest mortality was in Kiev and Kharkov 

oblasts where decentralised grain collections were necessary to supply the major cities, 

which were not adequately provided with grain by central collections. 

Overall, this book is a useful indication of the arguments that are used to justi-

fy the claim that the famine in Ukraine in 1932-1933 should be treated as genocide, 

but it is not very convincing. While Stalin cannot be absolved from responsibility for 

the famine, a detailed study of the circumstances around the famine has convinced 

even Robert Conquest that the famine was not caused on purpose by Stalin (Davies & 

Wheatcroft, 2004, p. 411), and, if the famine was not caused on purpose, it is hard to 

see how it qualifies as genocide. 

 

S. G. Wheatcroft 

Deakin University and University of Melbourne 
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Zuzanna Bogumił. Gulag Memories: The Rediscovery and Commemoration of Rus-

sia’s Repressive Past. New York: Berghahn Books, 2018. 302 pp. 

 

The story of how the Gulag became (or failed to become) part of the memory land-

scape in Russia is almost as diverse and fragmented as the Archipelago itself. Gulag 

Memories by Zuzanna Bogumił is an important development in prison camp anthro-

pology – for, although there are quite a few books and articles dedicated to particular 

former Gulag sites and their post-Stalin and post-Soviet history, this is the first book 

to take a systemic (and well researched) approach to the memorialisation of the Gulag. 

The book studies four islands of the Gulag Archipelago – 

a) The Solovetsky Islands with their rich Russian Orthodox history and the famous 

monastery (it had been used as a prison by the Russian Empire long before the 

Soviet regime chose it as a site for its Solovetsky Special Purpose Camp). These 

islands became firstly the site of an exceptionally friendly memorialising collabo-

ration between the secular Memorial Society and the Russian Orthodox Church, 

and, subsequently, the site of a bitter rivalry between the two organisations, with 

the Church winning the battle, becoming the sole narrator, and re-orienting the 

prison camp part of the Solovetsky Islands story towards the Church’s ‘new mar-

tyrs’. 

b) The Komi Republic, where the history of the regional cities and industries is of-

ten synonymous with the history of the local labour camps and quite a few iconic 

monuments and structures happen to be built by zeks. Here the local museums 

and memorial sites frequently manage to portray simultaneously the prison camp 

inmates as victims of the state and as heroic pioneering ancestors triumphing over 

the wilderness. 
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c) The Perm Region which contains various memorial locations including the fa-

mous Perm-36 Museum of the History of Political Repression. An ideological 

conflict developed between the museum and the local and central authorities 

which the authorities happened to win on an administrative level, while, apparent-

ly, failing to remake the museum into a pro-Soviet one. 

d) Kolyma – “Auschwitz without the ovens”, as Shalamov expressed it – where both 

the discussion and memorialisation work focused not as much on the politics, as 

on constructing local identity. The ambiguous results of that process are “visually 

expressed in a swathe of the local landscape: the Mask of Sorrow on Krutaya Hill 

[a monument to all who had died in the camps E.M.] is within viewing range of 

the Eduard Berzin Monument [the controversial head of Dalstroy E.M.]” (p. 183). 

The book also discusses the related memorial sites at Sandarmokh and Butovo 

(where mass executions were carried out and mass graves were located, later to be-

come symbolic cemeteries), and the history and fate of the special ‘memory markers’, 

the Solovetsky stones “scattered across the European part of the Russian Federation” 

(p. 49). 

Bogumił’s approach is both spatial and temporal, covering the process from 

the moment the memory of the Gulag begins to take physical shape. Firstly, it is 

shaped through the ‘carnival of memory’ of the late eighties and nineties, where mul-

tiple memory strategies were born, memory languages were developed, giant memori-

al projects were conceived and temporary markers (like the above-mentioned stones) 

were raised on the spots where future monuments were to be erected, supposedly cre-

ating a cohesive symbolic landscape. Secondly, it is shaped by a period of stabilisa-

tion where a lack of resources and a shift in political will makes many of those tempo-

rary markers permanent and the heterogenous nature of memorial narrations becomes 

obvious and comes to shape the texture of memory. Finally, it is shaped by the current 
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period where both the state and the generation of post-memory are taking a more ac-

tive part. 

This twin approach creates a persuasive cross-section of memory actors: Rus-

sian Orthodox Church, NGOs, local activists and museums and, to a degree, the Rus-

sian government, and their strategies – and the resulting memorial landscape. Gulag 

Memories is based on field work and, thus, every single suggestion has detailed re-

search behind it. 

The theoretical framework Bogumił uses is based partly on Maurice 

Halbwach’s Legendary Topography of the Gospel in the Holy Land, with its mecha-

nisms of memory-building and the idea that “sacred places do not so much commem-

orate facts supported by historical testimonies as the beliefs that formed around them” 

(p. 3). This is amply illustrated throughout the book (e.g. the Solovetsky Special Pur-

pose Camp which is widely considered to be the first prison camp in the Soviet state – 

and is systemically museified and memorialised as such – had been predated by the 

camps in Kholmogory and Pertominsk). This framework is complemented by Jan 

Assman’s concept of cultural memory, the Bakhtinian carnival of memory and Fou-

cauldian concepts of discourse and counter-history. 

This set of tools allows Zuzanna Bogumił to determine who the memory mak-

ers were and what agendas they were pursuing. The tools further enable conclusions 

as to why the ‘carnival of memory’ failed to produce a unified concept of the repres-

sions or a unified set of memory practices (and that despite the fact that successful 

memory strategies were copied over and replanted in other regions), and why those 

successful strategies might prove to be extremely resilient even in the face of a hostile 

governmental takeover (including the case of the Perm-36 museum where the sheer 

weight of the collected material and its organisation so far has by itself sabotaged all 

the efforts of the local authorities to change the museum’s tenor). 
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Using the examples of the Russian Orthodox Church which managed to work 

its Gulag experience into the centuries-long story of the Church as an institution; the 

local memorial sites of the Komi Republic (where, for example, the drive to produce a 

recognisable and complete history for the region would prompt the museum creators 

to start the story with the emergence of the local biotopes and then continue with the 

Gulag); and the famous Memorial Society, whose original purpose was to preserve the 

memory of the repressions as such, taken separately, Bogumił manages to demon-

strate that there was a massive popular demand in Russia for a meaning-production 

system that would make the prison camp experience a scalable, understandable part of 

the country’s history. As a corollary, she demonstrates that the Russian Orthodox 

Church was the only institution which has satisfied that demand to a degree – thus be-

coming the most powerful memory player in the field. 

She also shows that the comprehensiveness and cohesiveness of the overall 

narration appear to matter more to the audience than the facts of the case – and more 

than the very tradition that narration happens to be based on. For example, while de-

scribing the Stations of the Cross procession of the 2007, where the ‘Solovetsky’ me-

morial cross was delivered along the zek-built river canals from the Solovetsky mon-

astery (where many Orthodox priests and believers had been imprisoned or killed) to a 

mass execution site in Butovo, Bogumił writes: “In fact, the Stations of the Cross can 

be seen to exhibit a kind of ‘anti-behaviour’, as defined by Boris Uspensky. 

For example, rather than travelling by land, the cross sailed to Butovo, and rather 

than sailing down the river, it sailed upstream. It was dedicated to zeks who had died 

for their faith, yet, while they were alive, these same zeks not only built the canals 

along which the cross was sailing all those years later, but also the lagpunkts where 

the Stations of the Cross pilgrims were taking breaks and praying.” (p. 80) 
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This is a stunning observation, because, within the Russian tradition, anti-

behaviour is associated with pagan rituals, if not outright devilry – and so a procedure 

actualising such a behaviour is supposed to be utterly unthinkable for the Russian Or-

thodox Church and abhorrent to its extremely ritual-minded core audience. Yet, the 

Stations of the Cross procession proved to be an utter success both in terms of a reli-

gious event and in terms of shaping the memorial landscape, establishing a firm con-

nection between the Solovetsky Islands and Butovo as two places of Orthodox mar-

tyrdom. The power of these observations would be appreciated by any researcher. 

One of the book’s few drawbacks is that Gulag Memories, being a re-worked 

English translation of the earlier 2012 book (Bogumił, Zuzanna. 2012. PAMIĘĆ 

GUŁagu. Krakоw, Poland: Wydawnictwo Universitas), is mainly based on Bogumił’s 

fieldwork conducted between 2006-2008. Thus, the post-2012 developments are given 

a more cursory treatment, with some of them being omitted completely. For example, 

Bogumił does not mention the affair that has gradually developed into a new focal 

point of the memory controversy in Russia – the Sandarmokh/Dmitriev case. Since 

2015 the Karelian authorities and their allies have tried to revise the story behind the 

mass graves at Sandarmokh and claim that at least some of the dead there were the 

Soviet POWs executed by the Finns during the Second World War. This attempt liter-

ally to physically re-mark and reclaim the burial site for the Soviet regime (that in-

cluded unlicensed excavations and bringing trumped-up criminal charges against the 

archaeologists who had initially discovered the site) falls perfectly within Bogumił’s 

framework and merits further research. 
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